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ABSTRACT

This report is primarily an examination of thG poten-
tialities of the shrimp fisheries of Latin America as a source

of supply for the United States market.

A survey conducted by the author indicates that there
are vast stretches of coast along continental Latin America
where the shrimp populations are very sparse or are concentrated
in patches in widely scattered areas. J For some countries the

production outlook is favorable and the prospect for the develop-
ment of the fishery is discussed in relation to the availability
of commercial species on the fishing grounds, processing and
marketing costs, and the effect of government regulations and
controls. In the case of Mexico, the chief source of shrimp
imports into the United States, the fishery appears to have reached
the stage where productive ability no longer depends upon fishing
or plant capacity but more upon the biological potential of the

species of shrimp and the capacity of the market to absorb smaller-
sized shrimp.

There are at least 21 species of marine and brackish-
water shrimp that are of coromercial importance in continental
Latin America. However, 10 species of shrirap belonging to the
genus Penaeus comprise the bulk of the shrimp fishery, accounting
for about 90 percent of the total catch.

Milton J. Lindner is novj a fishery attache at the American
Embassy in Mexico City. Draft of this report was completed in August 1956.
Alton T. Murray, Commodity Industry Economist, condensed and revised the
report. Donald S. FitzGibbon and Mrs. Saralyn VJolff checked and prepared
in final form, the statistical material. The project was financed with
funds made available by the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act, approved July 1,
195h (68 Stat. 376).
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years iacreasinr;; interest in tlie ahrimp fisheries of"

Latin America has led to many inquiries as to just what these fisheries

are and what may be expected to develop from them. Only scattered

information of dubious reliability has been available. This report has

been prepared after on-the-spot surveys—more extensive for some countries

than for others—to supply the answers to many of the questions that the

United States Fish and Wildlife Service has been asked. The surveys were

made for the most part during the period October 19[;l3 to April 1956.

For each country, detailed data are given on commercial species

and fishing grounds, on outlook for production, on fishennen and gear,

on processing and marketing, on foreign trade, and on governmental

assistance. The same sequence of presentation is followed, as far as

possible, for each country

.

The 1955 total annual production of shrimp throughout conti-
nental Latin America was estimated to be betv;een 120 million and 125
million pounds, heads -on vjeight, or 71. h to 'jh.h million pounds, heads-
off vi^eight (table 1). It is estimated that the shrimp fisheries of this
area, when fully developed, may produce from 200 million to more than
300 million pounds, heads -on weight, each year.

In many instances the catch, for economic and other reasons,

may never approach its potential. Moreover, in numerous places shrimp

species of small size form a great part of the potential supply. These
small shrimp now have a limited market and unless marketing conditions
change appreciably it is not Idkely that the catch will reach the poten-

tial soon.

There are very few, if any, shallow-vjater coastal areas in Latin
A^ierica that have not been explored to some extent. Those areas that were
found relatively easy to exploit have been exploited or are in the process
of being developed. Scarcity of shrimp, lack of facilities, currency con-
trol, and legal restrictions are some of the reasons why the development
of the other areas has been prevented or delayed. The would-be explorer
or prospective investor should bear these facts in mind.

There are at least 21 species of marine and brackish-water
shrimp that are of commercial importance in continental Latin America. A
number of other species are caught in the fishing operations, but either
they are discarded by the fishermen or the amounts landed are so small
that they have not been considered of conmercial importance up to the
present time.

Ten species of shrimp belonging to the genus Penaeus comprise
the bulk of the shrimp fishery, accounting for about 90 percent of the



total catch. The shrimp of this genus are tropical, or subtropical,

coastal or shallow-vjater forms. Most, but probably not all, require

brackish vrater during the juvenile phase of their life cycle. Spawning
occurs at sea and the recently hatched shrimp move to coastal or inland

brackish waters. Grovrth is rapid, and as the shrimp approach maturity
they return to the sea. Life is short, in most species not exceed 2 or

3 years. Some species do not live much beyond the first year owing
principally to intensive fishing.

In continental Latin America, commercial fisheries for members
of the genus Penaeus extend along the eastern coast from the Gulf of
Mexico to southern Brazil and on the Pacific from Baja California to
northern Peru. The southern limit see/as to be along the coasts of
Uruguay and Peru. The distribution of the species is by no means uniform
throughout this range. There are vast stretches of coast along which
the shrimp populations are very sparse or are concentrated in patches
in widely scattered areas. This is particularly true of the east coast;

of which all of the continental shores bathed by the Caribbean Sea and
the area off the coast of Brazil, from about the eastern boundary of the
State of Maranhao to at least Salvador, are examples.

In certain areas, Penaeus does not seem to be able to compete
with other, smaller shrimp. The sea bob, Xiphopeneus kroyeri , apparently
almost completely dominates the coastal nursery grounds from near the
mouth of the Amazon to about the eastern border of British Guiana. In
British Guiana (and probably extending north throughout the delta of the
Orinoco 1/) still smaller shrimp, ^alaemon schmitti and Hippolysmata
oplothoroides, seem to have displaced the sea bob.

1/ Reports of exploratory fishing in the Gulf of Paria aiid off the
Orinoco Delta have not indicated any large concentrations, as normally
would be expected, of eithf-r PenaeuG or Xiphopeneus.



TABLE 1.—ESTIMATED 1955 LANDINGS AND POTENTIAL LANUINKJ
OF SHRIMP IN COOTINEIiTAL LATIN A^IiLrilGA

(Heads-on weight, in thousands of poiinds)



ARGENTINA SHRIMP SPECIES

AND LOCATIONS

16 HymenopenaeuB imillerl

17 Artemeaia longinarla

UOO miles'

ARGENTINA



ARGENTINA '"^

Tvo species of Ehri.-np, both pink in color,

are taken comiaercially along Argentina's coast. The

best fishing grounds are in Patagonia near the town

of Rawson. Over 7 million pounds, heads-on weight,

were caught during 1953, the peak year. The catch

has dropped to about one-half since then owing to a

scarcity of shriinp. 'jTtien shrlTip are abundant probably

more than 10 million pounds could be taken annually.

Canning and freezing plants are located in Rawson

and Mar del Plata. Shrijnp are on the export-control

list to which the official rate of exchange applies.

COMMERCIAL SP2CIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

Two species of shrimp are caught commercially in Argentina.

One, Artemesia longinaris , is quite small, rarely exceeding a size

greater than 50 to the pound, heads-off. This species is called "caraaron".

The second species, Hyrtienopenaeus mulleri , called "langostino" (the

young of this species are also called "camaron",) grows to a considerably

larger size; some will reach 10 to 15 to the pound, headless, but most

average between 21 and 35 to the pound. The langostino belongs to the

same genus as the red shrimp found in deep water in the Gulf of Mexico.

Both the langostino and the camaron are pinic in color. The ripe ovaries,

two lobes of \ijhich extend the length of the female abdomen (tail), of

the langostino are bright green in the fresh or frozen shrimp. The

United States market is not accustomed to shrimp with ovaries of this

color.

The fishing grounds are scattered along the coast from near

Mar del Plata to Comodoro Rivadavia. The northern area from Mar del

Plata to Bahia Blanca is most productive in small shrimp, and the Patagonian

coast, particularly near Rawson, usually produces most of the large shrimp.

Isla Escondida, a small island near Rawson, is a famous fishing
•

ground

for the larger shrimp.

2/ The survey of Argentina was made during May 1956 and this time is

Implied in references to current events or prices

.



TABLE 2.—SHRIMP LANDINGS IN ARGENTINA, BY ZONES, 1951;

(Converted to pounds, heads-on weight)

Zone Small Large Total

Mar del Plata



Although shrimp are taken throughout the year, the best season

for the large shrimp is during tlie summer, between October and February

(table 1|). Examination of frozen specimens of H. mulleil taken during

this time of year indicated that these shrimp were spawning then. The

smaller species does not seem to be as seasonal in its availability.

TABLE U.—L/iNDINGS OF UmZ SHRIMP IN ARGENTINA,

BY MONTHS, 1952 AND 1953

(Converted to pounds, heads-on weight)

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total

1952

1,179,200
5i;0,800

15,000
23,800
58,000
37,900

lli9,500

121^,100

U7,600
565,700

l,695,Uoo
1,397,300

5,83ii,300

1953

278,200
285,500
72,500
95,900

187,900
i|19,300

li3,700

287,900
368,800
576,500

1,329,800
1,753,600

5,699,600

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

So little is known about the Argentinian shrimp that it is
impossible to estimate with any degree of accuracy what future production
might be. Indications are that the supply is limited and subject to
fluctuations. In years of abundance the catch probably could exceed
10 million pounds, heads-on weight. The local market now consumes almost
the entire production.

FISHERMEN AND GEAR

A few small boats operating with beam trawls out of Mar del
Plata are the only boats that fish for shrimp throughout the year. When
shrimp are abundant or market demand good, from 18 to 20 medium-sized
(about 60 feet long) otter trawlers go for shrimp. At other times these
boats will trawl for fish. The trawlers had originally been constructed
for the shark fishery.



Six to eight men comprise the crew of a trawler. They are
paid on a share basis after deducting operating expenses such as fuel,
food, and ice. The owner takes two or three shares for the boat, and
each member of the crew receives one share.

Trips are made daily, the boats leaving and returning with the
tide. The trawl is the European type with long wings and 10- to 30-
fathom legs between the doors and the wings. The shrimp for local con-
sumption are not iced aboard.

Figure 1.—Otter board used by Argentinian shrimp fishermen.
Mar del Plata, Argentina.



PROCESSING AND MAHKETINO

When the shrimp boats return to port, the shrimp are cooked
and packed in wooden boxes containing 8 kilograms (about 17 pounds) of
whole shrimp. When the shrimp are intended for export they are iced
aboard the vessel in metal dinims. Some are frozen in Rav^son; others
are trucked to Mar del Plata, where they are packed in 5-pound cartons
and frozen.

Shrimp are also canned in Argentina. The wet pack is customary.
A large portion of the shrimp production is frozen. The freezing and
canning plants are located in Rawson and Mar del Plata. In 19^3 about
908,000 pounds of raw large shrimp and about 33,000 pounds of small shrimp
were processed in these plarits. In 1952 about 3.2 million pounds of
large and about 132,000 pounds of small shrimp were handled in the
processing plants.

In Buenos Aires shrimp are retailed cooked-whole. Small shrimp
were selling for about h pesos (about 10 United States cents 3/) a pound
and large shrimp for about 9 pesos a pound. Beef was retailing for 2 or
3 pesos a pound.

FOREIGN TRADE

Argentina imports only small quantities of fishery products.
In 195U the total was but l5ii,000 pounds, of which 128,000 pounds were
canned fish from Pern and 22,000 pounds were live Chilean lobsters. The
remaining li,000 pounds were fresh and canned fishery products from Chile.
The Central Bank establishes a list of iraport items which can be imported
on free exchange and without need for prior exchange permits. Since shrimp
are not on this list, an import permit is required. Permits for food-
stuffs are granted only for essential items, of which shrimp is not
considered to be one.

The principal exports of fishery products are fish meal and
fresh and frozen fish and shellfish. In 1953, total exports of fishery
products (table 5) were valued at $59,000. The exports of fresh and
frozen shellfish were probably entirely frozen shrimp, most of which were
destined for the United States (table 6).

3/ The rate of exchange on the free market was ItO Argentine pesos = $1.00
or 1.00 peso = 2-1/2 U. S. cents. This rate is used for all conversions
to U, S. dollars for the Argentine peso.



TABLE 5.—EXPORTS OF FISHERY PRODUCTS FROM ARGENTINA, 1953

(Quantities converted to pounds; values converted to

United States dollars)

Type of product



BRAZIL V

Brazil is estimated to produce between 20

and 25 million pounds, heads-on weight, of shrimp a

year. Eventual production may reach 60 to 100 mil-
lion pounds, heads-on weight. About half the pro-
duction comes from near the mouth of the Amazon River.
Most of the catch is small-sized shrimp taken on or
near the nursery grounds. Practically the entire
catch is consumed within the country. More than half
the catch is sold partially dried and heavily salted.

There is only one plant freezing shrimp in northern
Brazil. The remaining processing plants are near

the Urugu^an border at Rio Grande. Brazil has im-
port, export, and exchange controls.

COMMERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

Five species of shrimp are talcen commercially along the coast
of Brazil, In the North, in the states of Para and Marantiao, the sea
bob, Xiphopeneus kroyeri , is the most abundant species. In this area
it is called "piticaia" but in Rio de Janeiro and Santos it is known as

"caraarao de sete barbas". Penaeus aztecus and P. schmitti are also taken
in the north, where both are called white shrimp, "camarao branco." In
Rio de Janeiro P. aztecus and small P. brasiliensis are usually called
dark shrimp "caiiiarao lixo," and P. schmitti is known as tnie or white
shrimp, "camarao verdadeiro" or ""camarao branco." P. duorarum and
apparently some of the larger P. brasiliensis in Rio de Janeiro and Santos
are called pinlc shrimp, "camarao rosa." in the far south, at Rio Grande,
only one species, P. brasiliensis , is of commercial importance.

Large and jumbo shrimp are usually taken only by trawlers
operating out of the ports of Rio de Janeiro and Santos. Most of the
Brazilian shrimp catch is of small-sized shrimp. This is because about
one-third of the catch is sea bobs, a species that does not attain large
size, and much of the remainder consists of the young of the other species
taken on or while leaving the estuarine nursery grounds.

U/ The survey of Brazil was made during April, 1956, and this date,
unless otherwise specified, is implied when ciirrent events or prices
are alluded to

.

11
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Figure 2.—Trawlers unloading in Santos, Brazil,

The northern fishing grounds, between the eastern shore of
the Baia de Marajo and Sao Luiz, and the area around Parnaiba
probably produce about half of the Brazilian shrimp catch. Fishing,
with trap nets and seines, is performed in the estuaries and along the
beaches. About 60 percent of the catch in this area appears to be sea
bobs, and the remainder is about equally divided between the young of
P. schmitti and of P. aztecus .

The coast between Parnaiba and Salvador is generally of coral
sand with patches of coral a short distance from shore—an environment
more suited to spiny lobsters than shrimp. Undoubtedly shrimp do occur
in this region but only in small quantities.

A small amount of shrimp are taken from the bay at Salvador for
local sale, but the supply is not sufficient for the demand. Shrimp are
brought in from Ilheus. The sea bob and the young of the white, pink,
and brown shrimp appear in the Salvador market.

13



The shriirp trawl fishery is coni lined tc soutiiern Brazil from
about Rio Doce to Laguna. The fisidng spots are scattered at intervals
along the coast and usueJ-ly are adjacent to or near the inland nurseiy
grounds. Boats operating out oi Rio de Janeiro bring to market all types
of shrimp found in the region, white, pink, brown, dark, and sea bob.
The young of several of these species are tai^en in the bay at Hio de
Janeiro, and also at Santos. The sea bob w&s reported to be most abundant
in the harbor at Santos.

At Rio Grande, one of the more important shrimping grounds the
young of the dark shrimp are taken from Lagoa dos Patos and'^from along
the ocean beach while on their way to sea. The annual Brazilian shrimp
catch is estimated to run between 20 and 25 million pounds, heads -on
weight. About half of this amount comes from the northern fishery east
of the mouth of the Amazon. The remaining half is about equally divided
betvjeen the catches landed at Rio de Janeiro and Santos and the estuarine
fisheries of the south between Cananeia and Piio Grande.

On the northern grounds shrimp are caught throughout the year,

but the best season was reported to be from May to October. In central

Brazil, at Rio de Janeiro and Saiitos, shrimp are landed throughout the

year (see table 7); there does not appear to be any definite seasonal

pattern. Market demand seems to be the controlling factor.

TABLE 7. —MONTHLY LADINGS OF SHRXl-IP IN CENTRAL BRAZIL,

1953 AND 195ii

(Converted to pounds, heads-on weight)



The southern shrimp fishery at Rio Grsiide is decidedly seasonal
(see table 8), the season generally extending froin December through May.

At this time the young of P. brf-siliensis are leaving Lagoa dos Patos for
the sea. The intraseasonal pattern is quite consistent in that the
heaviest runs almost always occur in March, but the fluctuations in annual
catch can be considerable. The 19Sh landings, for example, were about 3.i;

million pounds, whereas the 1955 landings were over I|..9 million pounds,
and the 1956 landings were not expected to exceed 2 million pounds. These
fluctuations in landings appear to be the result of biological rather than
economic factors. They may be associated with rainfall, since it was re-
ported that excessively rainy years were poor shrimp years, which suggests
that excessive quantities of fresh water in Lagoa dos Patos might restrict
the area of the shrimp nursery gro'unds.

TABLE 8.—FRESH SHRIMP, RECEIVED AT PLAINS IN RIO GRAITOE, BRAZIL,
BY MONl'HS, 1953 TO 1955

(Converted to pounds, heads-on weight)

Month



OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

Brazil can, and undoubtedly ;d.ll, increase her shrirap produc-

tion. It is difficult to estimate the quantity thab nay be available for

export. A certain amount most likely >j111 be exported but the policy has

tended towards increasing local consunrotion rather than encouraging ex-

ports. With the exception of less than a thousand pounds of canned shrimp

e:qDorted to Uruguay, all of the 19$$ production uas consumed \-dthin the

country. As the transportation, storage, and marketing facilities increase,

the consunption of shriiap is bound to increase.

Little is kno^/n about the production possibilities of the area

northwest of the Amazon delta, but in all probability the sea bob, a
shriitp of small adult size, is by far the most abundant in this area.

The sea bob is the most abundant form in the Guianas and in the northern
fishery east of the delta. It seems to become progressively more dominant
on the nursery grounds as one proceeds north and west along the coast from
Sao Luiz, Brazil, to Paramaribo, Surinam. The sea bob is a suitable size

for dryingj tlie larger of the species are of coclctail size. The small
size of shrimp and the lack of shore and port facilities make it unlikely
that this area will become productive in the near future.

The area in the north most likely to increase production is that
lying between Baia de Marajo and Sao Luiz. Before production can be

increased appreciably, trawling will have to be introduced. Under Brazil-
ian law, however, trawling is not permitted within 3 miles of the coast.
Furthermore, tidal currents are strong, and shore facilities are generally
lacking. There do seem to be definite possibilities of producing large
and jximbo vrhite and brovm slirimp. V/l"ien fully developed, this area could
probably produce annually considerably more than twice the estimated
current heads-on weight.

Between Parnaiba and Santos there are no extensive estuarine
nursery grounds for slirimp, and in many places the feeding grounds for
the adiiLts appear to be limited. Perhaps the shrimp catch along this
stretch of coast eventually will be twice or moi'e the estimated $ million
pounds, heads-on weight, now taken each year. It seems probable, though,
that any catch increase in this area iri-ll be for local consumption.

Most of the shrimp now taken in the southern zone betv/een

Cananeia and Rio Grande are immature shrimp from the nursery grounds.
It is estimated that between 5 and 10 million pounds, heads-on xroight,

of shrirqj are caught in tliis area each year. This amount can probably
be doubled or tripled providing suitable trawling grounds can be develqped
at sea.

FISlffiRIIEN AND GEAR

There are probably about 20 thousand fishermen, all part-time,
catching shrimp in Brazil, Of this number, about 12 thousand are employed

16



in the northern fishery and about 2 thousand at Rio Grande in the south-
ern fishery. Almost all the rest of the fishernen are located south
of Rio de Janeiro.

In the northern fishery shrimp are taken with stop seines and
trap nets. The stop seine consists of a series of upright stationary
poles, between which is strung a wall of mesh, usually 500 to 600 fathoms
long and 8 or 9 feet high. It is fished on the outgoing tide, and the
catch is usually against the webbing. Trap nets are fished on both out-
going and incoming tides. A trap net is a tapering rectangular bag of
webbing usually l5 to 20 feet square at the mouth and 2 or 3 feet at the
end. The sides of the mouth are suspended between two fixed vertical
poles, and the bottom is pushed into the mud and held there by other
poles. The two fixed poles are usually braced by other poles, and fre-
quently a runvjay is constructed along the top to ensure better management
of the net. Sometimes three or four nets are fished in a row.

Near Rio Grande, in the southern fishery, trap nets and beach
seines are used. The beach seines are about 80 fathoms long and 3
fathoms deep. On occasions two or three of the seines may be fastened
together to form one net. From 12 to 20 men will work a seine.

Trawlers, some using otter trawls and others working in pairs
with a paranzella-type travel, operate from the ports of Rio de Janeiro
and Santos. These trawlers do not fish exclusively for shrimp.

PROCESSING AND MARKETING

Considerably more than half the Brazilian shrimp catch is sold

in the semidry state. The shrimp are boiled in brine and dried for only

a day or two. They are salted well before shipping to market. Probably

more dried shrimp are handled in Belem than in any other port. The

shrimp arrive there in large baskets which hold about 65 pounds. They
are sold at auction, usually held each Friday. Since the shrimp are only

partially dried, spoilage is rapid, and considerable quantities are lost

each year. Retail prices, according to quality, ranged from about 2^ cents

to over 60 cents a pound (values are in United States currency) . Partially

diy shrimp from the southern fishing grounds were retailing in the Porto

Alegre market for about 25 cents a pound.

17



Figure 3.~Shriiiq) for sale in market at Salvador, Brazil.

Figure ii.—Baskets of dried shrimp in market at Bel em, Brazil.
The price is in cruzeiros per kilogram.

18



The retail price of whole fresh shrimp varied considerably by
locality. A pound of small shrimp was selling in the markets at Sao
Luiz for about 5 centsj in Rio de Janeiro from 19 to 22 centsj in Salvador
for 31 cents; and in Santos for about 37 cents. In Rio de Janeiro the
wholesale price of whole fresh shrimp was fixed. For small shrimp it was
about 9 cents, for medium, about 13 cents, for large about 22 cents a
pound. The allovjable retail mark-up was 30 percent above the wholesale
price; however, actual retail prices usually included a mark-up considerably
in excess of that allowed.

A few shrimp are frozen in Sao Luizj the only processing else-
where is done at Rio Grande. Here, about six companies engage in shrimp
canning, and three freeze. The shrimp are small. The peeled meats run
about a hundred to over five hundred to the pound.

Some canners scald the shrimp before heading and peeling and
then blanch the meats, cool them, place the meats in c£Lns, and process.
Other plants head and peel the raw shrimp and then proceed with blanching,
etc. By either process the ultimate yield of meats, blanched and ready to
can, usually is between 2k and 25 percent of the whole raw shrimp.

Two types of peeled shrimp are frozen in Rio Grande, one raw
and the other scalded. The yield of the peeled raw shrimp is about li6

percent of the whole weight and that of the peeled scalded about kO percent.
Scalding is done before peeling. The meats, either scalded or raw, are
placed in a plastic bag and then in a carton. The cartons, after freezing,
are overwrapped.

The plants were paying between S and 6 cents a pound for the
whole shrimp. Women were paid about 3 cents a pound, peeled basis, for
peeling the shrimp. Wages of permanent plant laborers averaged between
$30 and $liO a month. ^ The package of frozen raw-peeled shrimp was
retailing in Sao Paulo for about 30 to 35 cents.

S/ Clerical personnel in Sao Paulo were receiving between $50.00 and

$75.00 monthly.

19



FOREIGN TRADE AND GOVERiJI-ffiNl' CONl'ROL

Brazil neither imports nor exports appreciable quantities

of shrimp. In 19Sh only 600 pounds of dried shrimp were imported,

all from the United States. In 1955 there were no imports of shrimp.

There were no shrimp exported in 195U and less than a thousand pounds

of canned shrimp were erq^orted to Uruguay in 1955.

Imports, exports, and foreign exchange are controlled, and

both import and export taxes are levied. Before shrimp can be exported,

permits must be secured from the Game and Fish Department and from the

Bank of Brazil. Exchange earned from exports must be delivered to the

Bank of Brazil. Pajmients for the exchange are made at the official

buying rate plus an additional rate depending upon the classification

of the exported item. Shrrnp are in the fourth category, for which

the additional rate is 31.70 cruzeiros. This plus the official rate of

18.36 cruzeiros amounts to 50.06 cruzeiros to the U. S. dollar. The

free-market exchange was 73 cruzeiros for one U. S. dollar.

Only Brazilians are permitted to fish in Brazil, and only

Brazilian companies can trade in fishery products. However, a temporary

2-year permit has been granted a United States citizen for exploratory

fishing vjith tvjo boats of United States registry. Seventy percent of

the catch of these boats must be sold in Brazil.
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BRITISH GUIANA ^/

The present catch is mostly very Gmall shrimp,

the peeled and di'ied meats oi' vjliich xjili average around

a thousand to the pound. The sea bob is most abundant

towards the eastern boundary, though apparently not as

plentiful as in Surinam. The es-Dimated aimual catch is

about 800 thousand pounds, heads-on weight. Production

possibilities appear to be about Ii to 5 million pounds,

heads-on basis. Increased production is unlikely unless

an export market can be developed lor dried shrimp. A

small amount of frozen shrimp will probably be exported

in the near future.

COMERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

In British Guiana the most abundant commercial forms are two

species of very small shrimp, known locally as "white bellies" or "fine"

shrimp. They are Palaemon schmitti and Hippolysmata oplothoroides

.

The dried and peeled meats of these shrimp average about a thousand to

the pound. The sea bob , Xiphopeneus kroyeri , the white shrimp ^ Penaeus

schmitti , and the brown shrimp, P. aztecus, appear occasionally in the

catches near GeorgetoTm. These larger forms, including the sea bob,

are called "coarse" shrimp. Probably less than 5 percent of the catch

from the Demarara River fishery is "coarse" shrimp. The sea bob is

reported to be abundant only near the Surinam border betx^jeen the Berbice

and the Coui'antyne Rivers. White and brown shrimp are scarce.

The fishing grounds are near the mouths of the Essiquibo and
the Courantyne Rivers. The catch is estimated to be about 800,000
pounds, heads-on weight, a year.

About 300 fishermen using Chinese trap nets fish the entire

year for shrimp and small fish.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

The British Guiana shrimp fishery, when fully developed,

probably can produce U or 5 million pounds, heads-on weight, a year.

Owing to the small size of the more abundant species, the probability
is slight that this yield will be attained in the near l\iture, unless
a profitable export market can be found for the dried shrimp.

It can be expected that some frozen brown and white shrimp
will soon be exported. The quantities probably will not be great.

6/ The suivey of British Guiana was made during May 19^6 and this
date is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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PROCESSING AND MARKETING

Most of the shrimp are dried, but many are sold fresh-whole
in the Georgetovm markets and by peddlers. The "fine" shrimp and
small fish caught by the trap nets are used by the poorer classes.
Fresh shrimp, in Georgetown, are sold by the parcel, which varies in

size, depending on abundance. Generally it is about two handfuLs.
The price does not vary. It is a standard 8 British West Indian
(B.W.I.) cents jj (about 5 U.S. cents). The price for one white
shrimp, approximately 6 inches in total length, is 6 B.W.I, cents
(about 3-2 U.S. cents).

Figure 5.—A shrimp and fish vendor in Georgetown, British
Guiana. These tiny shrimp are sold by the "parcel," generally
about two handful s.

7/ Conversion rate of the B.W.I, dollar is 1.70 B.W.I.
States $1.00.

United
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About 10 pounds of raw fine shrimp are required to produce

1 pound of peeled dried shrimp. One plant in Georgetown steams the shrimp

with salt in a barrel and dries them in the sun on a concrete floor. The

dried shrimp are peeled in an electrically driven rice-huller. Most of

this product was exported to Trinidad where it sold for about 6k cents

per pound. However, dried shrimp from Surinam selling for 3'S to kl cents

per pound has taken this market. The fishermen were paid 2^ to 3-| cents

per pound for the raw shrimp.

The governraent is constructing a wholesa].e marlcet and landing
v/harf in Georgetown where cold storage rooms will be provided for the

use of the fishermen. There will also be a few bunlcs and a small canteen
available in this market. The proposal is to require all boats to land at

the dock. A charge of 6 percent on sales will be levied to cover the cost

of services. The selling price will not be under government control.

The skiffs used by the shrimp fishermen generally are powered
by outboard motors. Gasoline costs k6 cents a gallon of which 19 cents

represents tax which is refunded to the fishermen. Net cost to the

fishermen is, therefore, about 27 cents a gallon.

It was reported that a United States fisherman was to bring in

four trawlers. These boats will fish for the export market. The product
will be fish fillets and perhaps some shrimp.

An estdjnated 6,000 pounds of dried shrimp were exported to

Trinidad in 19^5. These were the only shrimp exports from British Guiana.
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BRITISH HONDURAS

British Honduras vjas not visited during the course of this

survey. However, it is not expected that British Honduras will produce
any quantity of shrimp. Reports from various explorations indicate
that pink shrimp, Penaeus duorarum , and probably P. schmitti , occur in

coastal waters. They have never been reported in the abundance that
would warrant the development of a trawl fishery. The shrimp usually
are found well dispersed. This condition seems to be prevalent through-
out most of the continental shores bordering on the Caribbean Sea. Per-
haps this area may eventually produce 200 thousand pounds or so of shrimp
a year.

BRITISH HOiroURAS SHRIMP
SPECIES AND LOCATIONS
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CHILE SHEIIMP SPECIES
AND LOCATIONS

18 I^choclnetes typus

19 Heterocaipos reedl

kOO miles
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CHILE 8/

Chilean shrimp production is insignificant in
comparison with the total fish catch. In 19yh about 223

thou£5-'id pounds of shrinip \icve laivJed as against a total

fish catch of over 2jO million pounds, round vjeights.

All of the shri.7,p caught are consumed locally.

There are at least three species of Crustacea
found in Chilean vjaters that can properly be called shrimp.

In addition to the shrimp there is the "langostino"
(probably several species of the family Galatheidae, the

most important of vihich appears to be Cervomunida johni )

which is not truly a shrimp. The yield in cooked peeled
meats per unit weight of live animal is about 13 percent
for shrimp but only 7 percent for the langostinos.

The prospect of increasing the shrimp catch in
the present areas of operation appears favorable. It is

high-ly probable that new fishing areas will be found as

the market grows. The prospect for an increase in pro-
duction for export purposes seems to be more immediate
and more likely in the case of the langostino. It

is probable that the langostino occurs in abundance over
a great length of the Chilean coast.

COMffiRClAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUI'JDS

There are at least three species—and probably more not yet
identified—that can properly be calJ.ed siirirap. The shrimp nearest
shore (taken in depths to 30 fathoms) is called the beach shrimp,
"camaron de la playa." The species Rynchocinetes typus is a small

shrimp that runs a hundred or more to the pouiid, headless. It is of
minor importance and is usually taken by traps and sold alive to

nearby taverns and restaurants.

The pinlc or nylon shrimp, Heterocarpus reedi , is a recently
described pandalid shrimp, pink in color, occuring in depths between
one and two hundred fathoms. This also is a small species, though
somewhat larj^ier than the beach shrimp. These shrimp are fished for
only on occasions as the market demands; they are brought in whole,

i;ithout ice, and sold cooked-peeled, either fresh or frozen.

8/ The survey of Chile was made in October 1955 and this date, unless
otherwise specified, is implied when current events or prices are
alluded to.
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There is still another shrimp, the "gamba" (probably a

pandalid), which is bright red and which occurs in depths beyond 200

fathoms. It is larger than the other two forms, and the largest speci-

mens are reported to run 20 to 25 to the pound, fresh headless. The

species has only been taken experimentally, although one fisherman

stated that the best hauls he made averaged about 2,000 pounds of whole

shrimp per hour, with a 50-foot trawl. This shrimp appears to be the

most promising for future export markets. One boat was being outfitted

by a private company to fish for it.

These three forms (and probably some yet unidentified) com-
prise the shrimp fishery, which is small and for local consumption. The

195ii catch was about 220 thousand pounds of whole shrimp.

The principal shrimp ports are Antofagasta, Valparaiso, and
San Antonio.

In addition to the shrin?) there is the langostino 9/ (probably
several species of Galatheidae, the, most important of which appears to

be CervomLtnida johni ) which is not^ruly a shrimp. 10/

The langostino occur in the same general habitat as the hake.
They are usually taken at around 80 fathoms. The fishery for them be-
gan in 1953 when about 2.1 million pounds were taken. In 195U over 5.7
million pounds were caught, some of which were canned as "rock lobster
tails".

The Chilean shrimp production (table 9) is insignificant in
comparison with the total fish catch. In 195U, the total Chilean fish
production excluding shellfish was 230.1 million pounds of which the hake
amounted to 123.7 million pounds. In the same year, shellfish production
was 86.2 million pounds, of which shrimp amounted to about 223 thousand
pounds and langostinos about 5.8 million pounds. These are ro\md weights.

9/ The langostino, in frozen cooked-peeled form, entered the United
States market during 1956.

10/ Throughout Latin America the generally used terras are "langostino"
for large shrimp and "ccunaron" for small shrimp. This is equivalent to
the English usage of prawn and shrimp. There are variants from this,
however. In Mexico, for example, the word for all marine shrimp, irre-
spective of size, is "camaron," and fresh-water palamonid shrimp are knovm
as "langostinos". In Chile, "camaron" is used for both salt-water and
fresh-water shrimp, and "langostino "is reserved for crustaceans of the
family Galatheidae.
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TABLE 9.—PRODUCTION AI^D VAI.,UK TO FISHEIMEN OF
CHILEAJJ SHlUriP, BY IisAHS, 19hS TO 195h
(Convei'ted to pouiuis, hcacls-ou weitiht)

Value in ,

Ye^ Po^^^'^s 1,000 pesos y
19h5



Figure 6.—Trawlers in port - Valparaiso, Chile.

As there are no full-time shrimp fishermen in Chile, there are
no boats dedicated exclusively to shrimp fishing. Some trawlers are used
exclusively for hake, others fish for hake and occasionally langostino,
and less frequently a try will be made for shrinp. In 195U there were Ii2

trawlers operating in Chile; all but one operated along the central coast
between Valparaiso and Talcahuano. When hake are abundant the fishing for
langostino and shrimp becomes very sporadic and depends upon market demand.

The nets used for shrimp and langostino are similar in design
to the hake trawl except that the meshes are smaller. The trawl is the
typical VD type with about 260-foot leads between the net and the doors.
The meshes are 2 inches (stretched) throughout the net. The wings are of
18-thread single mesh and the bag of U2-thread double mesh.
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PROCESSING AND MyUiKETING

The trawlers, when fishing for shrijiip or langostino, leave

early in the morning and return in late afternoon on the same day. No

ice is used, and the catch is not headed at sea. Shrimp and langostinos
are handled in the same manner. Upon arriving at the plant they are

immediately boiled in sea water, allowed to cool, and then headed and

peeled by hand. Most of the meats are placed in cold storage in plastic

bags for sale the next morning. Those destined for freezing are layer-

packed in stainless-steel trays holding 7 o\inces of meats, then covered
with water and frozen.

In 195U about 60 thousand pounds of whole shrimp were processed.

The yield was about 13 percent of this amount in cooked-peeled meats.

Langostinos apparently yield only about 7 percent of cooked-peeled meats
per unit weight of the live animal.

The local demand for langostinos has increased rapidly during
the past three years. Before 1953 so fevf were sold that no production
records were kept. In Santiago in September and October 1955, however,

they were on almost all menus in the majority of the restaurants.

Langostinos are mostly marketed cooked-peeled or frozen cooked-

peeled, though some are canned and some sold raw whole. The popular
retail style in Santiago is cooked-peeled in transparent plastic bags of

1 kilogram (2.2 pounds) which retails for about 60 cents at the free

rate of exchange, October 1955.

The cooked meats are cocktail size and flattened rather than

cylindrical like shrimp and prawn.

There is no government inspection or supervision for either
grades or quality control.

FOREIGN TRADE

Chile does not export shrimp in any form. There are no
export taxes on shrimp. Export permits are required for all fishery-

products, and quotas for the local markets must be fulfilled before
export permits are granted. Local price ceilings apply to shrimp and
other seafoods. Langostinos exports to the United States began in 1956.

The fishing and whaling industries, by special decree and for
a period of 10 years from August 3, 1953, are the only industries in Chile
which may freely use foreign exchange derived from export sales. If a
company makes use of this privilege, it may not take advantage of the
official foreign-exchange rate for importation of machinery, boats, and
fishing gear. Some fishing companies take advantage of this foreign-
exchange privilege while others do not. Their decision is based mostly
on anticipated imports of machinery and equipment.
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Since 19l;9> Chile has not imported any fish or fishery-

products (including shrimp). This v;as accomplished first by not in-

cluding these items in the foreign-exchanjje budget and later by direct
prohibition. Previously, small ajnounts of canned and dried shrijnp were
imported from the United States, but the amounts were never appreciable.

Any exports of shrirup to Chile that may show in United States statistics
are most probably under diplomatic free entiy.

SOCIAL LEGISLATION AS IT AFFECTS THE FISHING INDUSTRY

Chile has advanced social legislation. Almost all production
workers and white-collar employees, with the exception of the majority
of the fishermen, belong to "Cajas de Provision Social" (Social Security
Joint Funds). There are a number of such Cajas in Chile. The employed
contribute funds that vary from 7 percent to lli percent of their wages,
and the employers contribute in like or greater amounts, depending upon
the Caja. The funds provide for retirement annuities and, depending on
the Caja, varying degrees of medical attention.

The fish-plant workers usually belong to a Caja and some of

the larger fishing companies have their fishermen in the "Caja de la
Marina Mercante" (Merchant Marine Joint Fund) . The vast bulk of the
fishermen are still unprotected, although the government is attempting
to extend coverage to them under the "Caja de Seguro Social." The
difficulty that is being encountered in this connection is that since
these fishermen do not have an employer they must contribute 22 percent
of their earnings under the law. A further complication is the fact that
it is extremely hard to establish a satisfactory wage or earning base.

Along the northern coast of Chile the fishermen's labor
unions are quite strong and acLive. The central and southern coasts do
not have many unions, but the tendency is for them to increase. Many
of the plant workers are not unionized.

GOVERNMENTAL ASSISTANCE TO THE FISHING INDUSTRY

Although no emphasis has been placed on shrimp, the Chilean
Government has shown much interest in developing the fishing industry
in general. This has been manifested through the activities of CORFO
(Industrial Development Coi-poration) and through special legislation.
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COilFO began fishing operations in 1939 and, in 19i42 started

a trawling company for hake. Now that fishery enterprises are well

established in Chile, CORFO is gradually withdrawing. The Corporation

was reported to be selling all enterprises with the exception of the

operation in San Antonio where work will be devoted primarily to ex-

ploratory trawling for hake in areas not now fished.

Decree No. 208 of July 21, 1953, grants special privileges

to the fishing industry, some of which are as follows:

1. Small boat owners, who operate their own boats, are

exempt from certain taxes for a period of 10 years from date of

publication of the law.

2. For this same period, fishing and fish-processing
industries (a) are exempt from certain excess-profits taxes and exempt
or subject to reduced rates on several other taxes, (b) have free use
of foreign exchange (but if they use this privilege they are not
entitled to official exchange on importation of machineiy, boats, or
fishing gear), and (c) are subject to minimum charges for port costs,
their boats, use of radio-telephone equipment, and pilotage fees.

3. The fishing industry and other industries which use at
least 80 percent raw materials coming from the sea are exempt from ad
valorem import duties, custom and consular fees on boats, engines,
fishing gear, refrigeration equipment, packing eqxiipment, containers,
etc.

U. The State Bank, for a period of 5 years from publication,
may grant credits up to 20 million pesos to registered fishermen who
have been fishing more than 1 year.

5. Authority is given the President to expropriate lands
adjacent to the sea for construction of low-cost housing for fishermen
and for fishery schools. (In Valparaiso, the Government has recently
completed a fishery center for small-boat owners which includes some
20 individual locker rooms for the fishermen for storage of fishing
gear and equipment; toilets and baths; a general -assembly room; and
offices for the directors and the local fishery inspector. It is planned
to extend this to include storage and marketing facilities for the
fishermen.)

In addition to this special legislation on fishery enter-
prises, the Chilean Government has legislation designed to induce
foreign capital to invest in Chile. This legislation grants exemption
from certain import fees, provides means for withdrawing profits and
capital investment from the country, and provides various other con-
cessions for foreign investments.

The government allows special low rates for the shipment within
the country by rail of low-priced fishery products. Shrimp are not
included in this category.
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COLOMBIA ii/

The shrimp production from the Caribbean
coast of Colombia has but slight prospects of increas-
ing. The Pacific coast, with adequate facilities and
government assistance, could probably produce between
3 and 6 million pounds sinnually of large and jumbo
shrimp tails. Shrimp species of smaller size perhaps
could produce a like amotint. The 19^ catch was about
500 thousand pounds, headless. There are only five
trawlers operating along the Pacific coast and none
on the Caribbean.

COMMERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

There appear to be only two species of shrimp taken for
commercial purposes on the Caribbean coast of Colombia. These are
Penaeus schmitti, the young of which are taken from lagoons near

the mouth of the Magdalena River, and P. brasiliensis , which is
caught, also only the young, from La Cienega Grande de Santa Marta.
La Cienega is an extensive marsh lying between Barranquilla and
Santa Marta.

Along the Pacific coast P. occidentalis is the predominant
commercial species. Two other white shrimp, P. stylirostris and P.
vannajTiel, also occur but apparently are not very abundant. Some of
the larger "zebra" shrimp, Trachypeneus byrdi and I. face , are some-
times kept by the trawlers; more often they are discarded along with
the sea bob, Xiphopeneus riveti .

The Pacific fishing grounds extend from Cape Corrientes to
the Ecuadoran border. Tumaco Bay, in the south, is one of the better,
if not the best, fishing areas. The trawlers will sometimes fish in
10 or 12 fathoms, but nearly all fishing is done between 3 and 6
fathoms

.

No official catch records are gathered. The shrimp catch
from the Caribbean coast is estimated to range between 600,000 and a
million pounds annually, heads-on weight. By far the bvilk of this
catch is from La Cienega. The fishermen claim that the best shrimping
season is during the dry period from about January through May. When
rains are not too heavy and the marsh water does not become too sweet,
the fishermen catch some shrimp the entire year. During flood periods
they are unable to find the young shrimp.

11/ The survey of Colombia was made during May 1956, and this date,
unless otherwise specified, is implied when current events or prices
are alluded to.
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The Pacific-coast catch is estimated not to exceed ^00,000
pounds annually, headless v/eight. The best fishing season usually is

betvjeen May and November.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

The Caribbean shores of Colombia appear to be producing
about as many shrirap as they likely wil]. in the near future. Prospects
of developing a trawl fishery for shriiup are poor. V/here the white
shrimp ( Penaeus schiaitti ) occur, trawling grounds are few and weather
conditions unfavorable. In the ocean areas adjacent to the brown-shrimp
(P. brasiliensis) nursery grounds, the bottom is sandy and the shrimp
apparently are "scattered. Reports of experimental trawling off La

Cienega indicate that the shrimp are not concentrated.

Prospects in the Pacific, on the other hand, are quite good,
providing certain governmental policies are settled. The west-coast
annual production can probably be developed to produce from 3 to 6
million pounds, headless vreight, of large and jumbo shrimp. In addition,
if markets can be developed for the species of smaller size, perhaps
this amount might be doubled.

FISHERiffiN AND GEAR

On the Caribbean coast there are about 200 fishermen engaged
in part-time fishing for shrimp. On the Pacific there are about 35
full-time fishermen.

In La Cienega the men fish at night near the inlet to the sea.

They use a triangular semifixed net each side of which is 10 to 15
feet long at the mouth. The mouth of the net is held open by two poles
sunk in the mud and lashed together at the top to form an inverted V.

The body of the net is 20 to 25 feet long and tapers to about 3 feet
at the end where it is tied off. The net is usually supported by lines
running from the poles to mangroves or to other poles sunk in the mud.

The tidal currents are not strong, and fishing is done on both outgoing
and incoming tides, the nets being emptied every hour or so. The fisher-
men operate from dugouts. No ice is used by the fishermen, but every
few hours they deliver their catch to the "buy-boats" where it is iced.
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Figure 7.—Triangular trap nets used by Coloiijbian fishermen

for catching shrimp near Barranquilla, Colombia. The nets

shown in this photograph are in an inverted position from

that used when fishing.

The fishermen are paid by the measure which contains about hs
to 5 pounds of whole shrimp. Price varies according to demand, ranging

between 1 and 3 pesos 12/ (about 21 to 63 cents) a measure.

There are five shrimp trawlers on the Pacific coast, three of

which have freezing facilities. The trawls are the Gulf of Mexico flat

design with a spread of 75 to 95 feet at the mouth. Lazy lines are used
and one trawler, at least, uses lU-foot leaders between the wings and the

doors. Fishing is performed only during daylight hours. The freezer
ships usually pack and freeze after nightfall.

12/ The free-market rate of the peso fluctuates almost daily,

in May 1956 about U.6o pesos to the United States dollar.
It averaged
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Payment to the fishernien vtries vith boat owners. Some are

paid on a share basis on pack-out weight, and some are paid a flat

monthly salarj'. One ovmer hires only the captain, VJho is paid a fixed

amount per pound on pack-out weight. The Cctptain employs the crew,

provides the groceries, and pays the vjages. The owner takes care of

all other expenses. Another owner provides the food and defrays all

other ejqpenses and pays the captain a set ajriount per pound of tails.

The remainder of the crew are paid monthly salaries that range from

100 pesos (about $22) for hands to 300 pesos (about $65) for the

engineer.

The ex-vessel price for headless frozen shrimp in Buenaventura

was 1.80 pesos per "libra" 13/ (about 36 cents a pound).

PROCESSING AND MARKETING

Caribbean coast

Most of the catch from the Caribbean coast is sold in nearby
markets as heavily salted cooked whole shrimp. The fresh shrimp are
cooked in brine and after cooling are sprinkled with salt. Some shrimp
are cannedj some are cooked, peeled, and frozen; and some are dried.

There are two small canneries, one in Bai^ranquilla and the
other in Santa Marta, that occasionally can shrimp for local consumption.
The salted, cooked, and peeled meats, on arrivijig at the cannery, are
sweetened in fresh water and then canned. The dry-pack in parchment-
lined 5-ounce cans is the customary t;^'pe of pack.

Some cooked and peeled shrjmp, destined for consumption in
the interior of the country, ai'e frozen in a small plant in the town
of La Cienega. The raw v;hoie shrimp are boiled in fresh water. After
peeling, the cooked meats are soaked for 1 to 2 hours in concentrated
brine. They are then placed on hardvjare-cloth trays to drain and later
are frozen. The frozen meats (each unit weighing 7 ounces) are placed
in plastic bags and slipped into unv/axed cartons. This pack was retail-
ing in Bogota and Call from 3 to ii pesos (about 65 to 8? cents). Head-
less frozen shrimp from the Pacific of under 15 count were retailing for
about 3 pesos (65 cents) a pound. The cooked and heavily salted whole
shrimp from La Cienega was retailing in the Barranquilla market for 50
centavos to 1 peso (about 10 to 20 cents) a pound depending on daily
supply.

13/ The Colombian "libra" oi- pound is 500 grams or equivalent to
aBout 1.1 United States pounds.
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Cannery workers are furnished certain items of clothing, and

the women are paid from 2 to 2,50 pesos (about U3 to 59 cents) daily-

while the men receive ii to 5 pesos (about 8? cents to $1.09). They

work k.& hours a week but are paid for 56 hours. There is no social

security, but the employers must pay for hospital and medical services.

The women at La Cienega who peel cooked shrimp for freezing

are paid by the measure. A measure will yield about 1.1 pounds of

peeled meats for which the women received about 30 centavos (7 cents).

These shrimp are quite small, averaging about 3 inches in total length.

Pacific Coast

There is a small cannery in Tumaco that dry-packs some shrimp

for consximption within Colombia. Here the shrimp arrive at the cannery
raw headless. They are peeled, blanched in boiling brine for 20 to 30
minutes, cooled—and the larger ones deveined—then placed in parchment-
lined cans and processed at 15 poimds for 50 minutes after a 10-minute
heating-up period. The "zebra" or "tiger" shrimp are usually used for
canning.

The minimum daily wage in Tumaco is 1.60 pesos (about 33 cents)

for women and 2 pesos (ii3 cents) for men. The workers also receive h5
days extra pay a year and medical care at the expense of the employer.
There is no social security.

Almost all of the shrimp catch from the Pacific is frozen
aboard vessels, although some are frozen in a shore plant at Buenaventura,
Shrimp for export are layer-packed in 5-pound cartons, as are some of
the shrimp for sale within Colombia. Some of the shrimp for sale within
the cotmtry are frozen in 50-gallon drums, in blocks of about 100 pounds.
These blocks are wrapped in burlap and covered with a rubberized cloth
to protect them during air shipment to Call. On arrival in Call the
shrimp are defrosted, washed, and refrozen in blocks containing about

150 pounds of shrimp. The second freezing is done in tins used for
making block ice.

Aboard one boat the shrimp are headed immediately after capture
and placed in chilled brine until evening. They are then sorted, layer-
packed, and frozen in 5-pound boxes and given a solid glaze.

The ex-vessel price for frozen unsorted tails, averaging be-
tween 8/10 to 16/20, wrapped in burlap, was 1.80 pesos (about 36 cents)
a pound.
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FOREIGN TRADE

Exports are controlled. Based on the declared value at time

of export, the foreign exchange received from the sale of shrimp abroad
is paid to the exporter in pesos at the official rate of exchange. The

official rate of exchange is 2.50 pesos for 1 dollar. The practice for
export purposes has been to value the shrii.ip at 30 cents a po"und.

It was reported that official circles were objecting to this practice

because the valuation was too low.

In order to increase local supply and to lower prices, re-
strictions were placed on the amount of shrimp that could be exported
during the first h months of 1956. The quantity to be exported apparently
was determined arbitrarily, as there vjas no set or published rule as to

the amount that could be exported for any one time period.

Export licenses are required, but export duties are applicable
only to bananas, coffee, and hides. No exports of shrimp were reported
before 19^3. In that year about 227,000 pounds of frozen shrimp were
exported to the United States. In 195U, exports amounted to 357,000
pounds, nearly all of which were shipped to the United States.

Import duties, both specific aiid ad valorem, stamp tax, and
prior deposit apply to Lnported shrimp as also do consular fees and
import permits.

The entrance of prepared or canned shrimp v;as prohibited in
February 1955. The specific import duty on fresh, cooked, or salted
shrimp is 1 peso per gross kilogram (2.2 pounds). The ad valorem duty
is 25 percent of the c.i.f. value. Both duties are payable at the
official rate of exchange of 2.50 pesos for 1 dollar. Consular fees
are 1 percent of the f.o.b. value.

Before import permits are granted, the prior deposit must be
made and the stamp tax paid. These ciiarges are based on the f.o.b.
value of the shipment; for shrimp, which is in the third group, the
foreign exchange must be purchased in the open market. lU/ For import
items listed in the third group, the prior deposit was 5o percent and
the stamp tax 80 percent of the f.o.b. value.

lU/ There are a preferential list of items, a prohibited list, and
four other groups of ijriport classifications. Exchange at the official
rate of 2.50 pesos to the dollar can only be obtained for imported
items that are on the preferential list.
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In the Colombiaxi import records, shrimp are grouped with all
crustaceans and mollusks. In 19?U only about 1,000 pounds of fresh or
dried crustaceans and mollusks were imported, of which about $0 pounds
came from the United States, about 900 pounds from Japan, and the re-
mainder from other countries. Of a total import of about 60,000 pounds
of canned crustaceans and mollusks, about U0,000 pounds were reported
as originating in the United States.

GOVERNMENTAL ASSISTANCE

Colombia has not (May 1956) established a set of procedures
for the development or management of the shrimp fisheries. Foreign-
flag trawlers are issued month-to-month permits to operate. It was
reported that the permits may, at times, be for as short a period as
20 days. It was also reported that regulations were being considered
for the purpose of encouraging fishing operations. Under consideration,
in this regard, was a proposal to establish a fund for loans to private
individuals or organizations for the purchase of processing plants,
fishing vessels, gear, etc.
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COSTA RICA SHRBIP SPECIES AND LOCATIONS

U Penaeus stylirostria

8 P. occldentalls

12 Xiphopeneus riveti

13 Protrachypene precipua

lli Tractypeneus byrdi

1^ T. faoe

75 miles
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COSTA RICA 15/

Shrimp fishing for export to the United
States is on the increase in Costa Rica. Fishing

grounds are liiriited, and it is estimated that only

1 to 2 million pounds, headless weight, can be

produced a year. The 1955 catch was slightly over

300,000 pounds, headless v;eight. Fishing occurs
only on the west coast; the east coast is not ex-
pected to produce much. Foreign-flag vessels are
permitted to fish in Costa Rica.

COMERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

Commercial shrimp fishing in Costa Rica is limited to the
Pacific coast, where six species of shr'jjiip appear more or less regularly
in the catches. Penaeus occidentalis and P. stylirostris attain the
largest size, are sought more, and consequently are the most important
commercially. These white shrimp, called "camaron bianco," are the
only species exported. About 75 percent are under 15 to the pound,
headless, and 25 percent are 16 to 20. Sizes smaller than 16-20 are
rarely caught by the fishing fleet.

The smaller-sized species, Trachypeneus faoe , T. byrdi ,

Xiphopeneus riveti , and Protrachypene precipua , are sold on the local
markets . The fishermen and dealers do not make a distinction between
the species of this group; all are called brown shrimp. In Puntarenas
these shrimp, fresh headless, were retailing for about 30 cents per
pound. In San Jose the price ranged between 3k cents and h5 cents per
pound. Jumbo white shrir?), fresh headJ.ess, were retailing in San Jose
for about 60 to 68 cents per pound.

Owing to the precipitous nature of most of Costa Rica's
Pacific coast, both nursery grounds for the yo\mg and feeding groxinds

for the adults are limited. There are but three areas that now are
commercially productive, the Gulf of Nicoya, Coronado Bay, and the
Gulf of Dulce. More than 300,000 pounds, headless weight, of shrimp
were produced on these grounds in 1955, whereas probably only about
100,000 pounds were taken in 195U.

15/ The survey of Costa Rica was made during February 1956, and this
date, unless otherwise specified, is implied when current events or
prices are a].luded to.
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The upper end of the Gulf of Nicoya, from Puntarenas inland,

is reserved as a nursery area, and trawling for shrimp is not permitted
there. Along the remainder of the coast, fishing is permitted the entire
year. There do not appear to be any definite seasonal tendencies in the

catch.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

Costa Rica's annual shrimp catch may eventually reach 1 or 2

million pounds, headless weight. Practically all of this can be expected
to come from the Pacific coast. The Atlantic side, except perhaps around
the mouth of the Colorado River, does not appear to have characteristics
suited for shrimp. It seems that all the available Pacific fishing grounds
are now being fished to some extent but not to the degree that ultimately
should be reached. The date of maximum production may be in the very near
future since the number and efficiency of the boats are increasing rapidly.

FISHERMEN AND GEAR

In 195U there were six or seven small shrimp trav;lers operating
out of Puntarenas. This number had increased to 21 by the end of 1955
and to 32 by the end of February 1956. It was anticipated that additional,
and probably more efficient, boats would soon enter the fishery. As the
fishing intensity increases, the less efficient boats will oxndoubtedly be
forced to drop out.

The trawlers usually carry five to six men aboard. All expenses
except food are paid for by the boat owner. The custom is to pay the

captain and engineer a monthly salary as well as a share of the catch.
The captain is generally paid 1;00 to 500 colones 16/ ($60 to $75) a month
and the engineer 200 to 300 colones ($30 to $h^) . For a five-man crew,

and for the lower salary range, the share price is 75 centavos (about 11
cents) per poxmd of tails. This amount is split so that the captain
receives 25 centavos a pound, the engineer lU centavos and the hands 12

centavos each.

Usually the crew also receives half of the returns from the fish
and small shrimp.

The boat owner is paid 2.75 colones (about i;2 cents) a pound,
headless weight, for large shrimp (20 to the pound and larger) and 1 colon
(about 15 cents) a pound for small shrimp. Heading is done aboard.

16/ The conversion rate for the ^osta Rlcan colon was 6.63 to U.S. $1.00,

(100 centavos = 1 colon)

.
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Haul-out and repair facilities for boats are relatively good.
Haul-out charges are based on keel length. For shrimp trawlers the

charge is about 23 cents a foot. Lay days, other than the day of haul-
out which is included in haul-out charges, are chcirged at half the haul-
out price.

Diesel fuel is about 17 cents a gallon.

PROCESSING ATJD MARKETING

Frozen shrimp are flown to Miami, Florida in plane-load lots
for 5 cents a pound on the gross weight. Refrigerated ocean freight to
the United States is k cents a pound.

Foreign-flag vessels may be permitted to fish in Costa Rican
waters. Permits must be obtained from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Industries.

There is one freezing plant and several small home-type freezing
units. Shrimp are frozen in a cold room in the freezing plant. Glazing
is accomplished by dipping the carton of frozen shrimp into fresh water.

Some of the plant vjorkers in Puntarenas are paid an hourly wagej
others are paid on a piecework basis. Women receive 1 colon (about IS
cents) an hour and men 1.25 colones (about 19 cents).

In Puntarenas, shrimp for outsiders, already packaged, are
frozen, glazed, and stored for 1 month for slightly under 3 cents a pound.

FOREIGN TRADE

An export license is required. Licenses are obtained from the
Central Bank. Export duties and exchange controls are also applicable
to shrimp. Fresh, frozen, or iced shrimp carry a 2-percent ad valorem
duty based on the f.o.b. value. Of the dollars received for exported
shrimp, 65 percent must be converted at the free-market rate of 6.63
colones to the United States dollar and 3$ percent at the official rate
of 5.60 colones to the United States dollar. Hence the conversion rate
for dollars earned from exporting shrimp is 6.2? colones to the United
States dollar.

In the export statistics shrimp are lumped under the general
heading of crustaceans and mollusks and are reported in gross kilograms
of weight. In 195h a total of 65,000 pounds of crustaceans and mollusks
were exported from Costa Rica. Of this amount, 63,000 pounds were ex-
ported to the United States, 1,100 pounds to Curacao, and 900 pounds to
Honduras. It is believed that almost all, if not all, of these quantities
were shrimp.
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There are no restrictions on the importation of shrimp.

Import duties, both specific and ad valorem, are applicable. Specific

duties are based on gross kilograms of -weight and ad valorem on the

c.i.f. Value. Fresh, iced, or frozen shrimp carry a specific duty of

k colones per gross kilogram; soups and chowders, 6 colones; other

hermetically sealed preparations, 8 colones; and dry, salted, smoked,

in brine or simply cooked, h colones. The ad valorem duty on all types

is k percent.

Shrimp imports are not particularly in^xirtant. In 195U,
19,800 pounds of canned and 28,700 pounds of dried shrimp were imported.

Of the canned shrimp, 17,600 pounds were from the United States, and

2,200 pounds were from Norway. Of the dried shrimp, 26,500 pounds were

reported as originating in the United States and about 1,100 pounds

each from Nicaragua and China (these are gross weights). The c.i.f,

value of all shrimp imported during 195U was $35,000,
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ECUADOR il/

Along the coast of Ecuador, Guayaquil

is the only port with any facilities. The coast

in general is arid, and the ports are usua3.1y

open roadsteads or sheltered bights where cargo

is transshipped by lighters. In one place the

cargo is carried froBi the beach to the lighters

by men who wade through the shallov; surf. Away

from Guayaquil, fresh water becomes an important

supply problem.

Shrimp-fishing operations started seri-

ously in 1951i. There were three companies and

about 35 boats fishing shrimp in Ecuador in the

fall of 1955. Two shore freezers and one floating

plant were in operation. One shore plant was ex-

panding its freezing capacity, and a new plant was

to be installed. Operations are conducted under

contracts with the government. At present it takes

about a year to negotiate such a contract. The

contracts permit the use of foreign vessels for

1 year. After that time the vessels must come

Tinder Ecuadorean registry.

There are two shriinping grounds: One

in the north from about Esraeraldas to the Colombian

border, and the other in the Gulf of Guayaquil.

The Ecuadorean whits-shrimp population can probably

provide 3 to 6 million pounds of 20-and-under head-

less shrimp a year. In 195U, the catch amounted
to 1.3 million pounds.

There is a scarcity of experienced shrimp

fishermen and plant workers in Ecuador.

17/ The survey of Ecuador was made in late October and early November

T955, and this date is implied when time is not specified with respect

to current events and prices.
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COMMERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNaS

There appeal- to be only two species of shrimp, "langostinos,"

(Penaeus stylirostris and P. occidenta3-is ) taken for export in Ecuador;

a third species (P. vannaiaei )
probably is taken, but apparently is not

very abundant. The two or three species are not distinguished by

either the fishermen or the dealers. They are known locally as blue

or blue-pink shritnp but will be referred to here as white shrimp. P.

stylirostris and P. occidental is appeared to be about equally distributed

in the catches landed at Guayaquil in late October and early November

1955. The shriinp are large, averaging headless about 20 percent under

10 to the pound, 60 percent 10 to 1$ to the pound, and 20 percent 16 to

20 to the pound.

Shrimp smaller than 20 to the pound (headless measiire) are

rarely taken by the trawlers.

In addition, the boats catch some species of smaller size

which are sold locally either whole on ice or peeled and frozen. These

smaller species are called "camarones". They include tv;o species of

shrimp called "zebra" because of the blue-black stripes on the abdomen

(Trachypeneus byrdi and T. faoe ), one species of the sea bob (
Xiphoneneus

riveti) >Aiich is broimisE and ca].led "titi" by the fishermen, and another

species ( Protrachypene precipua) which is golden-pink in color and is

knovm locally as "pomada."

These species range from about 35 to more than 100 to the

poimd, he ads-off.

Pink shrimp (probably Penaeus brevirostris ) have been reported
from the Gulf of Guayaquil near Isla de Muertos in 58 fathoms. A 10-

minute haul with about 10-foot try-net brought up about 35 pounds of

shrimp that ran 16 to 20 to the pound, heads-off

.

There are two fishing areas—one in the Gulf of Guayaquil
from Chanduy to the Peruvian border and the other on the northern
coast from about Esmeraldas to the Colombian border. There are several
other spots along the coast where shrimp appear, but because of the
limited area and rocky bottom they are nob fished at present. Probably
the most important of these are the Cojimies estuaries and the Bay of
Caraquez.

The boats rarely fish in depths greater than 15 fathoms.
Most of the fishing for white shrimp is between h and 10 fathoms. The
titi and pomada are taken in shallow waters near shore.
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The Ecuadorean Government keeps no records of the amount of
shrimp caught. Local consumption is probably about 500,000 pounds

annually, headless basis. The 195U catch is estimated to have been
about 1.3 million pounds, headless weight, with a value to the fisher-

men of about $J4J|0,000. About two-thirds of the catch comes from the
Gulf of Gucyaquil and one-third from near Esmeraldas.

Fishing for shrimp in Ecuador is done throughout the year,
as there are no closed seasons or closed areas. From the reports of
the fishermen and dealers the fishery appears to be seasonal. In the
northern area, near Esmeraldas, the best season is from Jvne to November,
and in the Gulf of Guayaquil it is from December to April, The Gulf of
Guayaquil is fished the year around. The northern area is fished only
during the better season, when a freezing ship and a fleet of trawlers
nwve in from the G\alf of Guayaquil. There are no shore facilities in

the north,

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

The Ecuadorean shrimp catch has excellent prospects of increas-
ing. The better boats now catch around a hundred thousand pounds or more
of shrimp, headless weight, a year. The fishing areas for the large
white shrimp cannot be increased very much since the only places where
these shrimp are likely to occ\xr and are not now fished to any extent
are at Cojimies and Caraquez, These two areas are quite limited in size

and consequently are not likely to produce any great quantity of these
shrimp. The available fishing grounds, nevertheless, can be fished more
intensely than now and should produce a greater yield.

The maximum annual production of white shrimp for Ecuador is
estimated to be between 3 and 6 million pounds, headless weight.
Naturally, as the maximum yield is approached the catch per individual
boat will decline and the costs per pound will rise.

There are two areas in the Gulf of Guayaquil that are not now
fished but probably could be brought into production provided profitable
markets can be found for the shrimp occurring in them. One is the
shallow waters where the titi and poraeda abound, and the other is in
the deeper waters for the "Panama pinks," Since these areas are not
fished now to any extent it is difficult to venture a guess as to their
maximum productivity.
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FISHERMEN AND GEAR

There are about 200 full-time shrimp fishermen in Ecuador,
including captains, engineers, and hands j about half of them are

foreigners—mostly Panamanians with a scattering of United States and
Portuguese citizens. When the fishery began in 195ii there were no

experienced Ecuadorean fishermen, and all technical personnel were
foreign. The persons who are developing the Ecuadorean shrimp fishery
are mainly United States citizens who had previous experience in Panama,

The tendency has been towards increasing the percentage of local fisher-
men as rapidly as they can be trained. There is no backlog of personnel,
however, and the training has to be done with persons who have no back-
ground in fishing or in handling boats or motors.

Port clearance, which requires a crew list, is normally de-
manded for each trip. The captains sometimes cannot round up their
registered complement, and at the last minute have to fill in with whom-
ever they can get or delay their departures another day. They are sub-
ject to penalty if the crew list is not in agreement with the actual
crew aboard.

The crews generally are five men to a boat, a "patron" or
captain, an engineer, and three hands. They are paid on the basis of
the catch. Payments vary greatly amongst the boat ovmers. It is general
practice, though, for the boat owner to pay for all expenses except food.
The payments to the crew vary between s/l.IiO (about 8 cents) 18/ per pound
of tails plus s/20 (about $1,11;) for each trip (the total amount is paid
the captain, who pays his crew and the food bill and splits the profits
with the crew out of the receipts for the catch) and s/2 (about 11 cents)
per pound less the food bill. This seems to average out so that the
captain gets s/l (about 6 cents) per pound of tails, the engineer s/O.UO
(about 2 cents) and each hand betvfeen s/0.l5 and s/0.20 (about eight-
tenths of a cent to 1 cent).

On an annual catch of 100,000 pounds of tails this would amount
to about $5,700 for the captain, $2,280 for the engineer, and $850 to

$l,lUO for each hand. This represents gross revenue. The cost of food
would have to be deducted before net income could be determined.

18/ The Ecuadorean sucre (written s/) in October 1955 was s/l7.55 to

3/17.60 to the United States dollar. One sucre was worth abcoit

U. S. 5.7 cents.
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This accounting, of course, refers only to the better boats.

Crew compensation on the average boat probably would run 60 percent to

70 percent of these amounts. On this basis, the fisherman averages

somewhat better wages than the shore worker. Prevailing monthly wage

scales in Ecuador are: Industrial workers $30 to $3$; Governjuent De-

partment heads $llU; and Government white collar $35 to $U0.

The fisherraen do not belong to labor organizations and do not

enjoy any fringe benefits. The Ecuadorean law requires that the boat

owner must pay damages in case of accident or accidental death. Some

owners are covered by insurance while others are not.

Some of the foreign fishermen fish day and night, but the

general practice is to fish only during the day. Hauls are generally

about 1 hour long.

A few shrimp for local consuiaption have been taken with cast

nets in the estuaries for many years, but it was not until 195i that

modem trawlers were introduced into Ecuador. This first venture, which

included two large freezing ships and a fleet of trawlers, failed for

various reasons. After that there was a lapse until 195U before trawl-

ing was again resumed.

Currently there are about 3? full-time and no part-time trawlers

operating for shrin^) in Ecuador. There is one freezer ship in operation.

The trawlers range in size from about 25 to 65 feet overall.

The smaller ones comprise about 30 percent of the fleet and have gasoline

engines. The larger boats are diesel powered. Five or six of these are

converted albacore or tuna boats, and the remainder are United States

built, Florida-type trawlers.

About half the boats use refrigerated sea water for preserving

the shrill^), one or two use ice and refrigeration, and the reinainder

carry only ice. Tlie boats using chilled sea water do not have thermal

controls, and it is reported that sometimes the shrimp arrive in good

condition and at other times they have a decided off-odor. The off-odor

shrimp are washed several times before freezing, in order to eliminate

the odor.

Fbr most boats that fish for export the trip length is 6 to

8 days. Those fishing out of Manta generally stay out 12 to lU days

since they have about a 20-hour run to and from the fishing grounds.

A few boats operating out of Playas for shrimp for local consumption

make daily trips. These shrimp are brought to Guayaquil from Playas by

tmck in a small amount of ice.
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About half of the boats are owned by the processors. The
ownership of the remainder is about equally divided between fishermen
and nonfishermen.

Probably 80 percent of the boats are under foreign registry.
More than half are Panamanian, and the remainder are of United States
registry. The foreign boats are licensed for 1 year. After this time
the boats, unless an extension is granted, must either come under
Ecuadorean registry or leave.

The total investment in boats and gear, including the freezer
ship, is probably around $800,000. The average boat and gear is worth
around $20,000.

The privately owned boats are paid between 36 and Uo cents per
pound of tails. This varies with the price of shrimp in the United
States and is for run-of-the-mill large and jumbo shriitqj. The boats are
paid on the basis of pack-out weight with deductions for broken or small
shrimp. For peeled shrimp (usually peeled because of black spot) they
are paid 62 to 68 cents per pound.

On a production of 100,000 pounds annually, the cost to the
boat owner is estimated to be between 20 and 25 cents per pound.

Insurance for total loss, full coverage, runs 5 percent and
is reported to be difficult to obtain.

The cost of ice xtLas from $8 to $10 per ton. Water at Esmeraldas
costs only the time and effort it takes to run into the river and pump
or dip it aboard.

The only place boats can haul out is in Guayaquil, and here
there is capacity only for the trawlers. Larger boats must go to Panama,
Haul outs at Guayaquil cost $25 for small boats and $5o for larger boats.
The lay time is only the haul -out day. Additional lay days cost $2.50
to $5 each. Boats are normally hauled three or four times a year for
cleaning and painting. At Esmeral.das there is a place where the boats
can come in at high tide and be worked on at low tide. At Manta they
have to be beached.

Diesel fuel costs s/3.70 (about 21 cents) a gallon in Esmeraldas
and s/l.20 (about 7 cents) in Guayaquil.
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All the boats use Gulf of Mexico design shrimp trawls. Most

are flat, but some are balloon. The travils range from about kO feet to

120 feet at the mouth; the average is about 90 feet. Most of the trawls
are 2-inch mesh with l8-thread in the wings and body and ii2-thread in
the tail. The usual looped chains are used on the foot rope. Generally
1 net is expended every 2 months. The rig is the usual Florida type,

with the main trawl tov<ed from one outrigger and the try net from another

on the opposite side of the boat.

PROCESSING AND MARKETING

Shrimp are neither dried nor canned in Ecuador. Processing of

shrimp is limited to freezing. The bulk of the catch is frozen headless

in ^-pound cartons for export to the United States. For the local market

throughout Ecuador the langostinos (large shrimp) are sold whole or head-

less (on ice or frozen) and the camarones (small shrimp) are sold whole

or peeled and frozen or peeled and cooked. The peeled and frozen small

shrimp are packed in 2-pound cartons. In 195U about 800,000 pounds of

frozen headless shrimp were produced.

There are two land freezers, one at Manta and the other at
Guayaquil, and one floating freezer. The floating'; freezer operates
part of the year in the north and part of the year in the Gulf of
Guayaquil. The total daily freezing capacity of these plants is about
53,000 pounds and the storage capacity is about 300 thousand pounds.
Investment in these plants is about $250,000. At least 90 percent of
the total investment in the Ecuadorean shrimp fishery is United States
capital

.

Processing cannot be increased very much without additional
equipment, v/hich is now being installed in Guayaquil. A shore plant,
to operate in conjunction with the freezer ship, will be constructed
shortly in Posorja.

There are five ports from which shrimping operations are
conducted in Ecuador: Esmeraldas near the Colombian border, Manta
about midway between Esmeraldas and the Gulf of Guayaquil, and Playas,
Posorja, and Guayaquil on the Gulf of Guayaquil, The bases of opera-
tions for export are Esmeraldas, Guayaquil, Posorja, and Manta. Shrimp
are landed only at Guayaquil, Manta, and Playas, and at the latter port
the amoimt is small as it is generally only for local consumption
within Ecuador.
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At Ecmeraldas the fishing boats come alongside the freezer
boat to discharge. V/hen the freezer has a load she either ^^oes to
Manta, Ecuador, or Buenaventura, Colombia, for loading directly aboard
the cargo boat, V/hen a haul out is required she has to no to Panajna.

At Manta the trawlers transfer their shriitip in boxes to a
lighter which is brought in close to shore vjhere a line of men wade
through the surf with them to a waiting truck vjhich transports them
about 50 yards to the freezing plant. The reverse operation is

performed v;hen a shipment of frozen shrimp is made.

At Guayaquil the shrimp, about SO pounds of shrimp and ice
at a time, are unloaded at a pier into a box which has a rope attached
at each end. Since the pier is usually higher than deck level, two
men, without mechanical aid, use the ropes to haul the box of shrimp
onto the pier where it is dumped into another box. This box is then
carried on a man' s back about SO feet where it is emptied into the
metal washing tank inside the plant. Fresh water is run into the
washing tanlc, and when it is full of shrimp, ice, and water, another
tank is used.

The shrimp are dipped from the washing tank onto nearby
metal tables where they are sorted and packed. When a washing tanlc

has been emptied, it is drained and rinsed for the next batch.

The packaged shrimp are then frozen- Two plants freeze on
open coils and one in a cold room. AftKr the shrimp are frozen in the
cartons, the cartons are opened; the glazing water is poured on; the
cartons are closed and packed upside down in master cartons, which hold
10 of the 5-pound cartons; and the master carton is strapped and sent
to the storage room until time for shipment.

The glazing and washing techniques are the principal important
variables in the handling of the shriBip. Guayaquil is the only port
where fresh v;ater is readily available. This is the only place where
the shrimp are both washed and glazed in fresh water. At Esmeraldas
the boats enter the river to take up water for drinking and cooking.
The shrimp are washed and glazed with sea water. At Manta the shrimp
are washed in sea water and glazed in fresh water. The fresh water is
hauled in tank trucks from Montecristi, about 10 miles away. Water
costs between s/90 and s/lOO for 3 cubic meters ($1.70 - $1.90 per
cubic meter) . However, pipe is on hand, and it is expected that Manta
will have a supply of fresh water before long.
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The Government maintains no supervision or inspection of the

pack.

Shrimp for export are packed in one-piece 5-pound waxed cartons

which cost about $62 per thousand. Dealers estimate that all the

material for packing, including cartons, master cartons, and strapping,

costs about 2|- cents per pound.

In the retail market at Manta, young P. occidentalis taken at

Caraquez with cast nets were selling for s/3 a pound (about 17 cents a

pound). They were vrhole and ran more than a hundred to the pound. In

Quito the retail prices of frozen peeled small shrimp were s/12 per

pound (about 68 cents) and cooked peeled were s/l8 per pound (about $1.02),
Large frozen shrimp were retailing for s/l2 whole and s/lU headless per
pound (about 68 and 80 cents).

There are about 50 full-time and probably more than 100 part-
time employees, all male, employed in the processing plants. About 10 of
these full-time employees spend less than half of their time on shrimp.

The full-time workers average about s/200 (about $11.36) per week. In
general they are on a contract basis for 7 days a week with a guaranteed
minimum overtime. They get time off when work is slack. The standard
work week is kk hours. The workers are not unionized. The full-time
plant workers are under social security. The total assessment is 11 per-
cent of the salary of which the employer pays 6 percent and the employee

5 percent.

FOREIGN TRADE

General

Recently, because of mounting imports, Ecuador has had to take
various emergency measures. In September 1955, dried, smoked, and salted
fish and anchovies and anchovy paste were placed on the embargo list.

Only very small quantities of canned shrimp are imported. No outright
prohibition has yet been placed on shrimp imports, probably because the
quantity is so small.

Ecuador is pri^iarily agricultural , There is little manufacturing
and no heavy industry. In July of 1955 the unfavorable balance of trade
had almost reached $10 million, but immediate measures were taken and
early in October this deficit had dropped to about $i|..5 million.
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In 195lt, exports and imports totaled around $100 million each.

Baiianas, cacao, and coffee are the principal exports. Shrimp are becoming

increasingly more iniportant as an export item. In 19314 the United States

received 65 percent of the total exports and accounted for 53 percent of

the imports.

Export taxes

Official export figures on shrimp were not available. Probably
about 65 percent of the catch was exported in 195h.

There are no quantitative restrictions on exports except that

the national market must be supplied first. 19/ Export permits are required,

and export taxes are applicable.

According to the Guayaquil Customs Bureau the only export charges
that companies with government contracts have to pay per metric ton (220ii..6

pounds) are: s/20 for port charges; s/iiOO export tax; s/6.52 for dockage
taxes; and s/30 in stamps for each permit. The total charges am.ount to
slightly over 1 cent per pound.

The shippers maintain that they have to pay various additional
taxes. Their estimates of total export charges run 3 to )| cents per
pound. Among the additional charges which they claim they have to pay are;

a. "Recargo cambiario" (exchange tax). For each net short ton
(2,000 pounds) of shrimp exported, exporters have to give the Central Bank
$100. This is returned in siicres at the rate of 15.15 to the dollar.

(Dollars on the open market cost s/17.60). This tax amoiuits to s/2U5 a
ton, or about $13.92.

b. A "vigilancia" tax of s/lO per net short ton.

c. A statistical tax of s/l per net short ton.

d. A one percent tax on freight charges

.

e. An "asistencia publica" tax of s/3 per net short ton.

If export shipment is to be made at a port outside of Ecuador
(Buenaventura, for instance) at least one, and almost always two, in-
spectors must be taken along. All of their expenses including salary
must be paid by the shipper.

In addition to the export taxes there are certain other fees
that must be paid. There is an annual vessel charge per net registered
ton of s/25 for boats 5 tons and under, and s/50 per net ton for boats
over 5 tons. There is also a n -minal anchorage fee for boats iiot occupy-
ing docks.

19/ According to the contracts of the operating companies they are obligated
to supply shrimp to the public at prices fixed by the Ministry of Econoiry.

These prices VJill not be less than cost of manufacture plus transportation
charges plus no more than 15 percent profit. Welfare agencies can purchase
shrimp at cost plus transportation charges with no profit to the producing
companies.
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The risheriiien' s licenses run about s/'3 per calendtLr year

per man.

Imports

In recent years Ecuador has imported very little shrimp. The
official statistics do not separate iiuported shrimp from lobsters. For

the period 1950 to 195U the largest quantity imported in any one year
was about 6,600 pounds in 1952, and in 195^1 only 1 metric ton (220li.6

pounds) was imported

.

Apparently canned shriiiip only are iinported. These imports
appear to supply all of the canaed-shriMp market, since no shrimp are

canned in Ecuador. There are no restrictions on the volume of shrimp
imports.

r

Import duties on shrimp per net kilo (2.2 pounds) are as follows:

canned shrimp, s/l8 (about $1.02) and frozen shrimp, s/7 (about UO
cents)

.

In addition canned and frozen shrimp must pay the following
fees calculated as a percent of f.o.b. value: consular, 8-| percent; de-
fense, 1 percent; and evaluation commission, 10 percent. Port charges
amount to s/l05 (about $6.00) per net metric ton and the stamp tax
costs s/30 (about $1.70) for each shipment.

Import licenses are required in Ecuador. Imports are classi-
fied under two categories, essential and nonessential. Shrimp are classi-
fied under the second group. For this classification the importer must

make an advance deposit, in dollars, with the Central Bank of 100 percent
of the c.i.f. value of the goods. Also, consular fees amounting to 7

percent of the f.o.b. value of the goods and iiO percent of the import
duties must be paid in advance. These requisites must be complied with
before the import license is granted.

GOVERNMENTAL ASSISTAIMCE

In Ecuador the fishery resources are considered as belonging
to the nation. Fishing operations are conducted on the basis of 10-year
contracts with the Federal (government which can be extended provided no
changes in the law are enacted prior to expiration. Contracts require
the approval of five ministries: Economy, Defense, Foreign Relations,
Treasury, and the Presidency. The more recent contracts have required
about a year of negotiations, although temporary authorization to operate
was grant jd after 6 or 8 months.

Each contract differs in details, and the tendency has been to
make them more restrictive. In general, the contracts provide for the
follovjing

:
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1. A minimum investment.

2. A substantial deposit with the Goveniment to assui'e

compliance with contract.

3. A provision for fines in case of noncompliance.

U. Permission to use foreign vessels for 1 year. These
must then come under Ecuadorean registry. The vessels
can be used by the Government in case of armed conflict

with another nation.

5. The type and nuiaber of plants and boats to be erected
or used.

6. A time limit within which obligations must be carried
out.

7. Exemption from certain export taxes.

8. Specific lists of items by quantities that can be imported

free of duty. These are of tvjo types—machinery and
equipment for plant or boat installations that are more
or less permanent in nature, and materials and supplies
that are needed for the continued operation of the business.

The first group are allowed a one-time free import. The
second group which usually includes cartons, strapping,

webbing, nets, etc., are imported free of duty up to certain
amounts, specified in the contract, on an annual basis.

In applying for a contract one must have a pretty
good advance idea of what one's requirements will be;

otherwise import duties will have to be paid on unfore-
seen items or on uncalculated amounts. Only those items
specified in the contract can be entered free of duty,

and only in the amounts specified.
9. A selling price to the public to be fixed by the Ministry

of Economy that will provide a maximum profit of 15 percent,
10. Exemption from income tax on capital used for importing

machineiy, equipment, and supplies and for expansion and
development of the business.

11. The company paying the Governinent a certain percentage of

the net profits of the business, during the period that
certain taxes have not been imposed or increased. 20/

12. The percentage of foraign technical personnel that can be
employed while no nationals are available.

Ecuador, like many countries with limited industries, to a

great extent uses import and export taxes to finance the Qovemment.
Considerable concessions, contained in the contracts, have been granted
the shrimp industry on import taxes and to a lesser extent on export

taxes. No other assistance has been provided.

20/ The percentages varj'-. One contract, published in 195!?, calls for

i~of one percent for the first five years and 1 percent for the remaining

time. Another contract, published only 1 month later, requires twice

the amount, or 1 percent and 2 percent.
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EL SALVADOR ^i/

El Salvadoi' produces about jOO,000 pounds

of shrimp, heads-on v;eight, a year. Almost all of

this amount is consumed within the coui\try. The

available supply of shrimp can probably sustain an

annual production of one to three million pounds,

heads-on. The trawling grounds extend from the Gulf

of Fonseca to a little west of the mouth of the Lempa

River. Only boats of Salvadoran registry can fish for

shrimp. To operate in El Salvador, fishing companies

must be at least $0 percent Salvadoran-ov;ned. Six
trai>rlers are operating in El Salvador catching both

shrimp and fish for local markets. Shore facilities

are poor, but improving. Trawlers go to Puntarenas,

Costa Rica, for haul -outs. There are import, but no

export, duties on shrimp.

COMMERCIAL SPECIES AHQ FISHING GROUIJDS

The shrimp-trawling grounds of El Salvador extend along the

coast from about the mouth of the Lempa lUver eastward into the Gulf

of Fonseca. In this area large shriiap, mostly Penaeus stylirostris

with some P. occidentalis and P. vaimamei, are taken. About 50 percent
of the trawl catch of these species average under l5 to the pound,

headless. The trawlers also take Trachypeneus byrdi , T. faoe , and

Xiphopeneus riveti , which are species of smaller size. The best
trawling season is from November to Juno in depths of less than 10

fathoms

.

The young of several of these species are caught in some of

the lagoons, principally near the Lempa. mouth, and in the Gulf of

Fonseca. Cast nets and dugout canoes are used for catching the young
shrimp. The best fishing in the lagoons is during the rainy season
from June to November, In one lagoon near the mouth of the Lempa small
shrimp are caught during the rainy season and corn is frequently grown
during the dry season.

All small shrirap, irrespective of species, are called "chacalin,"
and all large shrimp are given the common name "camaron."

21/ The sui-vey of El Salvador vjas made during February 1956, and this
date is iraplied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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It is estimated that the 1955 catch was about 300,000 pounds,

heads-on weight. Most of this amount was sold within El Salvador,

although some shrimp were exported fresh-iced to Honduras and frozen

to Guatemala. Most of the lagoon -caught small shrLmp are marketed

cooked-whole and salted. The large shrimp are usually marketed fresh,

both whole and headless, and a few in the frozen state. In San Miguel

jumbo headless shrimp were retailing in the market for 60 cents a pound.

Figure 8.—Women cast netting for shrimp at La Union, El Salvador.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

Fishing grounds off El Salvador probably can eventually yield
between 1 and 3 million pounds of shrimp, heads-on weight, a year. Any
immediate sizable increase in catch would have to be for export, since
the local markets would not be able to expand rapidly enough to absorb
a greatly increased supply. Eventually local demand should absorb the
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entire amount of shrimp thab El Salvador caii produce. The major de-

terrents to immediate expansion are the lack of shore facilities and
the probleias connected ivith the issuance of licenses. The currently
operating boats are fishing with temporary permits; it v;as reported
that additional boats were awaiting permission to operate.

FISHEIUKN AND GEAH

Six trawlers from about 36 to 80 feet long were operating in
El Salvador for both fish and shrimp. None fished exclusively for
shrimp. Many small fishes, not marketable in some other countries,
find a ready market in EL Salvador.

The larger boats use a semiballoon trawl, 75 feet at the
mouth. One of the trawlers uses 7-foot 6-inch by U2-inch doors and
16-foot door legs; the trawl is 2^—inch stretched mesh throughout with
18-thread twine in the wings and body and 5i4-thread in the cod end.

Shore and dockage facilities are not good. In La Union the
boats can approach the dock only at high tide. This, of course, limits
loading and luiLoading time unless lighters are used. There are no
marine ways or drydock, so the boats go to Puntarenas, Costa Rica, for
haul -outs. There are no large shore freezing facilities in the area.
Ice-making capacity in La Union is very limited. It was reported that
an additional small ice plant was to be constructed in La Union which
would bring the total ice-making capacity for this port to about 6
tons daily. Ice was retailing for $20 to $2ii a ton in La Union and
for about $10 to $13 a ton in San Salvador.

The trawlers carry from h to 12 men aboard. There are about
50 fishermen operating the trawlers. The fishermen work for wages and
do not share in the catch. Their provisions, which are chiefly rice,
beans, and tortillas, are furnished by the boat owner. The monthly
wages of the hands run from 90 to 130 colones 22/ ($36 to $52). This
is somewhat better than unskilled labor ashore is paid. Outside San
Salvador the daily wage of an unskilled laborer is from 1 to 1.50
colones a day.

On one boat the captain and the first and second engineer
are paid monthly salaries that amount to $i;00 for a captain and $160
and $120 for an engineer. Trained personnel is scarce.

22/ One colon is equivalent to United States UO cents.
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FOREIGN TRADE

El Salvador import aiid. export statistics do not list shrimp

as a separate item. The amount of shriitip imported is relatively unim-

portant. Exports are estimated to be 600 to 800 pounds of whole fresh

shrimp a month to Honduras and a like amount of frozen headless to

Guatemala.

There are no export duties on fishery products, but one, and

sometimes two, types of specific import duties apply. All shrimp are

subject to a general import duty and those packed in vinegar are also

subject to a preferential duty. The duties are based on 220 pounds,

gross weight. For fresh, frozen, or dried shrimp the general duty is

$35. For shrimp pastes and for shrimp canned in oil, sauce, or brine

the duty is $5l.U0. Pickled shrimp carry a general duty of $51.iiO and

a preferential duty of $29.29 for freight shipments and $i;2.26 for

parcel-post shipments.

GOVERNIffiNTAL ASSISTANCE

The Government of El Salvador has been encouraging the develop-
ment of the fishing industry by several means. A cooperative fishing
colony comprising 25 families has been started near La Union. The govern-
ment, among other things, provides housing, lights, and teachers.

The policy of encouraging industry also applies to fish canneries
and other fish-processing plants. For stipulated periods such companies
are given exemptions from import duties on certain materials and supplies
and exemption or reduction on certain taxes. 23/ At least 50 percent
of the capital of the companies must be native. Fishing within 12 miles
of the coast is reserved for boats of Salvadoran registry belonging to

Salvadorans or to companies that are at least 50 percent Salvadoran-
Oimed.

23/ Legislative Decree 661 of May 22, 1952. Published in Diario
0?icial 102; Vol. 155; May 30, 1952; and Article 19 of the Fishery
Law, Decree No. I96I.
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FRENCH GUIANA

French Guiana was not visited durin:<- the course of this
survey. Reports indicate that the shriinp species and abundance are
quite compai'able to those of neighboring Surinaia. The sea bob,
Xiphopeneus krovcri ,

predoiiiinates, and the brown and the white shriinp,

PenaeuE aatocus and P. schmitti , are present but apparently not
abundant

.

It is estimated that eventual production should be about
the same as that for Surinam — perhaps 3 t-o 6 million pounds, heads-
on, a year.

mwcn GUIANA smEip species
AND LOC/VTIONS

2 Penaeus aztecus

9 P. schmitti

11 Xiphopeneus Icroyeri

ATLANTIC OCEAN

^ 2-9-11

FRENCH GUIANA

1^0 miles
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PACIFIC OCEAN

100 mllas

GUATEMALA
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GUATEMAU SHUMP SPECIES

AND LOCATIONS

3 Penaeus duorarum

U p, styllrostris

9 p. schndtti



GUATEMALA '^'

About 50 thousand pounds, heads -on weight,

of shrimp are caught annually by part-time fishermen
using cast nets. There is no travel fishery for shrimp

in Guatemala . An estimated 1 to 2 miilion pounds,

heads-on, can probably be produced along tlie west

coast, where there are no harbors and port facilities

are poor. Prospects on the east coast are not good.

COI-UffiRCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

Guatemala has no regular shrimp fishery. It is estimated

that about 50,000 pounds, heads-on weight, are caught with cast nets

each year. These appear to be entirely the vrhite or blue shrimp,

Penaeus stylirostris , which are taken in some of the estuaries of

the v;est coast near San Jose. Some vjhite shrimp, probably P. schmitti ,

are reportedJ.y taken on occasion from Lake Izabal on the east coast.

The possibility of developing a shrimp fishery on the west

coast is greater than on the east coast. There are more nursery

grounds and adult feeding grounds on the west than on the east coast.

Reports are numerous of Mexican trawlers fishing along the west

coast of Guatemala.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

Interest is being shot^m, both in the United States and in
Mexico, towards init-j;iting a Guatemala-based shrimp fishery on the

west coast in connection with GuatemalLan capital . The major drawback
lies in the lack of harbor and port f. '"ilities. There are no harbors
suitable for sheltering boats. Unloading facilities consist of two
piers, one at San Jose and the other at Champerico, extending to sea

beyond the surf line.

It is estimated that maximum annual production on the west

coast would probably be between 1 and 2 million pounds of shrimp,
heads-on weight.

Reports from the east coast suggest that the shrimp in this
region are dispersed during most of the time and congregate only now
and then.

214/ The survey of Guatemala was made during February 1956, and this

date is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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PROCr.SSING kUU MAilKKTIiJG

Fresh shrimp are scarce and expensive in Guatemala. Juvenile

blue shrimp from near San Jose were selling in Guatemala City for

80 cents 25/ a pound for v.hole shrimp running about 36 to 50 to the

pound. Seiuidried shrimp froiri Mexico were retailing for 60 cents a pound.

In San Jose very small fresh shrinip, of more than 100 to the pound, whole,

were selling for 25 cents a pound.

FO.ISIGN TftADS

Shrimp are not exported from Guatemala. Shrimp imports are

principally semidried from Mexico, canned from the United States, and
frozen from the United States and El Salvador. The quantities of these
imports are not large, nor are shrimp shown separately in the import
statistics. In 195U the value of imports x^rere as follows: fresh and
frozen fishes, crustaceans, and mollusks, $28,000; dried, salted, brined,
or smoked fishes, crustaceans, and mollusks, $U0,000; canned crustaceans
and mollusks, $35,000.

There are no export duties on fishery products, but there

are specific duties on fishery imports. The duties are based on gross

weight and amount to about 7 cents a pound for canned fishery products,
about U2 cents a pound for brined, salted, dried, or smoked, and about
1-| cents for fresh or frozen.

25/ The Guatemalan rates are the equiva}.enL of United States currency.
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HONDURAS 26/

Hoiidux"c-E ac . - - Ghriiap i'iiAiery.

Probably about 50,000 pounac, iic;udLJ-on v;ti'-:ht, c.re

caught fjuiuslly in the Gulf of Fonsecs. The Car-
ibbean coast perhaps can eventually product 500,000
pouiids, heads-on, a year but the j'tportedly scattered

distribution of the shriiiip is not conducive to fishing,

Iiriports of shrimp are iiisij^'nlficant

.

COM'LERCIAL SPiCI>:a AK'D FISillMi GROUNDS

There is no coin-ficrcial fishing for shrimp in Honduras. The

only consistent fishing is that by the natives, principally for their
own use, with cast nets along the shores of the Gulf of Fonseca. In

this area, juveniles of Penaeu_s stylirostris and P. occidental is are

caught. Probably about "^,0^)0 pounds, heads-on weight, of shrirap a

yecir are caught in the Gulf of Fonseca. The portion of this gulf
pertaining to Honduras is limited, and there is not much possibility
that a commercial fishery, other than for local consuiaption, will
develop there.

Various traiflers have fished the Cai^ibbean shores of Honduras
and have caught some white (probably P. schmitti though perhaps the

species is P. setiferus) and pink (P. duorarum) shrimp. From reports
of these operations it appears that the best area is between Cape Cajnaron

and Cape Gracias a Dios, and tiiat the pink are probably more abundant
than the white. The shrimp seem to be scattered and not in great con-
centration. Reports of trawlin^^, in Li'l\e Caratasca indicate that this
lake is not a nursery area. Probably the sand and coral nature of the
adjacent seabed is not suited for the adult white shrjmp.

The lagoons between Puerto Cortes csvi La Ceiba apparently do

not serve as nursery grounas either. Local inhabitants claim that no
shrimp can be found in these lagoons. Eveiyi'.'here else in Latin America
where shrimp occur, the local population is catching and eating themj
it can be concluded, conneoueat^y, tliat if shrimp are in this area, they
are too few in number to sustain a com.aercial fishery.

26/ The survey of Honduras was made during February 1956, and that
date is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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Reports of the scattered distribution of the pink shrimp
indicate that this species is probably not abundant along the eastern
shores of the Caribbean coast of Honduras. Because of its distance
from shelter, the area is not too promising. It is estimated that
5CX),000 pounds, heads-on weight, may eventually be produced in
Honduras

.

FOREIGN TRADE

About 600 to 800 pounds of fresh shrimp a month are imported
by truck from El Salvador. This shrimp retails in Tegucigalpa between
$1.10 and $1.25 per pound. 2?/ Small amounts of frozen and canned
shrijTip are imported from the United States. In 195ii these imports
amounted to less than $1,000 of frozen, and about $6,300 of canned
shrimp.

Import duties are about 23 cents a gross pound on fresh,
frozen, and dried shrimp and about hS cents a gross pound on canned
shrimp. Fishery product from El Salvador enter duty-free.

There are no export duties on fishery products.

27/ Conversion rate is 2 lampara = United States $1.00,
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MEXICO

The total Mexican shrimp catch averaged
about 80 million poands annually (1950-195U), heads-

on basis of which about 75 percent was exported
frozen to the United States. About two-thirds of
the Mexican shrimp production comes from the west
coast and one-third from the east coast.

The Mexican shrimp lisheiy appears to

have reached the stage where productive ability no
longer depends on fishing or plant capacity. Pro-
duction depends more on the biological potential of
the species of shrimp and the capacity of the market
to absorb smaJ.ler-sized shrimp. In the Gulf of
California there seems to be a large supply of small

pink shrimp (hO and over to the pound) in deeper
v/aters than are now being fished. 28/

In Mexico there are about 38 freezing
plants, 7 canneries, 9 freezing boats, k transport
boats, and 750 trawlers involved in the shrimp
fishery. 29/ These represent a total investment of
about $22 million, of which about 12 percent is
United States capital.

There are about l4,600 regular fishermen,
and about 6,600 fishing seasonally. Fishing is
restricted to local fishermen belonging to offi-
cially recognized cooperatives.

Shrimp freezing-capacity is over 300
tons daily.

28/ There was an unusual and heavy run of brown shrimp in the Gulf
oT California during the fall and winter of 1955-56. Between Sep-
tember 1 and December 31 of 1955, Guayinas exports of frozen shrimp,
for instanr.e, were more than twice the level for the same period in
195ii.

29/ During 1955 at least 7 freezing plants, 2 canneries, and 3
freezing ships did not operate. Most of these were on the west coast,
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SHRDIP FISHERY IN MEXICO

West coast

Shrimp fishing, by primitive means, on both coasts of Mexico
goes back to preconquest times. The modem fishery on the west coast
started about 1930 when a United States concern began fishing with
shrimp trawls out of Guaymas and Topolobampo. Most of the catch was
iced and shipped by rail to Nogales, Arizona. Some, however, was frozen
aboard a freezer ship.

Several Japanese companies entered this fishery in 193U with
large freezer ships and fleets of modern trawlers. In addition to
fishing shrimp for consumption in the United States and in Japan they
did a great deal of exploratory fishing along the west coast of Mexico
and along the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico coasts as well.

"i^ .Bfi
•iiA;

A ,--'

Figure 9.—A primitive salt works on the west coast of Mexico
near Escuinapa. During the rainy season this same area is

inundated and provides an excellent nursery area for shrimp.
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The Mexican Government in 1939 prohibited the operation of
foreign boats. The present-day fishery dates from this time. Two
Mexican-ovmed freezing plants began operating in I9UI, one at Topolo-
baripo, and the other at Guaymas. For several years these plants
operated vathout competition. VJith the termination of World War II
and the boom in the shrimp market, freezing plants began to spring up
all along the v;est coast. In 1955 there were 2? shrimp-freezing plants,
7 canneries, 9 freezing boats, and about 500 trawlers from Santa Rosalia
to Salina Cruz. 30/

When only Guaymas and Topolobampo had freezing plants, the
fishing fleet covered the area between the mouth of the Colorado River
and Altata. Later, iirhen a plant was established in Mazatlan,
the marine fishing grounds expanded to San Bias. Shortly thereafter,
the extreme southern grounds, extending from Salina Cruz to the Guatemalan
border, were invaded by the Guaymas and Mazatlan fleets. Finally, in the
early suraraer of 1952 these fleets extended their operations to the west
coast of Baja California.

Shrimp are landed at many places along the west coast, but the
five principal ports are Guaymas, Mazatlan, Topolobampo, Salina Cruz,
and Puerto Penasco. GuajTnas and Mazatlan are about of equal importance
and between them account for about 50 percent of the west-coast landings.
About 10 percent of the west-coast catch is landed at Topolobampo, and
about 7 percent each at Salina Cruz and Puerto Penasco.

East coast

The catching of shrimp in various estuaries along the east
coast of Mexico, like the west coast, occurred before the Conquest.
Padre Antonio Vazquez de Espinosa, in about 1620, mentioned the prosperous
shrimp fisheries of Laguna Tamiahua. This same lagoon still produces
large quantities of small shrimp each year. The modern east-coast
fishery, like that of the west coast, is of recent origin. In the mid-
19301 s two Japanese trav/lers explored the entire coast between British
Honduras and the United States border, but it was not until 19ii5 that
trawling really became established. In that year various United States
fishing boats "rediscovered" the shrimp off Ciudad del Carmen and the
rush was on. In a relatively short time the entire east coast of
Mexico was explored by United States boats, and forces were combined with
Mexican citizens for the purpose of obtaining fishing and landing
privileges. It was not long before local Mexican capital became inter-
ested in the purchase and construction of boats and freezing plants, and
Ciudad del Carmen became a thriving shrimp port. It is now Mexico's

30/ Since the peak production of 1950-51 some of the west coast operations
Have failed, and in 1955, 7 plants, 2 canneries, and 3 freezing boats were
not operating.
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largest shrimp port, and more shrimp are landed there than in any other
Mexican port.

Directly connected with the shrimp industry' on the east coast
of Mexico are 11 freezing plants (9 in Carmen, 1 in Lerma, and 1 in
Tampico, 31/)} h transport boats carrying frozen shrimp to the United
States, 2~freezing ships (not operating), and about 2^0 ti-awlers.

Ciudad del Carmen, Canipeche, and T^Jnpico are the three important
shrimp-trawling ports on the east coast of Mexico. Tamiahua produces
the greatest amount of estuarine shrimp. About 85 percent of the east-
coast trawl catch is landed at Ciudad del Carmen, and about 8 percent at

Campeche. Practically all the rest (about 7 percent) goes to Tainpico.

Mexican shrimp trawlers operate between Soto la Marina

and Campeche.

CATCH

Official Mexican catch records are not particularly good, as

shrimp are reported and classified into but three categories—fresh,

dry with shell, and dry peeled. The fresh category includes fresh whole,

fresh headless, fresh headless and frozen, whole cooked, and cooked

peeled. The vast bulk of the catch classed as fresh is actually frozen

headless.

Table 10 shows the converted catches by type of product.

The figures in the last column of table 10 can be considered

estimates of the annual catches of whole shrimp as they come from the

v;ater. According to these figures the greatest rate of increase in the

Mexican shrimp catch occurred between 19i;U and 19h8. Since 19^1 the

catch has been decreasing. Mexico caught over 8 million pounds mOre

shrimp in 1951 than in 195J4.

31/ The Tampico freezing plant I'jas destroyed by the Septeiaber 1955

storms but is being rebuU. t. The ori^^inal plant iient into operation

in August 19Sh. There are also 2 freezing plants, one government-

owned, in Veracruz that freeze shriiap on occasions.
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TABLE 10.—SHRIMP PRODUCTION IN I4EXIC0, BY YEARS, I9l40-5i;

(converted to raw shrimp, heads-on basis, in
thousands of pounds)

Year Fresh

19l;0 lit, 001

19i;l 6,288
19U2 10,710
19ii3 11,808
19l|i; 12,132
19h^ 21,962
19ii6 32,619
I9I47 39,010
19hQ 63,230
19ii9 6ii,l6l

1950 69,919
1951 76,885
1952 58,3^
1953 68,U90
195I; 68,105

Dry, with



VJhen the catches are separated into those coming from the east

coast and those from the west coast, it immediately becomes apparent

(figure 10 and tables 11 and 12) that the west-coast shrimp production

has declined since 1950 while the east-coast catch has remained fairly-

constant since 1951.

MEXICAN SHRIMP PRODUCTION

lillions



TABLE 11.— MEXICAN EAST COAST SHRIMP PRODUCTION, BY YEARS, 1950-5U

(Converted to thousands of pounds, heads-on basis)

Year Fresh Diy, with Dry peeled Total catch
shell heads-on

1950



The west-coast catch declined by more than 13 million pounds,

or about 20 percent, from 1950 to 195U. The strikinfj thing about this

drop in catch is that it occurred in spite of increased fishing effort,

extension of the fishing grounds, increased fishing depths, and increased

catches of less desirable species (brown and red shrimp). 32/

About 85 percent of the total shrimp catch of Mexico is reported

as fresh-headless. About one-third of the fresh-headless comes from the

east coast, and two-thirds from the west coast (table 13).

TABLE 13.—PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CATCH FROM EAST
AND VIEST COASTS OF MEXICO, BY YEARS, 1950- 51;



Official Mexican statistics on the value of the shrimp catch
(table III) are inaccurate at times. They are, based on the valuation
piven by the local fishery inspectors, who occasionally make serious
eri'ors. The 19^2 valuation of fresh shrimp obviously is extremely low.

TABLE lU. --VALUE OF MiiXICAN SHRIMP CATCH, BY YEARS, 1950-5U

(Converted, to thousands of United States dollars.Valuations
given by the local inspectors of the Direcction General de

Pesca Industries Conexas. Average value of peso =11.6 cents,

from l950-52j 11.7 cents in 195^1; and 9.1 cents in 19^ii.)

Year



white shrimp these grooves end considerably farther forward, near the

beginning of the rostrum.

The blue and white shrimp are rarely caught in depths greater

than 15 fathoms. The brown is taken mostly between the 15- and 30-

fathom contours but occasionally is found in shallower and deeper waters.

The red shrimp is seldom caught in less than 20 fathoms and is taken in

depths to kS fathoms, which is the limit of operations of the shrimp

fleet.

The blue and brown shrimp are found everywhere on the l^^est-

coast fishing grounds. The white and red shrimp are not taken along

the west coast of Baja California. The blue shrimp is the most abundant

species at Salina Cruz, and in all of the fishery north of Mazatlan.

The white shrimp is most abundant between Mazatlan and San Bias.

The market preference is for the blue and white shrimp. As

the season progresses and as these tvjo species become scarcer, the boats

fish first for brown and later for red shrimp. The blue and white shrimp

are caught during the daytime and the brown and red at night. Generally,

about 75 percent of the trawl catch of blue and white shrimp runs under

20 to the pound, heads-off . The brown shrimp usually are smaller than

21-25 to the pound, heads-off, and the red 31-35 or smaller.

The only area where relatively accurate records of the catch

of the various species of shrimp are available is that covered by the

Mazatlan travjl fleet. Estimates of the percentage of catch by weight

of shrimp made by the biologist studying this fishery are as follows:

Northern zone:





The broxm and piak shrimp, like the brown and red shrimp from
the west coast, are grooved shrimp.

The vjhite shrimp is usually taken during daylight in the
vicinity of Ciudad del Carmen in depths of less than 15 fathoms. The
brown shrimp is most abundant off the northeast coast from Veracruz
northward and in the area immediately west of Carmen. It is cau^t at
night in depths as great as iiO or hS fathoms. Most of the catches are
made in lesser depths., The pink shrimp is also caught at night in depths
generally between 15 and 25 fathoms. The center of the pink-shrimp
fishery lies in a triangle between Areas Keys, Campeche and Champoton.
The Mexican trawlers rarely fish north of Areas Keys or Campeche.

A represeiToative sample of over 500,000 pounds of shrimp landed
at Ciudad del Carmen throughout the year i95U contained 3? percent white
shrimp and 63 percent bi'own and pink shriiap combined. The white and
brovm shrimp run larger than the pink. Over 62 percent of the white and

about 66 percent of the brown were 26-30 to the pound (heads-off) or
larger. Less than 33 percent of the pinl. were of comparable size. The
size distribution for each species and for all species combined is shown
in table 15.

TABLE 15.—DISTRIBUTION BY SP5CIES AND SIZE OF SHIffl^P LANDED AT

CIUDAD DEL CARMi^N, MliXICO, /^ PP:RCeOT OF TOTi^J. CATCH, 19514

(Size designated by number to pound, heads-off basis)

Number



On the east coast of Mexico, trawl fishing is permitted at
sea throughout the year. During- much of the period between October
and April the weather serves as a deterrent to fishing. Throughout
the fall and winter a success;! on of strorig v/inds sweeping from the
north across the Gulf of Kexico keeps the boats in port many days.

Fishinc; with trawls is not permitted in estuarine waters anywhere in
Kexico, but this restriction is not always observed.

On the west coast of Mexico, trawling at sea for the past
several years has been permitted from October 1 to July 31. The closed
August-September season did not apply to the fishery between Salina
Cruz and the Guatemalan border. In this region fishing was, and is,
permitted the year round.

Inasmuch as the fishing seasons are determined by adminis-
trative action, they are changed freauently. In August 1953', the
closed season for trawling at sea along the coasts of Baja Cali-
fornia, Sonora and Nayarit was changed from August-September to
March 16 - April 1^, with a possible extension of the closed season
until May 15, depending upon the spaiming intensity of the shrimp.
At the same time a modification v;as made in the fishing rules which
permitted, as an experiment, estuarine fishing to begin on August 15
in southern Sonora, provided 80 percent of the shrimp vjere 12.5 cm.

(5 inches) or more in total length. Normally, shrimp fishing is
permitted in the estuarine waters in the States of Baja, California,

Sonora, Sinaloa, and Nayarit between September 1 and April 15.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

It is unlikely that Mexico's shrimp production V7ill increase
greatly unJ,ess the demand for jnodium and small red and broiim shrimp
increases or unless management principles, not now known or practiced,
are introduced, or unless environmental changes cause an increase in
the shrimp population. ji5/

United States imports of fresh ajid frozen shrim.p from
Mexico rose from slightly ovei" 3 million pounds in IQijl to almost
liO million pounds in 1950. From 19l|i to 19J-i3 and from 19kh to 1950
imports tended to increase by about j3 percent a year, but since
then the imports have fluctuated but the trend has been downward.
(table 30)

35/ During the 19^5-^0 season there was s large run of brown shrimp
in the Gulf of California and Uniteii States imports were greater than
during the immediately precedinr.- yeai's

.
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The dov:i",vjard trend in exports of frozen and fri::3h shrimp,

siiicc lyS'Gj i'i pi'obably of ccnsideroble biological significance. It

is caused by a decrease in production from llexico'a \jest coast. It
has occurred in spite of evpansion of fishing grounds and increase
in catches of less desirable species. Particularly significant is

the decline in the catch of the highly prised blue shrimp of the west
coast, v.'hich has been considerably greater than the decline shoim in

the total catch figures. Total shrimp production has been maintained
by increasingly greater catches of bro-wn and red shrijup which have
partially compensated for the decline in blue shrimp.

If the decline in blue shrimp is the result of over-fishing,

thifi could be rectified by proper mana^rement, but sound management
principles have not as yet been applied to the shrimp fisheries. If

the decline is the result of natural fluctuation, unrelated to the

acts of man, the catch of blue shrimp could return to its peak at any
time .

There is always the possibility that restrictions will be
placed on the weir "tape" fishing of young white shrimp in the estuaries
of southern Sinaloa and Nayarit States, rtestrictions on weir fishing

would tend to increase production of frozen shrimp. The small shrimp
taken in the weirs are destined for local consumption in either the
canned or dried state; it is not likely, therefore, that all of the weirs
would be removed. It is also impossible to guess how much of an increase
in the catch of shrimp, suitable for freezing, would result from elimina-
tion of the weirs. Undoubtedly, however, there would be an increase.

Production of red shrimp, in spite of the abundance of the
species, is least likely to expand. The concentrations of red shrimp
are in depths much greater than those now fished by the trawl ileet.
Because of their small size many of these shrimp taken in shallower
viaters are now discarded by the fishennen. It is improbable that the
catch of red shrimp will increase much because of their smaJ-l size ,

because of the loijer price paid for them, and because, if fishing is
to be extended to the depths at which they abound, winch capacities
would have to be increased.

The catch of brovjn shrimp on the west coast of Mexico has
been increasing since 1930, and it is probable that it will continue
to rise.
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The catch on the east coast of •Mexico appears to be leveling

off. On the east coast the stocks of shrimp are fished jointly by-

United States and Mexican fleets. The catches of shrimp in the Gulf

of Campeche seem to have leveled off, thus indicating maximum production

under present methods of operation. An increase in the size of the

Mexican fleet in relation to the United States fleet could increase^

Mexican production. Some increase in bro\vn shrimp landings at Tampico

can be expected, but the extent of this increase will probably not be

great

.

There do not appear to oe any immediate prospects for developing
a fishery for deep-water red shrimp (Hymenopenaeus robustus ) by Mexican
fishermen in the Gulf of Mexico.

From an overall view it looks as though Mexico has reached a

peak in shrimp production and, on the west coast, may have passed it as

far as blue shrirap are concerned.

COOPERATIVES

In Mexico the catching of shrijnp is reserved for members of
legally authorized fishery cooperatives. No other person can take shrimp
legally in Mexico for comraercial purposes.

Throughout all of Mexico in 195U, according to official figures,
there vjere lU^ fishery cooperatives wi th a membership of 10,^08. Of
these, 8U cooperatives with 9 ,Q3h members were licensed to fish for
shrimp (table 16).

TABLE 16.—MEXICAN SHRD^iP-riSHERY COOPERATIVES,
NUMBER AND MEMBERSHIP, 195U

State



The number of cooperatives that fished for shrimp represented

only 58 percent of all fishery cooperatives, but these shrimp coopera-

tives had 9i; percent of the total membership.

The west coast had 7? percent of the shrimp cooperatives and

61; percent of the total membership. Less than half of the fishermen
associated with shrimp cooperatives are employed full-time in the

shrimp fishery. The remainder fish part-time for other species or are

engaged part-time in agricultural pursuits.

There are actually more fishermen than shown by the coopera-

tives' records. This is particularly true of part-time fishermen, who
as a rule are not listed on the cooperatives' registers. Between full-
time and part-time fishermen there are probably at least 9,000 on the

west coast, distributed as follows: 3,500 aboard trawlers, ii,500 "canoa"
fishermen, and 1,000 working the "tapos." On the east coast there are

about 2,200 fishermen, 1,100 of which work full time aboard trawlers.

The cooperatives work under contracts approved by the Ministries
of Economy and Marine. The trawler fleet on tlie east coast has worked on
an annual contract. There has been some interest in developing a 2-year
contract. The west-coast trawler fleet is operating on a 2-year contract
that expired in September 1956.

The west coast contract calls for a payment of P/l,780 36/
per metric ton (2,20k.6 pounds) of shrimp tails when the trip catcH is

2 tons or less and P/l,8l0 per ton for trips with more than 2 tons. The
money is distributed as follows:

Pesos per United States
metric ton Distribution cents per pound

920 Grew shares 3.U
220 Severance tax .8

l50 Banco Fomento Cooperativo .5

300 Cooperativo for local overhead 1.1
50 Cooperativo federation overhead .2

ilO Cooperativo confederation overhead .1

100 Crew insurance ,h

1,780 Total 6.5

30 Cooperative local overhead

1,810 Grand total 6.6

36/ The peso since its devaluation ;s.pril 19, 19SU, has been equivalent
To about 8 cents United States currency. All further references to
dollars and cents in this section refer to United States currency.
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Actually the Mexican shriinp-fisheiy cooperatives are mostly
cooperatives in name only. Since only cooperative fishermen can catch

shrimp, practically the entire frozen-shrimp industry is supplied by
"white" 37/ cooperatives. Of the 8U cooperatives authorized to fish
for shrinp, probably no more than 20 operate as originally intended,

and these fish almost exclusively in inland waters. The trawling fleet,

which is prohibited by law from fishing in the estuaries, is manned
almost entirely by "white" cooperative fishermen. The exception to the
general rule so far as shrimp cooperatives are concerned occurs in
Guaymas where at least three cooperatives own and operate from one to

three trawl boats each.

Mexican producers' cooperatives are organized into regional
federations and a national confederation. The functions of the federa-
tion are to represent the various affiliated cooperatives and to sell
and buy, in common, the products of and purchases for the member
cooperatives. The federation is composed of not more than three repre-
sentatives from each cooperative. The federations are regional and
are organized along product lines, that is, only fishery cooperatives
can belong to a fishery federation.

The confederation is national and represents all producers'
federations regardless of the nature of their product. No federation
can have more than two representatives in the confederation. The con-
federation may also buy and sell, in common, the products of the federa-
tions .

FISHING METHODS, VESSELS, AI\JD GEAR

There are three general methods of fishing for shrimp in
Mexico: cast nets, "attarayas"; traps or vjeirs, "charangas," "tapos,"
or "cierras"j and otter travels.

Cast nets are used only in estuaries or bays and are generally
operated froiu dugouts, "canoas"; cast-net fishing is most prevalent on
the west coast of Mexico in the estuarine waters between Guaymas and
Mazatlan but is also done in the bays between Salina Cruz and the
Guatemalan border.

37/ Common parlance uses "cooperativo rojo" (red cooperative) to mean
a cooperative that is legal with respect both to statute and to intentj
a "cooperativo bianco" (white cooperative) is legal with respect to
statute only.
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U3\ia.l.l7 there are three :aen to a dugout, two ca£;ting and one
rovjLig. ;.bo-ut h,SOO men are employed in this fishery alone the i;est

coast. The bulk of this type of fishing is seasonal, from July or

Aur.'ust untij. Dacerriber. The reiriainder of the year the Kien find employ-
ment in agriculoural or other fishing endeavors.

The du-A'outs are hollowed from a single t-ree trunlcj the "guana-

castle" is preferred. They are usually bet;jeen 1^ and 25 feet in lenjjth

and are fitted so a sail can be stepped in. More and more of the dug-
outs are being fitted with outboard motors, a fairly recent innovation
in this fisher^;^.

The cast nets are ik to 16 feet iii diameter, and considerable
skill is required to throv/ one from a dugout. Fishing is usually in
shallow depths, but successful operations have been observed in 6 to 8

fathoi;is

.

The customary practice is for the men to leave port before
davm and return in the early afternoon. The shrimp are not headed
while fishing, nor is it coniMon to carry ice. Usually the catch is

protected by a tarpaulin and the heads are removed ashore.

The "tapos" or "cieri-as" are a west coast device that appar-
ently originated before the Conquest. They are used in estuarine
waters between Maaatlan and San Bias. There are about 1,000 men
employed in the shrimp "tapo" fishery. The season extends from July
or August until December. Like the cast-net fishermen, the "tapo"
fishermen find employment in agriculture or other types of fishing
during the off season.

The "tapo" is a weir consisting of three principle parts:
the vjings, the body, and one or more pens. Depending upon the terrain,
a "tapo" iTiay be less than 100 yards long or it may extend several
kilometers. It is designed to block off an estuary or bayou, concen-
trating seaward-migrating youu;-- shrimp in the pens. The vjings consist
of two parallel rows of palmetto trunks driven into the bottom. The
rows are 6 to 8 inches apart, and the space between is filled with cut
brush well stamped do\m. Tovjards the center of the weir, or the part
where tidal currents are strongest, the body and pens are placed. The
body consists of palmetto petioles or mangrove poles, about 1 inch
in diameter, lashed closely together in the form of a mat. The lashings
are made from palmetto fronds. These mats are fastened to pilings in
such a fashion as to malce a xjeir. The pens or "chiqueros" are kidney-
shaped and made of the same matting as the body of the weir. They are.

6 to 8 feet in their longest dimension. A narx'ow V-shaped lead runs
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from the body to the center of the pen. At the rear of the pen is a

platform upon which the fisherman stands for dipping out the shrimp as

they enter. The v:ings and body of the weir form a barrier that tends

to force the shrimp into the pen.

Fishing is done at night on the outgoing tides. The best

catches are associated with the falling tides during full and new

moons

.

The weirs are fairly impervious; differentials in water
level of as much as 2 feet have been observed between the upstream
and dovmstream sides of a "tapo."

As the shrimp are dipped from the pens they are placed in

a dugout that is tied nearby. Ice is rarely used. Tapo-caught shrimp

are dried, canned, or frozen.

On the east coast of Mexico, in Laguna Taraiahua, another type

of trap is used for taking seaward-migrating yovmg shrimp. This trap

is a V-shaped structure made of brush and called a "charanga." About
a thousand fishermen work part-time on the "charangas."

The "charanga" is a much simpler device than the "tapo."

It is merely cut brush stuck in the mud in shallow water to fona a

"V." The sides of the "V" are 30 to 100 feet long with the opening
facing the outgoing tides . The apex narrows doirm to 2 or 3 feet in

width where a fiber-meshed screen is placed to block the escape of the
shriiap. Occasionally a single "charanga" will be found by itself, but
the usual practice is to have a series of them, each connected to the
other, thereby forming a long chain of V's, side by side.

Fishing is done at night. A kerosene lantern is hung in the
apex of the"V"where the fisherrran also ties his dugout. At frequent
intervals he scoops the shrimp from near the screen with a dip net and
empties the catch into the dugout. On nights when the "charangas" are
being operated, Tamiahu lagoon, from the air, appears to be a sizeable
village with the street lights neatly laid out in even rovjs.

No ice is used, since the fishermen deliver their catches
shortly after dawn. The shrimp are boiled in brine immediately and
either sun dried or peeled and shipped to the interior.
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The above-described fishing methods are primitive. Some of

them evidently were used before the arrival of Cortes. They are still

being used, and inore than 6.6 million pounds of shrimp are taken each

year with them. The otter trawl, hov;ever, is the mainstay of the Mexican
shrimp fishery. There are about 750 tra^^flers fishing for shrimp in

Mexico, 2^0 on the east coast and 500 along the west coast.

Practically all of the east-coast trawlers are Florida-type.

A few have steel hulls, but most of them are of wooden construction. In

length the vessels range from about iiO to 75 feet, overall. The average

boat is about $^ feet long and represents a capital investment of about

$20,000.

On the east coast the most popular net for white and broim
shrimp is the 95-foot (at the mouth) flat traxjl. For pink shrimp,

generally a 75-foot balloon trawl is used. The lead line is rigged

with chains, and a chain spacer of from 6 to lU feet is used between
the otter boards and the net. The genera], practice is to use tarred
webbing of 18-thread, 2-|-inch, stretched mesh in the wings and body,

and h2- or UB-thread, 2+-inch to 27-inch, mesh in the bag. The boats
average about six new nets a year; while the net lasts, it is contin-
ually being repaired.

The otter boards are usually 10 feet long by i|0 inches high.

The towing cables are generally 7/16 inch in diameter and

750 to 900 feet long. They last from 8 to 12 months before replacement
and are treated with cable compound or tar every 2 or 3 months, when-
ever they appear to need treatment. The towing winches are mostly
three drum, although there are a few two-drum winches.

Practically all boats use try nets and carry marker buoys
fixed with lights for night fishing. Most boats tow the main net from
the starboard side, but some tow from the port side. The try net is

towed from a boom on the side opposite the main net.

The crews are mostly composed of five men, although some of
the smaller boats carry only four men.

IfJhite shrimp are caught during the day, brown and pink at
night. Trips are generally less than 7 days' duration.

West-coast trawling operations differ from those on the east
coast in that most of the boats follovj the California purse-seine
design. Buoys are not used to mark fishing spots; there are no spacers
between the net and the doors; there are 6 to 8 crevj members, normal
complement being 7; and trips usually last about 12 days.
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PRODUCTION COSTS

General

It is difficult, in most instances, to secure precisely
identical cost data from different sources. Bookeeping practices
vary widely. A serious attempt has been made here to study only
comparable data. In order to obtain comparability it has been
necessary to dispense with much detail. Some of the detail is
covered in the discussion of the material

.

Since fishing, processing, and transportation practices
on the east coast of Mexico differ considerably from those on the
west coast, each coast will be treated separately whenever sufficient
data are available.

The samples of operations used for cost comparisons,
necessarily, were small, and consequently only certain general con-
clusions can be drawn from the data.

East coast

Both 19?2 and 1953 were profitable years for the boat
owners, with 1953 generally being a better year than 1952 (table
17). In 195U, in spite of the devaluation, many of the boats
operated at a loss. This situation continued into the early part
of 1955j but later in that year prices increased and most boats
showed a profit for the year.

In 195U, the average cost of producing shrimp in Ciudad
del Carmen was probably between 25 and i>S cents per pound.
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TABLE 17.—TOTAL BOAT-COSTS FISHING FOR SHRIMP AND PROFITS OR
LOSSES, CIUDAD DEL CARMEN, MEXICO, 1952, 1953, 1952^,

AND FIRST QUARTER 1955
(Headless basis)

Year and boat Catch

pounds

Total cost Profit

cents per pound cents per pound

Year 1952:
Boat 1

Boat 2

Boat 3

Boat h
Year 1953:

Boat 1

Boat 2

Boat 3

Boat h
Year 195ii:

Boat 1

Boat 2

Boat 5
Boat 6

Boat 7

Boat 8 (8 months
only)

First Quarter, 1955:
Boat 1

Boat 2

Boat 5
Boat 6

Boat 7

Boat 8

107,300



TABLE 18.—CHARACTERISTICS OF BOATS USED IN COST ANALYSIS,
CIUDAD DEL CART'EN



The details of production expenses during 1951; for three boats

is given in table 19. Both trip and boat costs per pound of shrimp

caught are probably below normal in relation to the amount of shrimp

taken because of the devaluation of the currency and the tendency of

the boat owners to cut down on expenses as operations became less

profitable.

TABLE 19.—TRIP EXPENSES AND BOAT EXPENSES, CIUDAD DEL CARMEN, 1951

(Converted to cents per pound of shrimp, headless basis)

Item



Crew waf^es .—Crev; wages accounted for 15 to 20 percent of

total expense. The fishei'inen in Ciudad del Carnien are paid on a share
basis depending on the amount of the catch. They are also paid bonuses
when their catches exceed an aiaount set by the boat owner. Bonuses
vjere started on a inontMy basis but the tendency has been towards
awarding them on a trip basis since it is suspected that once the catch

reaches a level where the rnarcimum monthly bonus amount is applicable,

the fishermen are inclined to slack-off in their efforts. The bonuses
are paid to the captains v/ho distribute them among the crew in accord-
ance with previous arrangements. The bonus ranges between 500 and 800
pesos ($l40 to $6Ii) monthly. For trips on which the catch exceeds a

certain set amoiant, the bonus generally amounts to a 10-percent increase
in pay.

The crews are almost all made up of five men, although some
of the smaller boats carry only four men. The amounts paid for the
catch vary from oivner to owner. The one standard practice is to pay
less for small shrimp. For large shrimp, 26 to 30 to the pound,
headless, the shares range between the following amounts per kilogram
(2.2 pounds) of shrimp caught;

Centavos Cents

Captain Uo to 65 3.2 to 5.2
Engineer 25 to 50 2.0 to i|.0

Winch man 20 to 30 1.6 to 2. It

Hands 10 to 25 .8 to 2.0

Owners vjho pay the smaller amounts also pay the crew 10
centavos a kilograra (headless weight) for heading the shrimp. On
small shrimp, 31 to 35 per pound, headless, some owners pay a flat 50
centavos a kilogram to the crev;. The general practice is to pay per
kilogram as follows:

Centavos Cents

Captain



Pesos Dollars

Captain 13' to 30 1.20 to 2.iiO

Engineer 10 to 20 .80 to 1.60
Reraaining crexj 10 to l5 .80 to 1.20

At Tampico, the boat owners contract annually with the fish-

ing cooperative for a fixed price per ton. The 1955 price was 1,700
pesos ($136) a metric ton of headless shrinip. From this amount the

cooperative pays the severance tax of 220 pesos ($17.60) a metric ton.

The 1.70 pesos a kilogram paid to the cooperative is distrib-
uted as follows: 60 centavos among crew at end of each trip; 65 centavos
among certain members of crew at end of each month; 22 centavos for
severance tax; and 23 centavos for operating expenses of the cooperative.

The sum of 60 centavos paid at the end of each trip is dis-

tributed equally among the crew—15 centavos each if there are h crew
members, 12 centavos each if there are 5. In addition to the 12 or

15 centavos per kilogram of catch, the hands get only their food. Of
the 65 centavos paid at the end of each month, the captain gets IjO

centavos, the engineer 20, and the cook 5. In addition, the boat
owners pay their better captains a bonus which may run as high as 1

peso a kilogram. The 23 centavos withheld for cooperative operating
expenses covers medical expenses for the members . If any funds remain
at the end of the year, they are distributed among the members.

The fleet averages about 7,700 pounds per boat per month.
On the basis of this catch the average monthly wage of the crew is

as follows:

For crew of It For crew of 5

Pesos Dollars Pesos Dollars

Hands 525 l2 li20 33-60
Cook 700 56 ^9^ i47.60

Engineer 1,225 98 1,120 89.60
Captain 1,975 158 1,870 lli9.60

These figures do not include the bonus paid the better
captains; for the best of the captains this bonus may run to more
than $300.

Ice ;-In Ciudad del Carmen, ice costs (December 1955) 85
pesos a short ton (2,000 pounds) at the plant, and delivery charges

are betwee- 5 and 8 pesos a ton. A rule of thumb in Carmen is to

calculate that 1 ton of ice will be used per fishing day. The boats
average about 20 fishing days a month.
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Fuel and oil ; -In Carmen (December 19^5) diesel fuel costs
19 centavos a liter (1.5 cents for 1.0567 quarts) and gasoline 80
centavos (about 6 cents) a liter. Oil is 875 pesos ($75) for a 200-
liter drum. Only lubricating oil manufactured in the United States
is used. Boat owners claimed that Mexican oil ruined the motors.
Only one brand of United States oil was in evidence. It is antici-
pated that locally produced oil will be improved.

Handling and cartage ; -Handling and cartage charges cover
delivery of ice and fuel.

Food ; -In Carmen, the boat-ovmer pays a flat 5 pesos (UO
cents) a daj'' for food for each man or 25 pesos ($2) daily per boat.
In Tampico, the practice is to pay 30 pesos ($2.liO) daily per boat
regardless of whether there are four or five crew members. This
amounts to an additional compensation for the crevjs of the smaller
boats.

Repairs and maintenance; -Repair and maintenance expenses
vary widely from boat to boat and from year to year, depending on the
age of the vessel and engine and the recency of major overhauls. The
figures shovm for this item in table 19 probably are below normal,
since 195U was not a profitable year.

In Cai^en the insurance companies insist that the boats be
ha\iled and copper-painted at least once every k months. For a 55-
foot boat, haulouts cost 500 pesos ($iiO) and lay days 50 pesos ($1;)

each. The day of hauling out is not considered a lay day.

Fishing gear : -On the average, a boat appears to use about
six new nets a year. VJhile a net lasts, it is continually undergoing
repair. A new net costs about $2iiO and lO-foot by iiO-inch doors
about $130 a pair.

Towing cables last from 8 to 12 months. They are treated
with a patented cable-compound or with tar whenever they appear to
need treatment, which is usually every 2 or 3 months.

Practically all webbing is novj made in Mexico. The cables
are imported either from the United States or from Germany. The
doors are manufactui^ed locally.
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Insurance: -Full-coverage insurance costs 7^ percent for 10-

percent deductible. Most boats are covered only by total-loss and

cost-of-salvage which runs about 5 percent annually. This amount may
be decreased by 10 percent if no towing charges have been accumulated
during the year. If a Carmen shrimp-trawler breaks down at sea and

is towed to port by another trawler, the latter charges for towing.

There is also a federal tax of 54 percent on the premiums.

For a boat valued at 260,000 pesos, or $20,800, which does

not ovje any towing charges, the annual insurance premium for total loss

and salvage would be about $1,000.

The above rates prevail throughout Mexico.

Depreciation ; -The usual accounting practice is to depreciate

the hulls in 10 years and the engines in 5 or 6 years.

Miscellaneous ; -Under this heading are included the cooperative
"factura" charges, medical supplies and services, boat dispatch or port
clearance charges, and donations.

The "factura" is a bill of sale issued by the cooperative,

establishing that cooperative fishermen caught the shrimp. By law, all

shipments of shrimp must be covered by a factura. The factura charge
in Carmen is a standard 10 centavos a kilogram (about .5 cents a

pound before devaluation and .h cents a pound since). It is a service
charge and not a tax.

Since the fishermen are not covered by social security,
the boat owners pay for medical supplies and services for injui^ies

or illness.

According to Mexican lav;, the captain must report the amount
of catch to the fishery office on returning from each trip and must

obtain clearance for the next trip before the port captain will allow
departure. Minor charges usually accrue from these procedures. These
regulations apply to all of Mexico

.

West coast 38/

The cost of trawl -caught shrimp on the west coast of Mexico
for the 195^1-55 season probably avera.ged between 30 and J4O cents a

pound (tabl.i 20). These costs do not appear to differ significantly
from the costs for the 1953-5U season.

38/ Prices or costs of specific items such as fuel, ice, etc. ,are those

prevailing during the winter of 1955-56.
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TABLE 20.—BOAT COSTS FOR SHRINP, MAZATLAN

(Headless basis)
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The boats used in this analysis are company-owned sister ships.

They are identical in that each is 6 years old, 56 feet long, of 22 net
tons, with an 85-horsepower diesel engine, and carries a T~man crew.

' Crew wage ;—The crews are paid on a share basis according to
contract. In addition, the captain, the engineer, and in some instances
the assistant engineer are paid bonuses by the boat owner. It is not
customary to pay different amounts for small and large shrimp.

The crew share, for the 2-year contract period ending during
late summer 1956, was 920 pesos a metric ton (about $7h for 2,20U.6
pounds) of headless shrimp. The method of distributing this amount seems
to vary somewhat with different cooperatives. Some divide it evenly among
all crew members, others allow a bit more for the captain and engineer
than for the hands. In either instance the total wage of a hand consists
only of his share, since he does not get a bonus.

The extra amounts paid tiie technical personnel vary greatly.
One company pays the captain 600 pesos ($l48) a metric ton and the engineer
500 pesos ($U0) a ton plus 10 pesos (80 cents) daily. If the engineer
chooses, he may get the same amount per ton as the captain but without
the daily wage. Another company pays a straight salary of 20 to 25 pesos
($1.60 to $2.00) daily throughout the year to the captain and engineer.
In addition, these men, depending upon their ability, are paid 150 to
250 pesos ($12 to $20) for each ton of headless shrimp landed by their
boat. Still another company pays the captain and engineer, and some-
times the assistant engineer, 25 to 30 pesos ($2.00 to $2.I|0) daily during
the off season (August and September) and a bonus per ton of 700 pesos
($56) to the captain, 500 ($h0) to the engineer and 100 ($8) to the
assistant engineer.

Ice ;—The price ol ice varies according to locality. At Guaymas
and Mazatlan it runs between 60 and 65 pesos ($1;.80 to $5.20) a ton, crushed
and delivered aboard boat. At Salina Cruz it costs about $8 a ton. During
the height of the season at Salina Cruz, ice has been brought in from as
far away as Mexico City and Veracruz.

Fuel and oil ;—Because of transportation charges, diesel fuel
is more expensive in Guaymas and Mazatlan than in Salina Cruz. Along the
northern coast, diesel oil costs 25 centavos (about 2 cents) a liter,
while in Salina Cruz it costs 1? centavos (about l.U cents).

Food ;—On the west coast, food is not calculated on the basis of
so much per man per day; it is customary for the boat ovmer to pay all
food bills for each trip. The trips generally last 10 to 15 days, usually
about 12. The food bill amounts to 1,200 or 1,300 pesos ($96 to $10U)
a trip.
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Depreciation !—The general accounting practice is to depreciate

the hulls in 10 years and the engines in 6. One company, though, claimed

to have depreciated the hulls in 30 years and the engines in 10, taking

an average of 20 years for hull and engine combined.

Miscellaneous ;—The largest of the items grouped under "Miscel-

laneous" consists of cooperative charges. See section on Cooperatives

for breakdown on these charges.

Comparison east and west coasts

For comparing shrimp-production costs between the east and west

coasts of Mexico, the calendar year 195^ was chosen for the east coast

and the 195U-55 season for the west coast. From the siunmarized and

averaged data in table 22, it appears that the east coast is able to pro-

duce headless shrimp for about k cents a pound less than the west coast.

Probably the advantage to the east coast is even greater because, in the

small sample of boats from which reasonably complete records were studied,

repair costs of two of the east-coast boats seemed to be \musually heavy.

Of course, this difference in production cost is compensated for by higher

prices received for the shrimp catch on the west coast.

TABLE 22. —AVERAGE FISHING COSTS FOR SHRIMP

CAUGHT ON EAST AND WEST COASTS OF MEXICO

(In cents per pound, headless basis)

East coast. West coast
I^^em 195i^ 1/ season 1951i-55 2/

Trip expense 13. 5U 17.83
Boat expense 17.95 17.60

Total fishing
cost 31. U9 35.U3

Season catch,

in pounds 63,000 66,000

1/ Average of data from 3 vessels in table 19.

2/ Average of data from 3 vessels in table 21.

Most of the difference in cost can be explained by the crew
wages: crew earnings on the west coast were about twice those on the
east coast. Food costs were also about twice as much, and miscellaneous

costs, mostly cooperative charges, were more than twice as much as on the

east coast. Ice costs on the east coast, however, were more than twice

as much as on the west coast. Fuel and oil, insurance, and depreciation
costs on the two coasts were about the same.
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PROCESSING AND MARKETING

The catch of the trawl fleets of both coasts is always headed

at sea and iced down in the holds of the vessels. A relatively small

amount is frozen and packaged at sea, aboard freezer boats. On the

west coast of Mexico the shrijrqj caught in the bays and estuaries with

cast nets are generally landed whole and not iced. The shrimp are

headed at the landing places, iced, and trucked to the shore freezers

for freezing and packing. In the estuaries between Mazatlan and San

Bias, where small shrimp are caught at night in weirs called "tapos" or

"cierras," the handling varies. Shrimp destined for canning or freezing

are iced whole in the trucks which transport them to the packing plants.

Those destined for drying are immediately boiled whole in brine and

spread on the ground to dry.

Figure lib.—Dipping shrimp from weir near Escuinapa,

Mexico. Normally fishing is done at night but on
occasions shrimp runs occur during the daytime.
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Figure 1?.—"Tapo" or weir used for catching young
shrimp in estuarine waters on the west coast of Mexico.
The part of the wing in the immediate foregrcujid is

brush filled between two rows of piling which leads
to the narrower "palapa" barricade comprising the

section of the weir near the "chiqueros" or pens from
which the shrimp are dipped. Two "chiqueros" are
shown here.

The small platform appearing to the rear of the

"chiquero" on the right is where the fishemian stands

while dipping out the shrimp. His dugout into which
the shrimp are emptied is tied alongside this platform
or "tapestle."
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In Tamiahua Lagoon, on the east coast, where shrimp are also
caught in weirs called "charangas," they are landed without ice. As
with the "tapo" shrimp, some are boiled and dried. Some are iced and
shipped whole to the interior, and others are shipped oooked-peeled for
local consumption.

Drying

The drying of shrimp is an ancient practice in Mexico, probably
dating to preconquest times. The more important drying centers are in the
States of Sinaloa, Nayarit, and Chiapas on the west coast and Veracruz on
the east coast. According to official statistics, in 195U over 3.3 million
pounds of whole dried shrimp and more than 88,000 pounds of dry peeled
shrimp were produced. Some dried shrimp are exported to Guatemcda, but
most of the dried shrimp are consumed within Mexico.

The shrimp used for drying are mostly the small young ones
taken in estuarine waters. They are boiled in strong brine for about 5
minutes and are then spread on mats, on concrete platforms, or on the
ground, to dry. They are exposed to the direct rays of the sun but are
turned several times a day to permit even drying. If rain threatens, the
shrimp are moved to shelter.

Figure 16.—"Tapo" or weir-caught shrimp being dried
on the ground near Escuinapa, Mexico.
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Generally, 3 to 5 days are required for drying whole shrimp.

These are usually not completely dried but retain a fair quantity of

moisture. The primary purchaser completes the drying in his establish-

ment.

For diy-peeling purposes the shrin^ are allowed to dry more

thoroughly. After drying they are thrashed and winnowed to remove the

heads and shells.

Canning

There are seven canneries on the west coast of Mexico that
operate partially or entirely on shrin^). One cannery in Guayraas and
one in Los Mochis did not pack shrimp during the 1955-56 season, but
one in Topolobampo, one in Culiacan, and three in Escuinapa were in

operation.

No records are available of the ntiraber of cases of shrimp
canned in Mexico. It is estimated that about 1.1 million pounds of

whole fresh shrimp are processed by canning each year. This amount
would yield a pack of about 25,000 cases. All Mexican canned shrimp
are wet pack.

The peeled meats (all peeling is done by hand) are blanched in
a strong boiling brine for about 5 minutes. They are then placed for
cooling on screens which are covered for protection from flies. Stray
pieces of shell, feelers, legs, etc., are removed from the cooled meats
which are then packed, by hand, into cans and weighed. In some plants
thei cans are filled with cold brine and then heated in an exhaust box
before capping. In others they are filled with hot brine and capped
immediately. The sealed cans are then processed. When processing is

completed, the cans are immediately cooled in a tank of fresh water.
After cooling, the cans are permitted to dry before labeling and packing
in cardboard cartons.

The canned shrimp are sold throughout Mexico.

Freezing

About 75 percent of the Mexican slirimp catch is frozen for
export to the United States. For processing and transporting frozen
shrimp there are 38 freezing plants, 9 freezing ships, and i; transport,

boats. 39/ Freezing capacity is over 600,000 pounds daily.

39/ Not all of this equipment is in operation. Durirg the 1955-56
season at least seven plants and three freezing boats were not in use.
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Shore plants and freezing ships are located as follows:

Santa Rosalia, B. C.

Mexicali, B. C.

Santa Clara, Son.

Puerto Penasco, Son.
Guaymas, Son.

Guaymas, Son.

Topolobarapo, Sin.

Topolobampo, Sin.

Guasave^ Sin.

La Reforraa, Sin.

Culiacan, Sin.

EL Dorado, Sin.

Mazatlan, Sin.
Mazatlan, Sin.
Escuinapa, Sin.

Acapulco, Gro.
Salina Cruz, Oax.

West Coast



metal inspection-belt where spoiled, black spotted, and broken shrimp

are removed. On the west coast, the shrimp are weighed directly after

passing inspection. On the east coast, where the price paid the boat

owner varies according to size of shrimp, the shrimp are run through a

grading machine before weighing. Most east coast plants have grading

machines, whereas the west coast plants generally did not, for the first

grading machines were introduced there during the 1955-56 season. The

large run of brown shrimp that season was instrumental in inducing a

number of west-coast plant managers to investigate grading machines.

The managers were encountering a decided bottleneck in their packing

departments.

On the west coast, where most of the pack is layered, grading

and packing are usually done as one operation. Women remove the shrimp,

either from a belt or from a table, and arrange them in rustless-metal

trays holding 5 pounds of shrimp, ko/ Most of the east coast pack is

jumbled. The shrimp are placed directly in the carton and frozen with-

out regard to arrangement.

The west-coast pack is mostly solid glaze while the east-coast

generally is top glaze only. On the west coast, water is added to the

trays before freezing and more water is added when the frozen shrimp

are removed from the trays and placed in cartons. East-coast shrimp are

usually frozen in the carton without added water. On removal from the

freezer, the carton tops are opened, water added, the tops closed, and

the cartons stored upside down in the holding rooms where the glaze

forms.

The frozen shrimp are packed in 50-pound master cartons for

shipping. Here again the east and west coast practices differ. East-

coast shrdjmp are carried to the United States (Brownsville, Texas,

usually) by boat, and as a consequence the master cartons, in addition

to being sealed by staples or glue or both, are bound by a metal strap.

Generally only one strap is used. VJith the exception of an occasional

shipment from Salina Cruz, which goes by water, all west-coast frozen

shrimp are transported to the United States by rail or by truck. For

overland shipment, strapping is not used on the cartons.

On both coasts some of the pack is put up in 10- and 12-ounce

retail cartons. All of these are unglazed but overvnr"apped. At least

one plant on the west coast packs the 5-pound institutional carton

unglazed and overwrapped.

Uo/ On the west coast 3lA0 shrimp and larger are layer-packed.
SErimp I4I/50 and smaller are packed upper layer only.
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More and more interest is being shown on both coasts in peeled
and deveined shrimp. These are usually packed in the 5-pound institutional
carton. Peeling and deveining is all done by hand.

The general practice is to peel black-spotted shrimp. Some
plants peel broken shrimp, others merely freeze them as "broken pieces"
without peeling.

FREEZING COSTS

In Cuidad del Carmen freezing costs (winter 1955-56) for the
5-pound Institutional pack were about 5 cents a pound. The costs for
this pack in Guaynias and Mazatlan appeared to be a trifle higher. The
difference seemed to be in labor costs. The west-coast layer pack re-
quired more labor than did the east-coast jumbled pack, and wages generally
were higher on the west coast than in Carmen. The automatic grading
machine also tended to lower packing costs at Carmen.

Packing costs in Carmen appear to have declined more than 2 cents
a pound since 1953 (table 23). Some of the decrease in costs can be
attributed to the 195U devaluation of the peso, but much has resulted from
increased plant efficiency. Only about IiO percent of the boats in Carmen
are company owned. The various freezing plants, consequently, have become
highly competitive in order to increase the volume of shrimp handled.

TABLE 23.—FREEZING COSTS FOR JUMBLED INSTITUTIONAL PACK,

CIUDAD DEL CARI-IEN

(In cents per pound. Average of two plants)

Item



Cartons and cases

Cartons, cases, and strapping for the ?-pound pack are calcu-

lated to cost 2.5 cents for each pound of frozen shrimp. Actual cost

may be slightly lower, but the standard practice in calculating costs

in Carmen is to allow this amount for packaging.

The 50-pound case and the 5-pound carton are novf being manu-

factured in Mexico; previously, all were imported from the United States.

Import permits are no longer granted for cases, and permits for cartons

are becoming progressively more difficult to obtain. The case seems to

be a satisfactory container, but some complaints have arisen with respect

to the carton.

Most 10- and 12-ounce cartons are imported. The locally
produced are stapled, which causes difficulty in the processing by

wrapping machines. All 10- and 12-ounce cartons are without glaze but

are overwrapped.

Imported cartons enter under bond. Duties are charged on all

that are not exported.

Labor

Plant workers are paid by the hour in Carmen. The women get

1.75 pesos (about lU cents) and the men 2 pesos (about 16 cents) an hour.

The day shift v/orks an 8-hour day and a ItB-hour week. The night shift

works a 7-hour day and a l42-hour vjeek. Double pay is paid for overtime
and holidays.

The plant workers do not belong to unions, nor do they have
the benefits of social security. The company pays for medical supplies
and care.

On the west coast, with the exception of a few key workers, the
plant laborers are paid on a piece-v;ork basis. The salaried women get

25 to 30 pesos ($2.00 to $2.U0) daily and the men are generally paid
about 5 pesos more.

Most plants on the west coast have incentive-payment plans for
pieceworkers. Some plans provide for computation of incentive pay on a
daily basis, others on a weekly basis. All plans call for increasing
unit payments by steps as the individual's production increases. One
plant pays, for grading and packing, 15 centavos (about 1 cent) for each
5-pound pan up to 72 pans per day; for all pans packed beyond this number
the payment rises to 25 centavos each (2 cents). Another plant begins
with 12 centavos. The packers are usually young women, and the better
ones earn 25 to 30 pesos (.|;2.00 to $2,U0) daily. At least one plant
provides coffee breaks (coffee free), and m^uiy plants furnish transportation
without charge.
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One plant, handling peeled and deveined shrimp, pay 9^
centavos (about 8 cents) for each 5-pound box of peeled and deveined

shrimp.

The workers in several plants in Guaymas belong to unions,
but those in the other localities do not. Social security does not apply
to plant workers, but medical supplies and services are furaished by the

companies.

With the increase in arable land through irrigation projects
in the States of Sonora and Sinaloa, the freezing plants in this region
are finding it more difficult to obtain labor. Many of the workers are
moving into agriculture where they find more freedom and shorter hours.

Operation and maintenance

In recent years there has been a notable increase in public
power supply throughout Mexico. However, most plants either generate
their own power or have auxiliary motors to take over when necessary.

Potable water, in general, is not abundant, and in many places
it is quite scarce. The water in Carmen, Guayiaas, and Mazatlan comes
from wells. All of these towns have recently increased their supply, but
fresh water is not abundant in any of them.

It is the usual accounting practice to depreciate the plant in
2$ years and the equipment in 10 years.

Marketing

Two brokerage companies in the United States handle the bulk of
the Mexican frozen-shrimp production from the west coast. Mexican east-
co£ist production is handled by various brokers, although one predominates.

The general pattern of operations is similar among brokers,
although detailed practices may vary. In general, the principle is to
charge 5 percent of sales value without advances and 7 percent to 8 per-
cent of sales value with 70-percent advance on shipment. One brokerage
company, on notice of shipment, provides 70 percent of estimates sales
value, insurance on shipment, and advance on shipping charges. This
company also employs a representative in Mexico who attempts to maintain
quality control and keep the associates in contact with all modern
developments. The company handles about half of the west-coast production
and also the production of one of the larger plants on the east coast.
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A recent development is the formation, on the west coast,

of a cooperative type of sales organization, the stockholder members

of which are frozen-shrimp processors hailing from points located all

along the west coast. All processors pack under the same brand names,

and the product is sold to one brokerage firm in the United States. Id/

The production of this group is estimated at about UO percent of the

total west-coast pack.

The producers, on presentation of a bill of lading, are

advanced 70 percent of the going market price and the balance is settled

on the sale of the product. As each shipment crosses the United States

border it is given a serial number, and sales are liquidated in rotation
in accordance with this number.

Sales are liquidated at 93 percent of selling price, the

brokerage company charging 7 percent for its services, including insur-
ance on the product while in transit. The Mexican company charges 1/2
of one percent of sales price for its services, so total charges to

associates are 7-1/2 percent of sales price.

Financing is done through a United States and a Mexican bank.

The United States bank furnishes the funds and the Mexican bank guarantees
the loans. For these services the United States bank charges U-l/2 per-
cent interest and the Mexican bank 1 percent.

On both coasts some producers sell directly to local buyers

j

this business represents only a small part of the production, although
it is probably of greater significance on the east coast than on the
west.

in/ This brokerage company also keeps a representative in Mexico who
assists the producers in maintaining a uniform pack.
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FOREIGN TRADE

General

Mexico, except in 19h9, has had an -unfavorable balance of
trade since 19iiU. In 195ii, imports were worth 8.9 billion pesos ($809.9
million) and exports were valued at 6.9 billion pesos ($627.9 million),
the trade deficit amounting to about 2 billion pesos ($182.0 million).
To prevent this drain, Mexico has resorted to various measures, such as
devaluation, import quotas, and increased import duties.

Most of Mexico's foreign trade is with the United States: in

195U, 80 percent of total imports valued at 7.2 billion pesos ($655.2
million) and 60 percent of total exports valued at U.2 billion pesos
($382.2 million).

Fish and fishery products represent a favorable item in Mexico's
balance of trade with the world and particularly with the United States,
In 195U the value of imported fish and fishery products was less than
6 percent of the value of exported fish and fishery products (table 2U)

.

TABLE 2U.—VALUE OF MEXICAN EXPORTS AND IMPORTS,

OF ALL FISHERY PRODUCTS

(In thousands)



The United States was Mexico's best customer for fishery-

products in 195Il. Our fishery exports to Mexico in 195ii were only
three-tenths of 1 percent of the value of her fishery exports to us.
Over the li-year period 1951-5U Mexico irported an annual average of
slightly over 10 million pesos (about $1.1 million) worth of edible
fishery products of which about 10 percent came from the United States,

Exports

In 195ii, shrimp represented 83 percent of the value of all of
Mexico's fishery exports. Almost all of the shrimp exports were shipped
to the United States. Total shrimp exports in 195U were valued at
II4I.9 million pesos ($12.9 million); of this amount IU0.6 million pesos
($12.8 million) or 99.1 percent were frozen shrimp.

During 195ii, lU9 metric tons (328,500 pounds) of fresh shriinp

valued at 1,2 million pesos ($109,200) were shipped to the United
States.

Mexico's exports of dried and canned shrimp are relatively
unimportant

.

The value of Mexican shrimp exports has increased over 8OO
times since 193U. The greatest rise has occurred since 19li5.
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TABLE 27.—VALUS OF MEXICAN SHRIMP EXPORTS,

193k-195h

(In thousands)





Mexican export figures seem to be understated when compared
with United States import statistics. The difference amounted to approxi-
mately 3 million pounds in 1951 and 19^2 and to about 1 million pounds in
1953 and 195U.

TABLE 29.~COMPivRISON OF MEXICAN EXPORT RECORDS ON FRESH AND
FROZEN SHRIMP TO THE UNITED STATES, AND UNITED STATES IMPORT

RECORDS ON FRESH AND FROZEN SHRIMP FROM MEXICO

(In thousands of pounds, headless basis. Figures based on
official published documents of both countries.)

Year
United States
imports from

Mexico

Mexico
exports to

United States

Difference

19^



Figure I?.—MEXICAN SHRIMP PRODUCTION AND

UNITED STATES IMPORTS OF MEXICAN SHRIMP

Millions
of pounds

19l;0 'Ul «U2 «U3 'kh 'U5 'U6 'U7 'U8 <U9 '50 «51 '52 '53 '5ii

For the 5-year period 1950-5U, United States imports of frozen
shriiTip have averaged over 76 percent of Mexico" s total shrimp catch. In
195U over 86 percent of Mexico's production of fresh and frozen shrimp
was exported (almost all to the United States). The dried and canned
shrimp are mostly sold within Mexico; in 195^1 less than 1 percent of the
dried shrimp were exported.

Export duties

Mexico levies export duties on a variety of products. Canned
shrimp are exempt from export duties but fresh, frozen, and dried shrimp
are dutiable. Export duties per 100 net kilograms (220 pounds) on shrimp
products in effect in July 1955 were, for fresh and dried shrimp, 30
centavos plus xO percent ad valorem plus 25 percent ad valorem plus 2 per-
cent municipal, and for frozen shrimp, 30 centavos plus 5 percent ad
valorem plus 2 percent municipal , The municipal tax is applied to the
total export taxes; in other words, it amounts to 2 percent of the export
tax.
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The official valuations upon which the duties are assessed
are as follows:

Fresh shrijnp: (a) From the Gulf of Mexico, 8,888 pesos

($711) per 1,000 net kilograms; (b) from the Pacific, 9,873 pesos
($790) per 1,000 net kilograms.

Dried shrimp: 590 pesos ($U7) per 100 net kilograms.

Frozen shrimp: (a) From the Gulf of Mexico—Salina Cruz,
Oaxaca, or Santa Rosalia, Baja California—9,110 pesos ($729) per 1,000
net kilograms; (b) from elsevAiere in Mexico, 10,129 pesos ($810) per
1,000 net kilograms.

As can be seen, lower export duties are imposed on fresh and
frozen shrimp from the Gulf of Mexico and frozen shrimp from Salina Cruz
and Santa Rosalia than on the remainder of the products coming from the
Pacific coast of Mexico.

In a fashion, this amounts to a subsidy designed to assist
the Gulf of Mexico producers to compete with the United States producers
and to encourage the industrial development of the ports of Salina Cruz
and Santa Rosalia.

The export tax per metric ton (2,20ii.6 pounds) in each instance
amounts to the following:

Fresh or iced shrimp: (a) From the Gulf of Mexico, 3 pesos
plus 888 pesos plus 2,222 pesos, or 3,113 pesos plus 2 percent of this
latter amount or 62 pesos, making a total of 3,175 pesos (about $251;);
(b) from the Pacific, 3,527 pesos (about $282).

Dried shrimp: 2,109 pesos (about $169).

Frozen shrimp: (a) From the Gulf of Mexico, Salina Cruz
and Santa Rosalia, i;67 pesos (about $37); (b) from the remainder of
Mexico, 520 pesos (about $1+2).

These amounts have been converted into cents per pound in
table 31.

Other than export duties, there are no restrictions on shrimp
exports. Export duties as well as export licensing provisions can be
changed by executive action.
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TABLE 31."MEXICAN EXPORT TAX IN CENTS PER POMD

Origin of

product

Fresh
shrimp

Dried
shrimp

Frozen
shrimp

Gulf of Mexico

Pacific coast other

than Salina Cruz

and Santa Rosalia

Salina Cruz, Santa

Rosalia and Baja
California

11.525

12.801

12.801

7.65U

7.65U

7.651;

1.697

1.886

1.697

Export costs

Export costs, including severjince taxes of 22 centavos per
kilo of frozen headless shrimp at Carmen averaged about 9 cents a pound
in 1953, 7 cents in 195U and 6.5 cents during the first quarter of 1955.
The costs of export from Guaymas are prol'ably slightly under those for
Carmen, and those from Mazatlrn and Salina Cruz are probably somewhat
higher.

Transportation and export taxes comprise the bulk of the
exportation costs. From Carmen, ocean freight (generally to Brownsville,
Texas) averaged between 3 and 3.5 cents a pound. Export taxes in 1955
were about 2 cents a pound. From Guayiaas to Los Angeles, California, or
San Diego, California, transportation by refrigerated truck in 1955 costs
2.5 cents a pound, net weight of shrimp. Export taxes were about 2 cents
per pound.

Custom charges and services, both Mexican and United States,

ran about .k cent a pound at Carmen in 1955. Mexican transfer and

loading charges amounted to about .2 cent, U2/ and insurance about .3

cent a pound. Miscellaneous charges such as association dues, telephone

and telegraph, etc., averaged betvjeen .3 and .5 cent a pound. Ocean

freight charges include on-the-dock delivery at Brownsville, Texas.

U2/ Three separate unions handle the loading of frozen shrimp at Carmen,

One carries the product to the land side of the dock, another the length

of the dock to the ship rail, and the third from the rail to stowage in

the hold.
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The trend in export costs of products originating in Carmen
has been downward since 1953. Practically all of this drop in costs can
be traced directly to a decrease in total export taxes. Some of this
decrease results from devaluation, and some represents an actual peso
decrease in tax.

Imports

Mexico's imports of fishery products consist principally of
canned sardines and dried codfish. Most of the sardines come from
Portugal and the codfish from Norway. Shrimp imports are not shown
separately in Mexican official statistics, but they are insignificant.

Mexico (summer 1955) has no import quotas or embargoes on
shrimp, but quotas or embargoes can be effected almost immediately by
executive action.

Import duties and requirements

The Mexican import duty on fresh or iced shrimp was 15 centavos
per gross kilogram plus a 15 percent ad valorem on the official evaluation
of 6.50 pesos per gross kilogram. This amounts to slightly over i; cents
per gross pound.

The import duty on dry shrimp, salted shrimp, or canned shrimp
is 2 pesos per legal kilogram U3/ plus a k$ percent ad valorem on the
official evaluation of 12.70 pesos per legal kilogram. This is equiva-
lent to a duty of 62 cents per legal kilogram or about 28 cents per pound.

h3/ The item "Fish and shellfish, all species, fresh or refrigerated"
is reported in gross kilograms. All other items are in legal kilograms.
Mexico uses three types of weights: 1. Net weight, which is the weight
of the product without container; 2. Legal weight, which is thfe weight
of the product including the immediate container, e.g.: the entire
weight of a can of sardines, including the can; 3. Gross weight, which
is the entire weight of the product including the ijiimediate and accessory
containers, e.g.: the entire weight of a case of sardines including the
case.
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In addition, canned, dry, or salted shrin^), like all processed

or packaged foodstuffs, must be registered vdth the Ministry of Health

and Public V/elfare before importation permits are granted. To register
a product it is necessary to submit to the Direccion General de Registro

y Control de Alimentos y Bebidas one copy of each English label, together

with a proposed label in Spanish for each product. This Spanish label,

which may be typewritten, must show the name of the product, the name

and address of the manufacturer, the name and address of the Mexican
representative or distributor, the phrase "Reg. S.S.A. No. A",

the phrase "Producto Nortearaericano", the net weight in grams or kilograms,

and a list of contents. Also required is a certificate stating that the

product is freely offered for sale in the United States. This certificate
should be issued by a Chamber of Commerce and legalized by a Mexican
consulate. The registration charge is 50 pesos ($ii.OO).

On corapletion of these requirements a provisional registry

number is issued. After issuance of the provisional registry number the

manufacturer has a period of 2 months in which to submit a photograph of

the label of each product. The photograph must show the approved Spanish
label, complete with the registry number. The customary practice is to

have the Mexican representative register the products. If this procedure
is followed, the manufacturer must issue a letter authorizing the repre-
sentative to act for him.

There are no preferential s extended to other countries for the

importation of shrimp that are not also extended to the United States.

GOVERNMEHT ASSISTANCE

The Cooperative Development Bank (Banco Nacional de Fomento
Cooperative), a government bank for aiding cooperatives, has been taking
a progressively more important part for the past several years in the
Mexican shrimp industry. The bank is financing the building of nine

trawlers UU/ in Mazatlan—apparentlj'- the only shrimp-boat building going

on along the west coast (winter 1955-56).

The cooperative bank in Guaymas handles the production of at

least 5 cooperatives (mostly bay shrimp) v/hich own about 6 trawlers. The
bank also buys shrimp from independent boat owners. From September 1 to

UU/ These include seven steel 55-fooi trawlers and two wooden 65-footers,

TEe 55-footers are said to cost 390,000 pesos ($31,200) ready to fish,

including net, galley equipment, etc.
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December 31, 19$h, the bank exported about 138,000 pounds of frozen shrimp.
During the same period in 1955 the bank exported about 661;,000 pounds.
This represents an increase of about ii81 percent, whereas the total exports
from Guaymas increased only about 208 percent.

It is estimated that the Banco Nacional de Fomento Cooperativo
collects about $250,000 a year in taxes from the shrimp industry. Half of
the severance tax hS/ collected on shrimp goes to the Banco Nacional de
Fomento Cooperativo and the remaining half to the National Treasury. Of
this second half the Treasury is supposed to turn over half (25 percent of
the total) to the state and municipal governments. In addition to this
the bank also collects 15 centavos a kilogram (about .5 cent a pound)
on all shrimp frozen on the west coast of Mexico. This charge is not
levied on shrimp frozen along the east coast of Mexico. hS/

The funds collected from the fishing industry and turned over
to the cooperative bank are for the purpose of obtaining fishing gear and
equipment and processing plants for the cooperative fishermen, hi/

ii5/ The severance tax is as follovfs;

Type of product

Shrimp, fresh headless
Shrimp, fresh, whole
Shrimp, cooked, headless
Shrimp, dry, \ifithout shell
Shrimp, dry, with shell



Two fishery schools are operated by the Mexican Government,

one at Mazatlan (formerly at Guaymas), and another at Alvarado, Veracruz.

A third school is planned for either Ciudad del Carmen or Gampeche. The

schools are for boys who have completed the primary (6th grade). The

coiirse is 1 year and, in addition to history, mathematics, and grammar,

some training is given in navigation, boat and engine repair, fishing

techniques, and net making and repair. The students are furnished room

and board.

Occasional assistance for biological work aimed toward conser-
vation and management of the shrimp resources has been given through the

Ministry of Marine and the Bank of Mexico. The sums have not been large
and by no means in proportion to the importance of the industry or to the
revenue the government derives from it. Much of the biological work has
been financed directly by the industry.

Although only applicable indirectly to the fishermen and no longer
in effect on shrimp, the law pertaining to new industries was of considerable
assistance in establishing the shrimp-freezing industry in Mexico. Under
this law the freezing plants were exempt from import duties and surcharges,
stamp taxes, gross receipt tax, and the normal income tax on industrial
profits. These benefits, for shrimp freezing plants, expired in 1951.
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NICARAGUA -^

The Caribbean coast of Nicaragua now produces
about 100,000 pounds annually, heads-on basis. This
coast nay possibly produce at some time in the future 2

to 3 million pounds or more a year. The shrimp perhaps
scatter for long periods of time, a factor which has a
bearing on the probability of commercial activities.
Feeding grounds for adult white shrijiip, it is presumed,
are not plentiful. An exclusive contract has been let
for fisliing in a 100-mile section of the Caribbean
coast.

The prospect for a shrimp fishery on the
Pacific coast of Nicaragua is unfavorable because
of the scarcity of nursery grounds. At best this area
might produce 200,000 poundu annually.

GOIflEHCIAL SPECIES MID 7ISHIKG GROUlfDS

At present, tiisre are no shrimp fisheries along the Pacific
coast of Nicaragua. The wliite or blue sru^irro, Penaeus stylirostris
and P. occidentalism are knoxm to occur in the Galf of Fonseca but
apparently'" are not fished by t!:i2 Nicarag-uans

.

Along tlia Caribbaan coast about 100,000 pounds, heads-on
^reight, of shrimp are talven each year. The principal fishing areas
are the lagoons near Bluefields and the Pearl Lagoon, x/here men fish
with cast nets from dugouts. The young of the wliite shrimp, probably
Penaeus schmitti, and perhaps Penaous setifeinis, are caught in the
lagoons. Reports fi^om Puerto Cabeaas Indicate that occasionally large
white shrimp appear in sizeable schools virtually on tiffi beach. When
tliis occurs, the inhabitaiits catch than iijith sacks, screens, and
buckets. Such incidents happen infrequently.

Various traxrling operators have i'ej)orted pinlc shriinp, Penaeus
duorarum, all along the Caribbean coast. These shrimp appear to be
dispersed and not concentrated in aggregations.

Ii8/ The survey of Kicara^^a ims made during; Febraajry, 19^6, and this
cTate is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

The only known nursery ground on the Pacific coast of Nicaragua
is in the Gulf of Fonseca. There probably is another, but not very
important, near Corinto, The west coast is not likely to produce any
quantity of shriiiip; production at best could reach a maxintum of 200,000
pounds, hoads-on.

The Caribbean coast might be able to produce 2 to 3 million
pounds, heads-on, of shrimp a year. There are certain conditions which
may prevent the development of a fishery. From reports of all knox-m
trawling operations, either the \-Jhlte shrimp bunch up only occasionally
or the schools are few and far betvreen. The pink shrinp seem to be
widely dispersed, though it may develop that they concentrate at certain
times in certain areas. This section of the coast has had a fair, but
not a sufficient, amount of exploration,

PROCESSKG AND l-IARIffiTING

Most of the shrinp caught in the lagoons on the Caribbean
coast are consumed fresh or dried. Some are frozen in home-type
freezers in Bluefields for local sale and for sale in Managua. Young
white shriinp, called "chacalin", ran botxjeen 25 and 1^0 to the pound,
headless. The fishermen receive about lit cents a poiuid (values in U.S.
currency) heads-on, and about 21 cents headless,

Tlie government has granted an exclusive trawling contract
for a section of the Car-ibbeaji coast. The boimdaries of the section,
100 miles long, are to be decided upon by i7iut\ial agreement betueen the
contractor and the governrnonte The contract was published U9/in 1953,
and the duration, provided cortaln conditions are met, is for 10 years
from date of publication. The contract calls for payment to the govern-
ment of fp25 for each ton (2,000 pounds) of shriiip exported.

FOR^ffGN TR-IDli;

There are no s:rport duties on shriraju In 195U about 1 metric
ton, (220li,6 pounds) gross x;eight, of dried shrimp was recorded as
e:q:>orted, some to the United States and some to Costa Rica.

Imports of shrimp, ttiough not shown separately in the Nicaraguan
reports, are uniiroortrjit. In 195h, less than :;:'.500 x:orth of fresh, frozen,
dried, or salted crustacec-jis and mollusks and only ii|;7,000 worth of canned
crustaceajis and mollusks were imported.

ii9/ La Gaceta, Maj 28, 1953
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Import duties on shrimp comprise a specific duty levied per

gross kilogram and payable in United States dollars, plus an ad valorem

duty based on the c.i.f. value; they are as follows:

Specific duty Ad valorem duty
(cents) (percent)

Fresh or frozen 30 20

Dried 32 20

Canned 73 20

Soups and chowders 32 20

There is also a ^ percent consular fee based on the f.o.b,

value.
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PANAMA

Only th2 Pacixic coast of Panama produces slirino.

Host or th3 catch is talcen in the Gulf of Panama and landed
at four froesin^; plants in the toijn of Panama. Only
Panamanian-built boats can fish in waters over the Continental
Shelf. The Panamanian export of vrlTite-slirimp tails may
possibly increase to about 5 to 8 million pounds annually;
the United States imported about 3 million pounds of these
shrirp in 1951!. The quantity of pinks and sea bobs that may
be produced in the future is unknown. The pack of white
shrinp runs about 80 to 8$ percent under 15 to the pound,
headless. About 85 percent of the catch is exported to the
United States. Shrimp are Panaitia's second most in5)ortant

export item.

COiniERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUl^TBS

There are three species of large slirimp, Penaeus occidentalis m

P. stylirostris , and P. vannamei, known as wh" te shrimp in Panama. All
are ^called "langostinos," and'tHe fishennen and dealers make no distinc-
tion between the three. P, occidentalis is generally of a rustier color
than the other tvro g^ecies, but at times' it cannot be distinguished from
P. stylirostris by color alone.

The smaller species of shrimp are called "camarones," These
consist of "rojos" or pinks (P. brevirostris), "titi" ( Xiphopeneus riveti
and Protractypene precipua) , and "indio," "carabeli," '»tigre," or "zebra"
(Trachypeneus byrdi and T. face )

.

The langostinos are large shi*imp. The pack runs about 33 per-
cent under 10 to the pound headless, $0 percent ll/l5> 10 percent 16/20,
5 percent 21/35 count, and 2 percent peeled and pieces.

The largest pinks run 21/25 to the pound headless, but the bulk of
the catch is between 26/30 and iil/50 count.

The indio is smaller than the pink, and the titi is still smaller.
Usually both the indio and titi are peeled and deveined. In this state the
indio is generally \mder 60 to tie pound, and the titi 60 and over.

Most of the white shrimp are taken between 3 and 10 fathoms, rarely
beyond 15 fathoms. The pink are caught out to about 30 fathoms and the titi
in shallow water close to shore.

The Panamanian Government has not maintained records of the
amount of shrirp taken each year. The catches can best be approximated
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from the United States inports, since exports have all been to tha

United States, About 600,000 pounds of headless shriinp are consumed
annually in Panama.

It is estimated that Panama produced about I4.3 million pounds,
headless weight, of shrimp in 195U.

Probably 80 percent or more of the total Panama shrimp catch
is white shrimp. Of this amount, Penaeus occidentalis accounts for
85 to 90 percent, and the remainder is about equally divided between
P. stylirostris and P. vannamei .

The pink and titi and indio combined are represented in about
equal amounts in the remaining 20 percent of the catch. About 500,000*
poxmds of pinlc shrimp (headless weight) were caught in 1955* In 195U
about 200,000 pounds of peeled and deveined titi and about 20,000 pounds
of indio were produced. The 1955 production of these last two species
was about twice that of 1951i«

Trawling for individual species of shrimp is definitely
seasonal. The best months for whites, titi, and indio are from April
through November. The pinlc slirimp season is between January and April.

It is probable that the upwelling of cold water in the Gulf
of Panama during the dry season (December to March or April) has an
important bearing on the shrinp seasons.

Shrimp fishing with cast nets and seines is an ancient art
in Panama, The use of otter trawls to catch shrimp, on the other hand,
is quite recent, starting in 19U6, when one trawler began fishing for
shriiip. The c atches of this boat soon flooded the Panamanian marke-^

and the ovmer was forced to seek an esqDort outlet which was found in
the United States. Interest rapidly developed in shrirp fishing and
boats began pouring into Paiirmia. As a result there are now about 90
trawlers in Panama.

All of these boats fish on the pacific sidej there are no
developed fisheries along the Caribbean shore. Shrimp occur there,
but they are reported to be scattered, the trawling grounds few and
roclcy, and the weather generally bad.

There are two fishing areas on the Pacific side of Panama,
One is in the Gulf of Panama, and the other is in the west and extends
from about Funta Mariato to the Costa Rican border. The Gulf of Panama
is considerably more productive than aire the western grounds. Tlie

catch from both grounds is landed in the town of Panama,
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OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

As far as white shrinp are concerned, there are no fishing

areas of any apparent significance that are not being fished. Hie

present areas can be, and undoubtedly will be, fished more intensely.

Through increased fishing effort the catch of white shrinp can perhaps

be doubled. This means that the annual catch of white shriiip may reach

between 5 and 8 million pounds, headless.

The pink shriif^) occur in deeper and colder waters than do

the whites. They are taken in abundance in the Gulf of Panama only

during the period of upwellings, usually betireen December and April,

when they apparently move into the shalloirer, cooler waters. On
occasions during this period, pink shrimp are extremely abundant,

yielding catches of as much as 8 tons (heads-on) in 3 or U days. During

heavy runs of pinlc shrimp the boats are placed on limits, since the

plants are unable to handle the catch.

E>:ploratoiy fishing in deeper ijater might show that pinlc

shrimp could be fished profitably throughout the year, but too little

is knoxm about the distribution, liabits, and abundance of this species

to hazard a guess as to its productive potential.

The titi and indio likeiri.se are too little kno^m to allow

an estimate as to what their yield mic;;ht ultimately be. Undoubtedly,

the production of all three of th3ss S;-naller types can be increased

appreciably, provided a profitable market is available.

FISHERI-EN Wra GE/iR

There are about 5C0 full-time slirimp fishermen in Panama.

The usual crew consists of five men or of four men and an apprentice--

a obtain, an engineer, and tliree hands, or tuo hands and a striker.

The fishermen do not belong to unions or come under social security,

nor do they oim any of the boats.

They are paid on a trip-share basis. The trip expenses (ice,

fuel, and food) are deducted from tho gross returns, and the remaining

amount is divided 6o percent to the boat owner and UO percent to the

crew, or 65 percent to tho boat owner and 35 percent to the crew. In

either instance, the captain gets 12 percent and the engineer 9 percent.

Owners who pay )iO percent to the crew giva the three hands about 6 per-

cent eachj those paying 35 percent give 7 percent each to two hands, and

the strikfcjr, usually a boy, gets the fish that are caught or is paid

something from the sale of the fisli*
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The ca?)tain3 are estimated to average about ^^l60 29/a month,
the engineers about $120 and the hands between $90 and ^95

•

There are about 90 shrimp trawlers operating in Panama. Most
are wooden Florida-type trawlers with dlesel engines. A few are converted
west-coast fishing boats flrom the United States. They are from about 3^
to 65 feet long, the average * length being about $0 feet. About 15 new
trawlers were under construction in November, 1955. The majority of these
were to have wooden hulls, but about four were to be of steel. Since
August of 1953 only boats built in Panama can fish commercially in
Panamanian vjaters.

Host boats are oxmed by the dealers or processors. Probably
about 15 boats are oxrned by persons who sell to the processors. The
average boat with its gear and equipmant is worth about 5^18,000. Total
investment in vessels and gear is estimated to be about ^i;l,6 million.

Fishing trips in the Gulf of Panama are usually from 5 to 7
days J trips to the vastem grovinds niay last 10 to 12 days. In 195U, the
average boat caught about 50,000 pounds of white shrimp, headless weight.
The price paid the boat oxmers was about 36 cents a pound. In November,
1955j prices ;jore high, and boat OMiers were receiving between 50 and $^
cents a pound for headless wliite slirimp.

The ger^raD. accoimting practice '5eems to be to depreciate
the boat and engine in 10 years. The enginss are overhauled every 10 to
18 months. The boats are hixilod, cleaned, and copper-painted about every
h months. Full-coverage insurance, ..'500 deductible, costs 6 percent of
the evaluation of the boat. Ice costs betireen ^';8 and i^;.9 per ton, and a
boat xjill use around 250 tona of ice a year. Fuel and oil costs run
slightly higher than the ico.

Tlie prevalent type of trawl is tho Gulf of Mexico design ilat
trawl from 1^0 to 9^ feet at the mouth. The average is around 75 feet
with 2|'dnch mesh (stretched), 18-thread in the idjigs ajid boctsr and
U2-thread in the tail. The nets are xri.thout spacers. The wings are
fastened directly to the boards. A boat xri-ll use, on the average, 1 net
every 2 months. VJhile the net lasts, it is repaired constantly. Towing
cables ai'e replaced about once a year.

50/ Exchange rate, 1 balboa = United States $1.00; values are

given in United States dollars only.
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PROCESSING AND MARKETING

Neither dry nor canned shrirp are produced in Panama. The

only processing is by fi-eezing. There were four shriiip freezing plants
in Panama in November, 1955* The total daily capacity was about U5,000
pounds, but an additional 3>000 pounds vras expected to begin operating

ecirly in 1956. About $250,000 is invested in plant equipment.

There ^paared to be a trend toward producing more peeled and
deveined shrimp. One source estimated that only about 5 percent of the

195U export pack was peeled and deveined, whereas for the first 10 months

of 1955 about l5 percent was this type of pack.

The plant designs, in general, are not very efficient. There

is at present sufficient freezing capacity to handle (on a 2U-hour basis)

any anticipated increase in catch that might be forthcoming in the near
future. Bottlenecks that occur are not caused by lack of freezing

capacity. They usually originate in the grading and packing departments

and could be eliminated tlircugh use of mechanical graders and improved
plant-flow design.

There is no government control or inspection for standardiza-
tion of grades or quality control o The government maintains a sanitary

control over the paclcing plaats and the employees, which consists of

inspection of the plants about every 6 months and the keeping of health
cards for the vrorkors.

The bulk of the Panamajiian xihite shrimp catch is frozen
headless in 5-pound cartons for export to the United States. Second-
quality vrhite shrimp, usualD.y black spotted, are peeled and frozen.
Some of the pinks, and much of tlie titi and indio, are peeled and
deveined by hand and frozen for export.

The general practice is to layer-pack the headless shrimp in
5-pound cartons, freeze them, open the frozen cartons and add glazing
water, close the cartons, pack them inverted into master cartons, close
and strap the master carton, and place it in the storage room awaiting
shipriient. This tochniciue, Xifhich is also the common practice in Ecuador
and on the east coast of Mexico, gives only a surface glaze.

Some of the peeled white shrimp are layer-packed, but most
are juiaWed. Other than peeling, ^rhich is done by hand, the handling
practiced are the same as those for headless frozen.

The titi and indio, w?d.ch are landed wliole, are usually
handled in tvro operations. First they £u:e lieadedj then they are

peeled and deveined. The peeling is done individually vjith a patented
plastic peeler. The deveining is done with a paring Icnife,
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The peeled and deveined meats are washed and weighed (5 pounds)
into a plastic bag wliich is then placed into a 5-pound carton. The
shrimp are then frozen and packed into master cartons. This product is
not glazed, as the plastic bag prevents dehydration. Sometimes these
shrinp are separated into two sizes, under 60 to the pound and over 60«

Cost 01 the 5-pound cartons varies, from about ^a cents for
1-piece cartons to about 6 cents for 2-piece. The price is to some
extent determined by the volume used. The general practice is to
calculate that all packing materials—cartons, master cartons, and
strapping—cost about 2g cents per pound of shrimp.

In the local markets, shrimp are sold fresh, both whole and
headless. In November, 19S5, the retail prices for junbo white shrimp
were 50 cents a pound for fresh whole and 60 cents for fresh headless.

At this same time brokers were paying 70 cents a pound for
imder-lO count frozen headless shriiip f.o.b. Cristobal, The price
for frozen peeled and deveined titi, running more than 60 to the pound,
was U5 cents per pound.

There are about I4O men and 30 women employed full-time in
the shrimp-freezing plants, and about 500 part-time workers, most of
whom are women.

For full-time xrork the men get from kO to 60 cents an hour
and the women 25 cents an hour. The work week is ii.8 hours.

Some of the part-time workers are paid by the hour, but the
majority are paid on a piecework basis. The piecework pay varies
from plant to plant, but it is generally about 3 cents for packing
5-pound cartons and from ,6 to ,7 cent a pound for peeling titi.

For full-time workers the rate of overtime pay, which is
governed by law, depends upon the time of day when the overtime occurs.
The day is divided into a daytime period (5 to 7) and a nipht period
(7 to 5).

The maximum number of working hours without overtime is
8 daily and U8 weelcLy for daytime work and 7 and k2 for night work.
If overtime is worked during the day period, the v;orker is paid
25 percent extra; during the night period it is 50 percent extra.
For work on Sundays or national holidays, the pay is a flat 50 percent
extra.

The plant workers do not belong to unions. In some of the
plants the full-tijiie workers receive some fringe benefits which may
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include annual vacations and the use of dormitory facilities for the women
who work after dark, but in general the iVinge benefits are few. Most
full-time workers are covered by social-security, for which the worker
pays h percent and the eng^loyer h percent.

The social security benefits include both payinont in kind and
payment in money. Payment in kind is generally in the form of free
hospital and medical care, but it does not completely cover these costs.
Monetary corpensation includes maternity benefits and old-age and disa-
bility pensions. There are no unen^^loyment provisions in the Panamanian
social security law.

The employer is responsible for indemnity in case of accidental
death or temporarj'- disability of an employee. Insurance against these
professional risks costs 6 percent of the gross salary.

Full-time workers are entitled to a 1-raonth vacation for every
11 months vrorked. They are also entitled to an advance notice of termina-
tion i-riiich varies from 2U hours after 1 week of work up to 2 months after
2 years or more. The vacation and termination-notice featxires of the law
are generally calculated to cost the eiiiployer about 1? percent of the
gross salary of an eng^loyee.

FOREIGN TRADE

Exports 2i/

Panama is not a great exporting country. Total exports in
1953 amounted to about 015.5 milD.ion of which over $lU million, or mo3re

than 90 percent, went to the United States. Foodstuffs valued at about

51/ The figures cited in this section are from official Panamanian
sources. The export figures in poundages may be greater than actual,
and the values smaller. They are based on export licenses, for which
no charges are made. The practice of the shippers is to obtain, a day
or two in advance, a license to export "X" amoiuit of shrimp. It is
customary, when the exact amount to be exported is not knoim, to apply
for a permit allowing exportation of a greater amount than anticipated.
A copy of this document goes to the Bureau of Statistics and Census,
The actual amount exported, which appears on the customs agent's copy,
may not be sent to the Bureau of Statistics and Census for rectification
of the original request.

The declared value is usually lovjer than the true value, since
it represents an estimate by the shipper who generally, for business
reasons, luiderestimates the value of the product. One source estimates
that the value should be twenty to forty percent higher than sham.
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$11;. 6 million accounted for most of the 1953 exports; manufactured

products were worth only $726,000. In this same year, shrimp were Panama's

second most valuable export amounting to about $2 million.

TABLE 32.—EXPORTS FROM PANAMA BY PRODUCTS, 1953

(In dollars)

Product Value

Bananas 8,159,000
Shrimp 1,916,000
Cacao 1,319,000
Abaca fiber 1,029,000

Panama's shrimp exports represent frozen shrimp, most of which
are headless. Small quantities are exported as peeled, and peeled and
deveined shrimp.

Shrimp exports have increased greatly since 1950, when only about

300,000 pounds v;ith a value of about $170,000 were exported (table 33). In

195ii Panama exported about h million pounds of frozen shrimp valued at more
than $2 million.

Over 85 percent of the Panamanian shrimp production is exported
to the United States.

TABLE 33. —SHRIMP EXPORTS FROM PANA>IA, 1950 - 195U

(In thousands of pounds and thousands of dollars.
All shrimp exports are to the United States.)

Year Quantity Value

1950 30U 168
1951 1,261 705
1952 2,ia5 1,352
1953 kySQh 1,916
195U U,o69 2,oiiU

Source: Direccion de Estadistica y Censo.

There are no export duties on shrimp in Panama. The only require-
ment for export is a permit which is solely for statistical purposes. The
shrimp companies work under a 25-year contract \jith the government, one

clause of which exempts them from all export duties.
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Imports

Panama imports more than it exports . Most of the imports are

manvifactured goods and foodstuffs. In 1953 Panama imported about ji71»6

million worth of goods of vrhich almost C'U8.7 million were manufactured

products and .„.11.7 million were foodstuffs. About 65 percent of the total

imports (:,;U6.2 million) were from tlie United States.

Host of the dried and all of the canned shrijip consumed in Panama
are inported. Panama does not i'rport fresh or frozen shrimp. Since 1950
the annual amounts of dried slirimp imported have fluctuated from about 17

to ho metric tons v;ith a value ranging bet;;een :;h5,000 and ;-,;65,000. Imports

of canned shrimp have ranged from 2.5 to 5*5 metric tons annually mth values
betvjeen $U,000 and (vlO,000. Host of the dried and canned sliriir^.) come from
the United States.

TABLE 3l|—SHRIMP IMPORTS INTO PANAMA BY PRODUCT

AND BY COUIITRY OF ORIGIN

Year and country

of origin Dried or salted Canned

1950:
United States
Hong Kong
Others

Total

1951:
United States
Hong Kong
Others

Total

1952:
United States
Hong Kong
Others
Total

1953:
United States
Hong Kong
Others

Total

1951;:
United States
Hong Kong
Others

Tctnl

Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars

87,500

(1)



There are no iirroort regulations or restrictions on slirimp other
than import duties. The duties on dried or salted shrirap are 3 cents per
gross lrilogra:n (2.2 pounds). There are no duties on canned, cured, or
piclded shrimp.

G07£m-!IIiaiT ASSISTAiraE

The Panamanian slirirp fishery has been developed by private
initiative, but has been aided considerably by government policy. The
fishery started i-rith United States capital, but in 19B3 a group of influential
Panamanians bought out nost of the conpanies then operating. This organiza-
tion probably controls 60 to 70 percent of the capital that is invested in
the Panamanian slirimp fisheries.

In order to encourage industry the Panamanian Government, in 19^0,
enacted Decree-Law No. 12. Some of the provisions of this lau are as folloiJS:

1. Industries established, or to be established, in Panama, may
obtain a contract with the Government for a period of up to 2$ years.

2. Companies with these contracts are exempt from all import
duties on machinery, equipment, apparatus, replacement and spare parts,
fuel, oil, supplies and other commodities for use or consumption by the
company.

3. Companies are exempt from, L»nport duties on any raw material,

h* Foreign technicians are exeiiipt from Panamanian secvirity laws,

5. Companies are exeript from a3_l ta:':es, contributions, duties
and levies on installations, operation, production, distribution, sales
and consu3iii)tion except income, social security, staiqD, notarial and regis-
tration fees for public services. The rate of those fees in effect at the
time of signing the contract vrLll continue for the duration of the contract.

6. Companies are exempt from all export duties.

7. In case tlis necessity for it is established a protective
tariff will be enacted.

The compiinies receiving such conti-acts must

—

1, Invest a stated amount :m the business,

2, produce for n?vtional consitiption.
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3. Sell locally at wholesale prices.

h» Srploy nationals vri.th the exception of necessary foreicn
technicians

.

All shrimp cor;^anies operating in I anaiTia have come under the

purview of this Act and have obtained 25-year contracts xiri-th tte govern-

ment.

A more recent decree (No. 172 of Auj^ist $, 19^3) provides tliat

only boats built in I-anana can fish coriuaercialD.y. This legislation has

prevontsd a sudden influx of shrimp travelers wMch otherviise might have

occurred. It has also given stimulus to local boat builders (there were

about l5 travrlers \inder construction in Noveanb:3r, 19^5) •

Decree llo. 172 also permits commercial fishing in xifaters over

the Continental Slvelf only to those persons having a second-class commercial
license, Panamanian and United States citizens can obtain these licenses
without residence requirements. Nationals of all other coimtries must
have resided 5 years in Panama prior to issuance of a license.

For the past several years the Food and Agriculture Organization,
in cooperation with the Panamanian Government, has been studying methods

of improving the management of the shrii'^p fisheries. This program, however,
has not gone into developmental work.
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PERU £2/

The Peruvian shrimp fishery is at the

northern tip of Peru. It is limited to a narrow strip

about 30 miles long. This area probably will not

produce more than 600,000 to 900,000 pounds, heads-

off, annually. The fisher^'- started in 1952, reached

a peak of about 500,000 pounds, headless weight, in

195li, but dropped off sharply after the middle of

1955. There are no docking facilities. Supplies

must be run through the surf in skiffs or on balsa

rafts. Fresh water is scarce.

DEVELOPMENT OF THii SffiD-iP FISHERY IN PERU

The Peruvian shrimp fishery started in the latter part of 1952
when a Belgian trawler began operations. The development of the fishery
was stimulated by high prices in the United States and by a local scarcity
of sirordfish and sld.pjack caused by a change in ocean currents. A number
of swordfish boats were diverted to trawling for shrimp with 20-to 2U-foot
beam trawls. Later most of these boats changed to small otter travrls 35
to UO feot across the mouth.

At the height of the fishery in 195U and early 1955 there vTere

about Uo boats fishing for shrimp, and four conpanies were buying shrimp
along with other fishery products. Shrimp were a side product, and fishing
for these crustaceans took place principally to give the crews employment
during lulls in the fisliing for other species. At that time three floating
plants and one shore plant were freezing slirinp. By June, 1955j the shrimp
catches were so small that the boats were not meeting expenses, and most
con53ajiies stopped shrimping operations by September, 1955. In October only
two boats, one a German-built trawler handling a UO-foot shrimp trawl and
the other a Danish boat using a 2l4-foot beam trawl, were fishing for shrimp.

COI'-C^nLRCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUITOS

Three species of peneid shriir^?, 'langostinosi' are taken commercially,
Penaeus stylirostris , P. vannamei, and^. occidentalis . Neither the fisher-
men nor the processors distinguish between them. All are called "bianco"
or white shrimp. The sea bob, Xiphopeneus riveti, and the "tiger" shrimp,
Trachy}3eneus byrdi and T. faoo , are also caught"but are discarded because
of their small size,

""

52/ The survey of Peru was made during October, 1955, and this date, unless
othen-xise specified, is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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Figure 18.—Jumbo shrirrp, mostly Penaeus occidentaJ.is ,

from north coast of Peru.

The three commercial species are probably about equally distributed

in the catches. The shrin^ are large; about 65 percent of the pack is under

15 to the pound, and 65 percent is under 10 to tiie pound, headless. Sizes

smaller than 16/20 are not packed.

The shrimp-fishing grounds are very limited in area. From the

Ecuadoran border they extend only about 30 miles down the coast to Caleta Cruz,

Scattered shrimp have been reported as far south as Sechura Bay, but not in

commercial quantities. Shrimp axe caught in depths to 15 fathoms bit appear

to be most abundant near the beach in 3 to 6 fathoms.

Penivian catch records are based upon estimates made by the port

captains and are not particularly accurate. These records show that 38,000
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pounds of slirimp were talen in 1952, 206,000 pounds in 1953, and U09,000
pounds in 195U. 53/ It is believed that the 195U catch was about 500,000
pounds, headless weight, with a value of ±>out 3,500,000 soles ($i;l82,300), IV

Shrimp are caught throughout the year, but the best season was
reported to be between October and March. The government has not estab-
lished closed seasons.

OUTLOOK FOR PxRODUGTION

Because the range for shri^np is limited both by lack of suitable
niirsery grounds for the young and by lack of feeding grounds for the adults,
Peru has little possibility of producing much more shrimp than the estimated
500,000 pounds, headless vreight, that were caught in 195U» The only nursery
ground of any magnitude is that near Puerto Pizzaro. To the south thare
seem to be no nursery grounds, and the abrupt coast and the cold waters of
the Humboldt current limit the area in which the adults may live.

It seersis lilcely that many of the shrimp caught in Peru were
migrants from Ecuador. If shrimp population pressure off Ecuador was
rasponsible for such migrations, it can be anticipated that as the Ecuadoran
fishery increases, there will be fewer migrants moving into the waters of
northern Peru*

The potential of the fishery is estimated to be between 600,000
and 900,000 pounds annually.

FISHERIMI Airo GEAR

In October, 1955, there were only about 10 men fishing for
shrimp* IJlien the fishery was at its pealc (195U and early 1955) over 150
men iiere engployed in catcldja^ shrimp. Usually the creirs consisted of four
men, one of whom was always ashore. The boats ij-ere operated around the

clock with three menj they returned to port every 2 days to unload the
catch, take on more ice, put one man ashore and talce aboard the crev; member
who had been ashore 2 daySo By rotating in this manner each man worked 6
days and nights and then had 2 days off.

The boats, gear, and all operating expenses i:are provided by
the coitpanies. Each crew m.ember was allowed 5 soles (about 26 cents)

a day for rations. In addition, the crew were permitted to keep ell
marketable fish for themselves, xjhich was usually sufficient to cover
additional food costs. The crevrs were paid 3 soles (about 16 cents) for

53/ United States imports from Peru in 1951| were about Iih7,000 poimds.
"^/ Free e:<:change in October, 1955, was U. S. $1.00 = 19.20 soles.
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each kilocram (2.2 pounds) of headless shrimp. The "patron" or boat captain,

depending upon the efficiency of the individual, received either one-third .

or hP percent of the proceeds from the catch. The remainder was divided
equally among the rest of the crevj. The boat captains averaged annually

betirecn ^;;900 and <.:;.1,100, and other crew members between i^^OO and t?^SO»

Some privately oimed boats I'.'ere paid as much as $ soles (about

26 cents) for each Idlograin of headless shrimp and each crew member x/as

allox/ed 8 soles (about I42 cents) a day for food. In these instances the

boats were better outfitted, and the captains were foreigners and not local
fishermen. The better captains were paid as much as 3 soles (about I6 cents),

the engineer 80 cen+,avos 55/( about h cents), and the hands kO to 60 centavos

(2 to 3 cents), '..pending upon their number. With an average catch of 2 to

3 tons a month uhe annual wages of the crew were: captain, sl;3>750 to

15,600; engineer, ^IjOOO to <?1,500; hands, :;^500 to CAA25*

The fishermen do not belong to labor organizations*

There xrere only tt/o boats fishing for shrimp in October, 1955.
One, a 65-foot boat, was powered by a 120-horsepower Diesel engine and

hancUed a 2U-foot beam trawl. Tlie other, a ^U-foot, 2-mast, steel-hulled
German trawler, had a 75-horsepoirer Diesel engine and used a ItO-foot Gulf
of Mexico flat trawl« The trawl was rigged vrith. gallows and fished from
the starboard side, using a 2~drura winch and steel towing cables. The trawl
was of 2-inch stretched mesh, l8-thread in the wings and l|2-thread in the

tail, made from Peruvian webbing. The net, without boards, cost about i?100.

This boat carried a 5~man crew v:ho normally finished 6 days,

continuously day and night, each trip. The daylight hauls averaged 2 hours
and the night hauls U hours each.

llie smaller boats, wliich vrere in operation vjhen the fishery was
at its peak, x;ere converted swordlish boats of UO to k$ feet in length
with 25- to 50-horsepower gasoline engines. In the beginning these boats
used 20- to 22-foot beam travrls, but later changed to 35-foot flat shrinp

trawls. Rope towlines were used x^rliich were hauled on niggerheads.

The total investment, including gear in storage, was estimated

to be about 5ja00,C00.

Insurance, total-loss, cost 3r percent for diesel-engined boats

and 5 percent for gas-engined. Diesel fuel was 50 soles (about (f2.6l) for

a 55-gallon drum. Ice was ;iJ10 per ton. A fisliing permit is required, but

no charge is involved for loca]. or foreign boats fishing for Peruvian com-

panies. Fishermen are not required to be licensed.

55/ There are 100 centavos to a sole.
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Production costs for a privately owned trawler were estimated to
be about 28 cents a pound for an annual catch of 55iOOO pounds, headless

weight. Crew \iages were estimated to be 12 cents a pound, and operation
and maintenance costs, including insurance and depreciation, were estimated
at 16 cents.

PROCESSING AND JIARKETING

The freezing of shrimp is but a minor part of the general
freezing operations, which normally are for slcipjack, yellowfin tuna,

and sxiordfish. During 195U and part of 1955, one shore and three floating
plants were operating part-time in freezing shriitp. All were based at, or
near, Maneora.

The shriiiip are headed at sea immediately after capture and are
iced down in large insulated boxes. At Mancora the boxes are loaded onto
slcLffs or balsa rafts, transported through the surf to the beach, placed on
trucks, and carried to the plant. Upon arrival at the plant the shrimp are
placed in a metal tanlc and given ti^o washings ivlth sea water and a final
rinse in fresh water. They are then layer-packed in 5-pound cartons and
given a top glaze after freezing.

Since Mancora has no pier, the frozen shrimp destined for e^jort
must be lightered through the surf to the cargo boats.

All cartons are 1- eruvian-made . Because of s elling price, operating
costs, freight, and e3q)ort duties, the plant operators claimed they could
not profitably pack and freeze shrimp for export that were smaller than
16/20 to tlie pound, headless.

The plant workers handle shrimp along xri.th other fishery products.
The plant workers are all mala, and at the peak of production about 35
were employed part-ti:nQ on shrimp. The workers received 2 soles (about
10 cents) an hour for a UU-hour week, but vfith overtime they averaged
between ;;f5 and $6 weekly. Time and a half is paid for overtime, and double
time on Sundays and holidays. The workers are not unionized.

The government has made no specific effort to assist the develop-
ment of the shrimp fisheries.

F0Ri^:iGN TRADE

Exports and export taxes

Peruvian records do not show separately shrimp exports before 1953

•

In that year about 332,000 pounds (gross weight) of frozen shrimp were
exported, according to tlie records of the government. In 195U the amount
rose to 507,000 pounds. All shrimp exports vxent to the United States.
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There are no restrictions on the exportation of slirinf), but

ejq^ort taxes spplj-. There are five, and on occasions six, separate

export taxes, 'Ihe sixth is ^plied when the export value exceeds the

basic legal-cost-of-production value by more than 25 percent. The basic
legal-cost-of-production value of frozen shrimp was set on September U,

1953, at 9,300 soles (about vU6U) per ton of 2,000 pounds. An export
tax of 10 percent is applied on the difference between this "cost of
production" figure and the sales price of the slirirrp. In addition to

this tax there arc also a 1-perccnt ad valorem tax on all exports, a

tax of 2 soles per metric ton on exports, a 2-percent ta>c on declared
freight rates, and cai export cargo tax that is ^:.1,60 per metric ton
for products exi^orted from Callao and 15 cents per ton from all other
ports. These ta:ces, in all, are estimated to amount to about ;if90 per
metric ton of shriitp*

Early in 1955 a law was enacted x/hich permitted conipanies

exporting fishery products to enjoy privileges fonaerly granted only

to exporters of agricultural and mineral products. This law alloira

the companies to deduct the export taxes from the profit and excess-

profit taxes.

Imports and import duties

Shrimp imports (table 35) are mostly dided shrimp from Hong Kong,
the United States, and Japan. This product is primarily for the Chinese
population. In 195U, less than 100 metric tons of dried shrirap xjith a

reported value of about ;i;90,000 were imported. The fresh and i^oaen
crustacesns reported in table 35 are principally fresh lobsters irported
from Ecuador. All canned and dried shrimp consumed in Peru are iiiported.

Probably most, if not all, fresh and frozen shrimp consumed within tl^ie

country are produced in Peru.

Shrimp are subject to three types of import duties: a
specific duty on gross weight; an ad valorem duty of 2 percent with
a 20-percent surcltargej and a 2-percent fee on marine freight charges.
The specific duties on shrimp for each gross Icilograpi (2.2 pounds) of
weight are: for fresh or frozen, 2 soles (about 10 cents) j dried,

1#50 soles (about 8 cents )j dried small Chinese shrimp, 1 sole (about

5 cents) 3 canned or prepared in any other form, 1.20 soles (about 6 cents).
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SURINAM ^'

The Surinam shrimp catch is almost
entirely sea bobs, the cooked peeled meats of which
average more than a hundred to the pound. One
company has an exclusive right for 15 years to ex-
port the catch in excess of 88,200 pounds annually.

The present catch of about 1 million pounds, heads-
on weight, can probably be increased to 5 or 6

million poimds.

GOfMERCIAL SPECIES AND FISHING GROUNDS

The sea bob, Xlphopeneus kroyeri , is by far the predominant
species on the nursery grounds in Surinam. The white and brown shrimp,
Penaeus schmitti and P. aztecus, occur in the area but comprise less
than 1 percent of the catch. Experimental fishing along the entire
coast during April-September, 1953, with an otter trawl was reported to
have yielded only about 2 percent Penaeus. The white and brown shrimp
are reported to be more abiindant near the French Guiana border and less
abundant towards the west. All shrimp are called "sara-sara."

The shrimp are caught by trap nets and pin seines in the
rivers, near the mouths, and along the beaches near the river mouths.
About 600 fishermen work full-time catching both shrimp and fish by
these means. The trap net, "fuiken" or Chinese shriinp net, is used
principally for shrimp, and the pin seine, a long wall of webbing
anchored to a series of stationary poles, for fish; but the two gears
catch both shrimp and fish. The trap net is operated on the outgoing
and incoming tides, v;hile the pin seine is used only on falling tides.

56/ The survey of Surinam was made during April 1956, and this date
is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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Figure 19-—Chinese shrirap nets near the mouth ox
the Surinaine River in Surinam. The men are about
finished fishing on this tide. Host of the nets
have been raised. One is in the process of being
raised and one is still being fished.
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Figure 20.—Craft at _dock of fishing village near
the mouth of the Suriname River with the catch of
one tide from Chinese trap nets. The catch of the
second boat from the left was mostly shrimp, the
sea bob, Xiphopeneus kroyeri.
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Figure 21.—Drying shrimp at a fishing village
near the mouth of the Surinane River in Surinam.

The annual catch of shrinp is estimated to be about 1 million
pounds, heads-aiweight* Almost all of this is boiled, sundried, and
peeled. A few are sold fresh, whole. Experimental batches of frozen
cooked peeled shrimp have been produced. The cooked peeled meats average
more than a hundred to a pound.

The slirinp for drying are boiled from 2 to 5 minutes in a
brine made of 1 part inported mine salt and 10 parts water. Usually
a single kettle made from half of an oil drum is used for boiling.
Five or six batches, with occasional additions of salt, are cooked
before t'^s brine is replaced. The cooked whole shrimp are spread
upon bamboo mats which are placed in the sun on frames about 3 feet
frojn the ground. Drying requires 3 to 5 days. When rain threatens,
the mats are brought under shelter. The shrimp, when well dried, are
threshed with a stick to remove the heads and shells. The fishermen.
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depending upon demand, receive from 12 to $0 cents a pound for these

peeled dried shriinp. The salt costs a trifle over 3 cents a pound. 57/

The average wage of an unskilled laborer in Surinam is

between 75 and 90 cents a day.

OUTLOOK FOR PRODUCTION

I'Jhen fully developed, the Surinam shrin^ fishery probably
will produce 5 to 6 million pounds, heads-on weight, of shriirp,

moatly sea bobs, a year. To do this, traviling in nearby coastal waters
will have to be employed.

The government is interested in fostering the development of
the fishery industry, and it can be presumed, therefore, that shrimp
production will increase in the immediate future. A plant for processing
frozen cooked-peeled shrimp moats for export is nearing conpletion in
Paramaribo in anticipation of an increased demand.

Some exporiraental trawling with rudimentary gear has been done,
but the government is planning for additional experimental work with com-
mercial-type equipment.

FOREIGN TRADE

Surinam inports and exports of shrin^ are insignificant.
In 195U, U,ilOO po\inds of dried shrimp were imported (from Cliina) and
19,600 pounds of dried shrimp were exported. Host of the dried shrimp
exports went to Trinidad, Imported shrimp are subject to a 20-percent
ad valorem tax. Exports are free up to a total of 88,200 pounds annually;
shrimp exports in excess of this amount are reserved for one conpany having
an exclusive franchise for 15 years.

57/ Conversion rate 1 guilder . approxiiaately U. S. 53 cents,
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URUGUAY

Uruguay was not visited dviring this survey, Urxiguay has
no shrimp fishery, nor does it appear likely that she will develop
one, Uruguay, or a part of it at least, seems to be in the transi-
tion zone between the area of the warm-water coastal Penaeus and the
forms that inhabit the colder coastal waters. Along the northern
coast Penaeus brasiliensis is occasionally taken in some of the
lagoons. Normally these lagoons are not connected with the sea,
but now and then a breakthrough will occvir. \-Ihen this happens, young
P. brasiliensis ma:y enter and develop in the lagoons.

URUGUAY SHRIMP SPECIES
AND LOCATIONS

10 Penaeus brasiliensis

50 miles '

URUGUAY

ATLANTIC OCEAN
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VENEZUELA ^
Venezuela produces about 2 million

pounds, heads -on weight, of shrimp a year. This
production is consumed entirely within the country.
Production may eventually reach 8 to 10 million
pounds or more. The development of an export
trade seems unlikely because of high costs. About
16 trawlers operate in vjestem Venezuela catching
both fish and shrimp for local markets. Trawling
within 8 miles of the coast is prohibited. Sea
bobs appear to be the most abundant shrimp near
the mouth of the Orinoco Fliver,

COIMKICIAL SPECIES /J!lD FISHBIG GROUI'IDS

Four spacies of shrimp appear in the commercial catch of
Venezuela , Pgngieus scmnittij the young of which are taken in Lake
Maracaibo and in "the lagoons near El Hatillo and Puerto de la Cruz,
and P, aztecus are the more coimrion forms found in the markets, P«
brasTliensis, which is ciufht along with P, aztecus by the trawlers
operating out of Punta Fijo snd Puerto Cabollo, seems to be much
less abundant than either of the other tt'o species, Xiphopeneus
kroyeri, the sea bob, apparently occurs from near El Hatillo to the
British Guiana border but is fished only near El Hatillo, The sea
bob, a species of small size, evidently is the most abundant form
near the mouth of the Orinoco River,

For statistical purposes the Venezuelan Department of Fish
and Game divides the coast into three zonesjan eastern, a central,
and a western zone. The eastern zone comprises the area between the
frontier with British Guiana and Caps Unare near El. Hatilloj the
central zone extends to Cape Chichiriviche, a little west of Puerto
Cabelloj and the western zone extends to the Colombian border.
Shrimp catches are usually largest in the western zone (table 36),
Production of fresh shrimp has been increasing; in recent years owing
principally to the expansion of the trawl fleet. In 19'^^ f according
to official statistics, the catch was about a million poujids, heads-
on weight. It is probable that the catch actually was nearer 2

million pounds.

^8/ The survey of Venezuela was made- during Ifey 1?56, and this date
is implied when current events or prices are alluded to.
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TABLE 36.—VENEZUELAN SHRE-IP PRODUCTION

(In pounds, i^'esh shrimp, heads-on basis.

Dried shriirp are headed, peeled, and dried.)



FISHERI4EN Afffi GEAR

In Lake Maracaibo, near the town of Maracaibo, about 1^0
fishermen work part-time on shrimp. The men operate from dugouts,
usually four to a dugout, using small beach seines and cast nets.
V/hen shrimp become scarce in this area, some of the fishermen move
to Laos Island near the mouth of the lake. The shrimp taken by
these fishermen are the young of the vihite shrimp.

A trawler was recently given a temporary permit to ex-
plore fishing possibilities in Lake Maracaibo and nearby waters.
Reports of this operation indicate abundance, at times, of small
(50 to 75 to the pound, headless) white shrimp near the mouth of the
lake and of large and jumbo white along the southwest shore of the
Gulf of Venezuela; they are not found in significant concentrations.

There are about 16 trawlers working out of Punt a Fi jo and
Puerto Cabello. These boats are from about h^ to 125 feet long.
Most are owned by an Italian company and are manned by Italians.
Trawling is both for fish and for shrimp. The trips are of 3 or 1;

days duration. During this time the boats fish the entire time, both
day and night. Most of the shrimp are caught at night. The catch
is iced down in small boxes holding about 22 pounds each of fish or
shrimp. Shrimp caught by these boata are sold fresh, heads-on. They
are carried in ice by trucks to Caracas and as far east as Puerto de
la Cruz and Cumana.
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Figure 22.—^A Venezuela trawler used for catching shrin?) and
fish. Most of the Venezuela trawl fleet are Italian builto
Notice the wide shoe on the trawl door hanging from the port
gallows. This type of door is used on soft bottoms.

There are no shrinp-fishing operations near the mouth of
the Orinoco River.

In the lagoons between Higuerote and Puerto de la Crxiz small
white shringj and some sea bobs are caught with seines and cast nets.
The best season is between December and March. Most of this catch is
dried, although some of the larger shriitp are frozen in Puerto de la Cruz
in 12-ouiice and 22-poimd cartons, with ovejrwrap and no glaze.

The freezer at Puerto de la Cruz is the only plant in
Venezuela processing shrin?). A small shrin?) cannery in Maracaibo
was under construction at the time the survey was made.
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PROCESSING AND MARKETING

Tlie entire Venezuelan shrimp catch is sold locally, the
majority as fresh-;fhole because of consumer preference. Some are
frozen in Puerto de la Cruz, and some, usually the smaller shrimp
from the eastern zone, are dried. All canned shrinp are imported,
although construction of a small cannery in Maracaibo was under way.
Almost all of the whole fresh shriir^) come from the western zone.
Trawlers out of Panto Fijo supply large and jumbo shrimp, and cast-
net and seine fishing near Maracaibo furnish small shrimp*

The ex-vessel price, depending upon demand, for large and
jumbo shrimp, heads-on, runs between about 27 and SS cents a pound. S9/
V/hen the ex-vessel price xjas 2? cents a pound, the vrholesale and
retail prices in Caracas were Ul and 68 cents . The retail price
for heads-on shrimp would be comparable to about Jm.lU a pound on
a headless basis. The large and jumbo shrinp, P. aatecus mixed with
a few P. brasiliensis , were trawl-caught.

Small whole white shxrimp from Lake Maracaibo at about the
same time were retailing, in Caracas, for about U8 cents a pound.
The ex-dugout price in Meiracaibo was about lU cents a pound. Frozen
headless medium-sized shrinp were about $1 cents for a 12-ovince carton,
Tlie frozen shrimp were from Puerto de la Cruz.

FORSIG!i TRADE

Venezuela does not exj-^ort slirimp.

In tlie import records shrimp are grouped \n.\h all other
shelli'ish (tabic 37). The majority of shellfish imports, mostly
canned shrimp, are from tha United States. Some dried shrirp are
iiiiported from the United States, too, as well as small amounts of
frozen shrimp from the United States and Mexico,

Venezuela, in order to encourage local fishing, has a
high iiiport duty, which amounts to approximately 27 cents a gross
pound on fishery products.

59/ Conversion rate 1 bolivar = approximately U. S. 30 cents.
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TABLE 37.—SHELLFISH IMPORTS INTO VENEZUELA BY COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN,
1953, 195U and 1955

(In pounds and dollars)

Country-

of origin
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